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Thr's thesis reports on the 'imp'lementation and assessment of a
commercialìy available voice recogniser jn practìcaì situatìons with'in
the disabled community served by the Regency Park Centre for the Young
Dìsabled.
In'itìalìy a background is provìded which'illustrates the relevance
and importance of technical aìds, such as vo'ice ìnput equ'ipment, for
the disabled. A cons'ideration of the development of the techno'logy'
the princjpìes of operatìon and the needs of the population served by
Regency Park I eads to partì cul ar app'l i cati ons wh'ich are 'investi gated.
These applìcat'ions are in the areas of data entry by voice and
articul atìon trai ning.
Initial testìng confirmed the potentìal of the equipment for data
entry by voice. Software was developed which made the equ'ipment more
sui tabl e f or cl assroom use. Tr j al s 'invol v'ing di sabl ed chi I dren were
carrìed out'in the laboratory and in the classroom. It was found that,
for the trial group of children, other modalities offered greater
satisfaction than voice 'input. Data gathered during these trials is
presented as a guide to the performance of the equipment. The data 'is
also used to jllustrate a proposed methodology for the obiect'ive
comparì son of interf aces between the d'isab'ìed and thei r techni cal a j ds.
The second appì icat'ion cons'idered was articulation trajning using
thc vo1ce recognjser. In thjs area the work centred on establ ishing
1't'l
whether the voi ce recogn'i ser di scrjmj nated between sounds wi th
suff.ic.ient accuracy to be used for art'iculation tra'inìng. Software was
deve'loped whi ch woul d be su'itabl e for arti cul ati on tra j n j ng of young
chjldren. Experimental work was carried out usìng the software with
able bod'ied adults say'ing a series of sounds simulat'ing common
pronunciat1on errors. The results indìcated that the performance of
the voice recogniser varjed greatly from person to person. The data
tended to suggest that the variations were made up of a relative'ly
fixed level of subst'itutjon errors and a variable quant'ity of reject'ion
errors which tend to djminish with practise. It is suggested that this
characte¡ist'ic may alIow the equipment to be used successfulìy for the
.improvement of consjstency 'in art'iculation, however further cl'in'ical
test'ing wou'ld be requìred to demonstrate this.
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The abìl'ity to interact with and affect our envìronment is
f undamental to the enjoyment of I ife. Unfortunate'ly many peop'le
are den j ed th'is 'interact j on by congeni ta1 or acqu'ired
disabil'itjes. In the past there has often been a tendency to
ma1ntajn the severeìy d'isabled jn care ìnstjtut'ions wh'ich have
often been a further denial of interact'ion and stimulus. More
recently there has been a growing tendency to recognise that these
peopìe have a full lìfe to live and that soc'iety has a duty to
equip them with ski I ls and materials they may need. For examp'ìe,
recent 1egìslatjon in the United States (Rehabjlìtation Act (1973)
and Public Law 92-142) places a duty on the state to ensure that
d'isabled children have equal opportunity in the schooì system.
This duty 'includes the provis'ion of services, materjals and
equipment which will ensure equal opportunìty.
Thjs attitude, 'in addition to the clear moral and ethical
arguments, has a Strong economic base. The minimum cost of
maintaining a person in a care institut'ion is estìmated to be
A$30,000 p.a. (t6l $18,250 p.a.'in 1976 US$). A lìfe-span of 50
years would pìace a burden of $1,500,000 on the communìty. In many
cases, for a fraction of thjs cost, disabìed people may gain the
confidence, ski ì ìs and technoìogy to I ive ìndependentìy, or
dependently at home. There are many examples (B) of people with
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gross d'isabi I jties who, af ter receiv'ing su jtable tra'ining and
equipment, have been able to Support themselves and become an asset
to the communìty's economy.
In the broader sense, motor cars and teìephones may be thought
of as aids for the able bodied to allow them to overcome the human
body,s l'im'itations. In the same way advances in technology are
being made avajlable to the djsabled to allow them to overcome
the'ir body's limjtatìons. The abilitjes of the able bodied may be
generally defined, and equ'ipment designed to suit a very'large
proport'ion of the popuì at'ion. The operation of a motor car, for
examp'le, requires a constant stream of co-ord'inated control
movements from various parts of the body in response to rapidly
changing st'imul'i wh'ich must be perce'ived and analysed. The f act
that most able bodjed adults may be trained to operate a motor car
'illustrates the consjstency of abilities between people. This
consistency has allowed a mass production and constant refinement
of devìces for the able bodjed. The disabled, on the other hand,
are often unique ìn their abiljtìes. And furthermore, thejr set of
abiljties may change from time to time during their life. These
characteristics make the apP l'ication of technology for the disabled
more difficult since the technoìogy must be carefuì1y seìected to
match the users needs and abi I 'it'ies .
Bleck (6) reported that Itr needs articulated
disabled persons, ranked in order of importance' are:-
1 . Commun i cat'i on





Mìcrocomputers are prov'ing to be a pre-made and mass-produced
funct'ion block around which spec'ialised a'ids for djsabled
ìndìvjduals can be constructed (74). Their potentia'l is most
apparent 'in the two h'ighest rank'ing need areas listed above.
Vanderhe'iden (75) suggests that m'icrocomputers are revolutionising
the design and development of electronic assistive dev'ices for the
djsabled. However, he stresses that the major barrier for using
mi crocomputers i s the need for custom \ ìnterf ac'ing between the
computer and the d'i s abl ed Perso{ He makes the point that Provis'ion
of access to standard software for indiv'iduals who cannot see the
vìdeo dìsp]ay, or cannot use the keyboard, is very difficult.
Clark,s (15) opin'ion that "one of the primary prob'lem areas in
orthotic and prosthetìc research is that of the patient device
jnterface" 'is shared by many researchers and health professionals.
Thj s fundamental probl em has generated an enormous amount of
research into d'ifferent strategies (38, 66). The djversity of
solutions beìng cons'idered may be ì I lustrated by reference to
examples at either end of the technologicaì scale. Researchers
have ach'ieved prom'is'ing results from strateg'ies employìng the
electrjc signal assocìated with the brain's functjon (the
electro-encephalogram, EEG) (48,71 ,72), and from the posjt'ion and
relative movement of the eye (31,63). At the other end of the
scale, keyguards (68) and strategìcaìly placed swjtches (66) assist




Voice input is a strategy whìch has for many years been identifjed
as an 'i nterf ace moda'l i ty wi th strong potent'i a] (7 ,17 ) ' Th i s
modaì'ity has the additional advantage that it also has strong
potent.ia] for able bodied uses. Th'is'is ìmportant because of the
ìncreased motjvatìon to develop the technoìogy, and ult'imateìy the
lower costs of the equipment due to economies of scale. This
moda'lity wì I I have the potentìa'l to al low d jsabled people with good
vo.ice control to access computers without f urther customi s'ing the
i nterface.
speech recogni ti on equi pment has a 'l ong record of
development. Experiments undertaken in 1916 (53) dispìayed speech
as a ljne of var^ying amplitude on a strip of paper. In 1952 (20) a
group of researchers developed a device which could recogn'ise the
spoken digi ts. I n 1976 (37) a connected word recogni ser was
deve'loped with a vocabu'lary of 1011 words wh'ich could achjeve 95%
semant'ic accuracy. However it had severe constra'ints on syntax and
semant.ics and the time taken for processing was 80 t'imes the t'ime
taken to say the statement. In 1984 IBM (33) demonstrated a
'large-vocabu'lary, real-tjme, isolated word recogniser. The device
was able to transcribe "jnteroffice memo" styìe sentences in real
time from a 5000 word vocabulary with 95?l accuracy. A pause
between spoken words was required, however the dev'ice was able to
operate at an average dìscrete speech rate of 90 words per mìnute'
90 words per mìnute is approximateìy half the rate of normal
speech . The system automat j cal 'ly ana'ìyses the context of the
recogn ì sed stri ng of words and corrects the spel ì i ng of words
accordìngìy. In th'is way homophones l'ike "know" and "no", are
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correctly entered. The IBM research group has recentìy reduced the
size of hardware required so that it resides in the back of the AT
range of persona] computers . The group pred'icts that a
personalised vocabulary of 15000 words would require the user to
spell I% of words, and that an increase in computìng speed of a
f actor of 6 to 10 w'il I al low cont'inuous word recognit'ion in real
time. There are some reported cases (8) of highìy successful
app'lìcations of speech recogn'it'ion by the disabled where the
person: s other opti ons were severely I 'im'ited. As the technol ogy
ìmproves, the number of people who may benefit wìII'increase
because the potent'i al of the technol ogy w'i ì 'l exceed thei r other
alternatives. Reference to the historical development of voice
recognit'ion equ'ipment shows that progress has been ach'ieved'in
reìativeìy small 'increments, and general'ly has been aimed at the
able bodied user. Therefore there will be no clear date when more
members of the dj sabled communìty wi I I benefit from the
techno'logy. Health professionals must therefore keep abreast of
advances in the techno'logy and experiment with avajlable equìpment
to as ses s potent'i aì .
This thesis reports on a project whjch takes up the chaì'lenge
of assess i ng the potent'iaì of a speech recogn i ser j n a disabl ed
commun'ity. The underìy'ing ph'i'losophy has been to take the
equipment out of the laboratory and assess it 'in the real world.
The thesjs reports on work jnvolved jn customising and introducing
the equìpment and quantifies the results. It 'is expected that the
thes'is wjll assjst health professìonals wish'ing to gain an
apprec'iation of the strengths and weaknesses of avajlable
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equipment. The thesis also provìdes jnformation for researchers in
vojce recognjtion wishing to gain an insight into the specìa'l
probl ems of the d'isabl ed.
I.2 Outl i ne of Thes'i s
Chapter two develops a background against wh'ich the relevance
of the succeed'ing chapters may be seen. The classification and
prìncipìes of operat'ion of voice recognitjon equipment are
discussed. The existing appìjcatjons of voice input equ'ipment are
discussed and appl icat'ions for the disabled are cons'idered within
five categories. A proposed methodoìogy for comparing data input
modal it'ies 'is a'ìso presented. The needs and existing alternatives
for the students at Regency Park are then consìdered. This allows
the selection of the two appìicatìons of voice ìnput offering
greatest promi se.
Chapter three outl i nes the methodoì ogy adopted for the
assessment and imp'lementation of the vo'ice ìnput equipment. A
prìmary hypothes'i s and s'ix secondary hypotheses are devel oped.
These hypotheses form the bas'is of the experimental work carried
out during the thesjs. The chapter also d'iscusses the three phases
of the project.
Computer software was modified and deve'loped durìng the
project. Chapter four describes these developments.
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The experimenta'l work is described in deta'iì in chapter f ive.
The chapter is djvìded into the three phases of the proiect and








Chapter six discusses the primary hypothes'is and takes an
overview of the interpretations of results in chapter five.
The conclusions drawn from the project are presented in
chapter seven.
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2. VOICE II{PUT - THE TECHNOLOGY AIID ITS POTEI{TIAL FOR THE DISABLED
2.I Introduction
This chapter develops a background aga'inst which the relevance
of the succeedìng chapters may be seen. In'it'ialìy, Sect'ion 2.2
d'iscusses the classification of voice recogn'it'ion equ'ipment giv'ing
an indication of the wide variety of sophistjcation and
performance. The principìes of operatìon of voice recognisers are
then discussed and a h'istorical perspectìve ìs provided to aid the
reader ìn understanding the developing trends 'in the technology.
Partjcular emphasis 'is p'laced on describìng the type of recogniser
used durìng the project work associated with this thes'is. Some of
the principles behind the recent developments in the technology are
discussed to provìde an ìnsìght jnto future trends.
The potentiaì of voìce recognìt'ion technology for the d'isabled
is considered jn Sect'ion 2.3, ìn'itial ìy jn general terms.
Appl'icatìons of voice recognìtion for the disabled are divided into
five categories and documented appììcat'ions are consìdered.
Section 2.4 describes the functìon performed by Regency Park
and the methods adopted. The popuìatjon served by Regency Park js
descri bed 'i n generaì terms and the man machj ne i nterface i s
discussed. Exist'ing methods used by the severely disabled to
control devìces provided for theìr serv'ice are discussed. Final ìy
the relevance and potent'ial of voice recognition equìpment at
Regency Park is discussed under the fìve categories deve'loped in
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Sectjon 2.3. D'irections for development of vojce recognjt'ion
equìpment at Regency Park are therefore defined.
2.2 Voi ce Input Technoloqy
?.2.I Recent and Future Trends
The advent of the ìarge scale integrated c'ircuit has
revolutìonised speech recognjtion technology So that today
there 'i s a very broad range of equ'ipment ava j I abl e. The
varìous types may be genera'l ly categorised by a brief
reference to theirr sophist'icat'ion. For exampìe speaker
dependent, isolated word recognisers recognise, oF are
act'ivated by words separated by a distinct pause, spoken by a
person who has previously trained the devicew'ithhisown
voi ce.
The simp'lest type of recogniseris the singìe sound
recogniser. The keyring that beeps when the user whjstles js
an exampìe. Even this sìmp'ìe technology may be appl'ied jn a
useful fashìon, for example a computer program whjch disp'lays
a moving tra'in when the contjnuous "Shhh.." sound is made. If
the sound i s 'i nterrupted then the trai n stops. It ì s
suggested that thjs may aìd Speech Therapists in motjvating
some cl'ients. It 'is conceivable, a'ìso, that th'is type of
sìngìe sound device mìght be used by a djsabled person to, for
example, switch the lìghts on or off.
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The speaker dependent isoìated word recogniser
represents the next class of recognjt'ion devjces. Agaìn there
is a wide range of equipment available representìng this
cl ass. Devices are avai I able (32) for approx'imately $200
which activate one of ten switches depending on wh'ich of the
ten previ ous'ly traj ned words are detected. Several
recogn'isers (36,46) have become available in the market place
during the last ten years which cost between $500 and $2500
and functjon as "keyboard emul ators". These devices are
general'ly combi ned wi th a personal computer and generate
s'igna'ls 'in response to spoken sounds. The s'ignals are
ìnterpreted by the computer as a series of keystrokes so that
the recogn'iser may be used as an alternate keyboard. These
devìces genera'lly recognìse the sound based on'ly on the signal
received for the particular sound. Their accuracy, therefore,
tends to fal I off rapidìy for I arge vocabul aries, or for
vocabularies containing sim'ilar sounds. They therefore tend
to be restri cted to I ess than 100 words, ôl though some
examp'les have 'inbui lt ìogic and memory which al lows the user
to rapidly swjtch between several vocabularìes allowing ready
access to a vocabulary of 1000 words. The speaker dependent
isolated word recogniser is the most sophistjcated variety of
eas'i'ly available, 'inexpens'ive, recognit'ion equipment.
Consequentìy it is the variety which has been most wide'ly
appl ìed 'in the community. Appì ications for the able and
d'isabled w'ill be discussed in Section 2.3.
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The I ast paragraph noted that the 'i sol ated word
recogniser is generalìy ìimited ìn vocabulary s'ize due to the
ì naccuracy i nherent 'i n techn'i ques wh i ch cons i der the sound
signal onìy. Attempts are being made to overcome this prob'lem
by cons'idering the contextual and syntactjc information jn the
string of words. Devices current'ly being developed (29,30,33)
dìspìay a sophjstjcation far in excess of devices already
described. These devjces have aìready successfu'l ìy
demonstrated recognit'ion of words from a 5000 word vocabu'lary,
at 95y" accuracy, at rates of entry of 90 words per minute.
Thjs "state of the art" equipment ìs housed 'in the IBM AT
persona'l computer. This device requires the user to initìally
trajn his vo'ice onto the machine and to provìde a distinct
pause between words.
Jeljnek predicts (33) that an increase ìn computìng speed
by a factor of 6 to 10 wi I I al low speaker dependent
contlnuous word recognition. Thjs will allow a speaker who
has prevìous'ly traìned the devjce to speak at a normal rate
wi thout pausi ng between words. They suggest that a
personalìsed vocabulary of 15000 words will result in the user
havìng access to 99y" of words requìred for normal busìness
memoranda. Th'is w'il I lead to a s jtuation where a relat'iveìy
untra'ined person could prepare typed material at a rate of 150
words per minute. It may be seen that the potential market
for such a device 'is enormous. The size of the potentiaì
market wj I I stjmul ate more j ntens i ve research and uì tìmateìy
the economjes of scale wjll reduce the cost of the equìpment.
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The recognjsers descrjbed above have genera'l 1y been
speaker dependent. Researchers are al so very act'i ve i n
developing speaker independent isolated and continuous word
recognisers. General'ly the probìem of speaker independence js
more difficult since the recogniser must allow for variations
assoc j ated w j th sex, ôgê, d i al ect and otheli nd i vì dual
characterist'ics. Desp'ite these probl ems, progress i s be'ing
made. The French recently announced plans to trial telephones
with voice act'ivated d'iaì'ling, wh jch is an exampìe of a
speaker independent, j sol ated word recogniser. Myers (47)
demonstrated a connected word speaker independent recognìser
in 1982. The device ach'ieved a 98% correct word recognition
rate for four people who spoke to the recogniser over a
telephone. No previous traìning was required, however the
vocabulary was short and the syntax high'ly constrained.
As well as the categorìes already mentioned, recognjtion
equ'ipment may be further div'ided by the fol ìowing self
expl anatory quaf ifjcations ( 18) : -
(a) Small vocabuìary and constrained syntax/large vocabuìary
and natural ìanguage syntax.




The goaì of high performance speech recognitjon
approximating the rates and accuracy natural ìy achieved by
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human listeners is still a long way off. However, substantjal
progress has been made resu'lting in commercial systems which
po'int the waY to the future.
2.2 2 Principles of Operation - Isolated Word Rec nit'ion
Many schemes ex'i st f or the automat'ic recogn'iti on of
sounds. The followìng discusses a common approach for sounds
which are ana]ysed without reference to adioining sounds.
word , sy] I abì e or phoneme recogn'iti on i s perf ormed by
compa¡ing parameters derived from 'incoming speech (feature
extraction) wjth stored descriptions of candidate recognition









CLASS IF I CATI ON
( COMPAR I SoN )
OUTPUT. ITEM RECOGNISED
FIGURE 1. THE STEPS INVOLVED IN SPEECH RECOGNITION
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Feature Extraction
The 'incomjng speech s'ignaì conta'ins an enormous amount of
i nformat'i on. The "feature extractor" attempts to j sol ate
distinctìve characteristic in the sound which will allow the
computer to 'identjfy the sound. Signaì process'ing techn'iques
and a basìc knowìedge of human speech processes are used by
the recogniser designer to select the characteristics whjch
wi I I be extracted. Desìgners have adopted many dìfferent
characteristics features of the voice sìgna'|. The Bell group
which deveìoped the spoken digìt recogniser in 1952 (20)
monitored the zero cross'ing frequency in the speech signaì
above and below 900H2. Th'is gave an approximation of the tjme
varying first and second formants. When the researchers
d'ispìayed the time plot of the second formant against the
first formant they found a unique pattern for each spoken
dig'it. They found there was sufficient repeatab'ilìty to allow
ìdentjfìcation by vjsual inspectìon, and then developed
electrical c'ircuits to recogn'ise the patterns automatìcal'ly.
A number of modern recognisers record the energy of the
signal of several fixed frequencies during the utterance
(53). It may be seen that thjs js simjlar to the Bell group's
(above) system s'ince the technique wi ì ì effect'ive'ly detect the
formants but goes further s'ince 'it monitors the strength of
the formants and gathers 'information about other frequencies
as wel l. Th js 'is particuìarìy 'important ìn recognisìng
unvoìced fricative sounds which do not have distinct formants.
In these sounds, produced by a constrì ctjon i n the vocal
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tract, the spectrum i s characteri st j cal 'ly cont'inuous wi th a
wide range of frequenc'ies (45).
Information on the formant frequencies is by no means the
only information which may be gaìnedinthjsway. Zwjcker
(g2) d-iscusses the extractìon, from a set of filters, of the
t.ime vary.ing parameters whi ch he I abel S: - rrl oudness , pi tch,
roughness, t'imbre, and subiective duratjon". In another study
Reddy (57) lists 21 parameters.
Atal noted (3) that the transformation of the acoustic
data into spectral form (descrìbed above) has serious
lìm'itations. In particular the tradjtional Fourier analys'is
methods requi re a rel at'ively 'long speech segment to prov'ide
adequate spectral resolutjon. Consequentìy, rapidly changing
Speech events cannot be accurately foìlowed. The techniques
also general ly provìde I jttle 'information about the spectrum
between p'itch harmonics due to the quasiperiod'ic nature of
voiced speech.
Atal cons'idered that the f irst step 'in signal analysì s
should be the constructjon of a model of the signaì. The
model he proposed comprised two parts; a sound generator
followed by a sound shaper, or filter. The generator may take
the form of a low frequency periodjc s'igna1 (representìng the
action of the vocal cords 'in voìced speech), or of a
reìative'ly random mjxture of h'igh frequencies (representìng
the unvoi ced sounds produced by const¡i ctj ons, or sudden
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releases of aìr jn the vocal tract). The sound shaping fiìter
is a model of the shape of the vocal tract which attenuates
various frequencies. Recognisers us'ing thjs model tend to
analyse the speech sìgnaì in two stages. In the first stage
the recogniser determines the nature of the excitatìon
frequency (i.e. voiced or unvoìced). In the second stage the
recognjser establishes a number of parameters wh'ich define the
filter at the particular time.
The recogniser descrìbed by Fright et al (25) uses the
method described by Atal. The first stage 'is accomplished by
extracting three measures of the speech energy:- (i) the short
time average, ( j i ) the I ow frequency short time average
(200-1000H2) and (jii) the hìgh frequency short time average.
The speech ìs termed unvojced if the hìgh frequency short tjme
average is signìficant'ly greater than the low frequency short
time average, otherwise the speech js termed vojced. The
second stage of analysis uses linear predict'ive coding (LPC)
to determine 10 parameters every 20ms throughout the vo'iced or
unvo'iced segment. These 10 parameters define the Vocal tract
shape (fiìter model) at each time 'interval. LPC ìs based on
the premì se that sampìes of voiced speech are ì inear'ly
predìctable jn terms of past speech samples. A least squared'
or sìmilar method, iS then used to define parameters whjch
m j n'imi se the error i n the I ast sampl e when compared wi th a
pred'icted value based on previous sampìes.
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The strateg'ies above utilise models of speech production.
zue (81) poi nts out that 'i t may be more appropri ate to
cons'ider and model the auditory system sjnce our problem
relates d'irectìy to the recognjtion of sound. He reports on
work w'ith filters wh'ich emulate the "frequency ana'lysìs"
car¡ied out by the ear (4) wh'ich tends to gjve a better
frequency resolution at the low frequency end of the scale.
In addìtion, he goes on to report that the actjon of nerve
fi bres 'i n the ear tend to enhance peaks at the format
frequencies. A detect'ion a'lgorithm which models the
synchronous firing jn the auditory nerve i I lustrates the way
in whjch the formant peaks, and concentration of spectral
energy are enhanced. He suggests that a recogniser which is
',tuned,, to rece'iVe speech , and enhances speech-l 'ike sounds,
w j I I tend to ach'ieve better perf ormance j n no'isy envi ronments.
End Point Determination
The recogn'iser must be able to correctly detect the ends
of the subject sound. Fajlure to do this wjll lead to the
situat'ion where the reference sounds are compared with an
.incompìete sound or a comb'ination of two or more sounds.
Isolated word recognisers require that only a singìe word
.is spoken at a tjme. Not onìy does th'is ass'ist jn end point
determìnat'ion, but also decreases the variabi'lity jn
pronunc'iat'ion due to preceding and succeedìng words. In some
recognisers th'is js also necessary sjnce the equìpment can
e'i ther extract f eatures or normal i se and c'l ass i fy, so that a
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pause i s necessary for the processì ng of j nformati on. End
poì nt detect'ion i s f urther compl 'icated by the presence of
"stops" i n sounds, and the presence of breath'ing, 'l ì p smacks ,
cl ìcks and other spurious sounds after the sound i s
comp'leted. The recogniser designer overcomes these obstac'les,
to some extent, by specifyìng acceptable ìengths of sounds and
the ì ength of pauses between sounds . For exampl e the
recogn'iser used i n the study assoc j ated wj th th'is thesi s, the
VIM (76), wi I I on'ly accept sounds which cont'inue for at least
0.1 seconds but no longer than 1.25 seconds and with a pause
between sounds exceeding 160ms.
End point detection is a major problem for connected word
recogn'i sers . Speakers tend to run sounds together
(coarticulatìon) making it difficult to recogn'ise indjvjdual
sounds. This may lead to the situatìon where a "stop" wjthin
a sound exceeds the gap between words. A number of connected
word recogn'i sers attempt to i sol ate phonemes ( 57 ) or
syllables. End poìnt detect'ion of these segments becomes more
compìjcated and depends on changes in the nature of the s'ignaì
(4,22,27,4I,59). The djfficulties inherent in end point
detection have led some researchers to develop strategies
which consider many possible end po'ints so that the real end
point wìll not be missed. For exampìe Sakoe (62) developed an
a'lgorìthm wh'ich matched reference words w'ith possjble subsets
of the ìnput sìgna'l to produce many "poss'ible" words. These
"possjble" words were then tested at the phrase level for
consjstency.
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Time and Ampljtude Normalisation
This section has been descrìbing recogn'isers whjch depend
on the comparison of the 'incomìng speech s'ignal with a stored
temp'late. Cìear'ly, varjations in the speed of productjon of
the sound, and the loudness of the sound w'ill lead to a
fajlure to correct'ìy compare an incoming sound with the stored
temp'ìate unless some correction 'is appl'ied. The simpìest form
of correction, or "normal'isatìon", ampìifies the sìgnal so
that i ts average strength i s a predetermi ned val ue, and
dìvides the signal 'into a predeterm'ined number of divisions.
The values of the characteristic features are then recorded at
the end of each time interval. The number of time intervals
corresponds w'ith the number of divisions in the stored
template so that there is a one to one correspondence at the
comparison stage.
The technique described in the last paragraph is lìmited
because the rel ative timing and strength of characterìstic
features withjn the sound alter when the speaker alters the
speed .or ampì'itude of pronuncìation. The technique assumes
that a feature whjch appears ât, SâV, the midpoint of the
utterance will always occur at the midpo'int, 'irrespectjve of
the way in which the word is pronounced.
The techn i que of dynamì c t'ime warp i ng (DTI,J ) 'i s used
extensì vely i n 'i sol ated word recogn ì sers to overcome the
I imjtations described above. In general terms the tjme scale
of the ìncoming signa'l is altered so that the sìgnaì is made
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to fit the temp'lates. The combìnation of best fit is then
taken to be the correct combi nati on. Effect'i vely the
normal'isation and classif icat'ion activities are comb'ined. DT[.l
w'ill be d'iscussed further below when classification 'is
cons i dered.
Cl assjfication (Compari son)
Cl ass'if icat jon refers to the stage where the
characteristic features of the incoming s'igna'ì are compared
with the characterjstic features of the stored template. A
decisjon is made as to whether the ìncoming signal is
suffjciently similar to one of the reference patterns, if so
then the recogniser assumes the jncoming s'ignal is the same as
the reference patterns and generates the appropriate output.
Th'i s compari son may be ach'ieved i n many ways . The
recogn'iser developed by the Belì group 'in 1952 (20) relied on
a re'ì ay, capaci tor networ"k to i ncrease charge on capaci tors
when close fit between the ìncoming signal and stored tempìate
was achieved. The capacìtor with the most charge at the end
of the anaìys'is was therefore assoc'iated with the best match
between sound and template. Thìs capacitor was then
jdentified by means of a relay, gas tetrode network.
Anaìog c'ircuits are beìng developed (45) however most
recent'ly deve'loped recognisers are digìtaì. Again there has
been a wide range of techniques empìoyed. Clark (15)
descrjbed a very simple techn'ique whjch 'is used in a
wheelchair control ler. He divides each incoming sound into
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eìght segments, each of which 'is characterised by B bits of
'informat'ion. Therefore each sound js characterised by an 8x8
matrix of dìgìtal informatìon (64 b'its totaì). He then
matches the jncoming 8x8 matrjx with each of the 8xB tempìate
matrìces. If a single template js found that matches 58 or
more b'its of the jncoming matrix then the wheelchajr command
assocìated with the matrix is activated. If more than one
template is found to match 58 bits then the command assocjated
with the highest number of matched bits is actjvated. Clark
reports successful use of the recogni ser a'l though j t i s
I jmited to recognise only I distinct'ly d'ifferent words. The
Same bas'ic technique is used in many recognisers, includìng
the one used j n the experimental work assoc'iated w'ith thì s
thesjs (76). However, ìmproved performance is ach'ieved by
analysing a greater number of segments and by recording the
value of the ampìitude of 16 frequency bands at the end of
each segment.
The methods descri bed 'i n the I ast paragraph do not
account for the problem, ìdentjfied ear'ìier, of the relative
displacement, w'ith respect to time, of features jn the sound.
The speed of modern dig'ita] devices al lows the use of
aìgorithms wh'ich perform a search of the varjous ways that the
tjme scale of e'ither the incomìng S jgnal, or the reference
tempìate, may be djstorted to ach'ieve a best fit. The many
varjatjons of this theme are described and compared in several
references ( 2I,I2,34,35) however the fìgure prepared by
Levinson (39), and reproduced below (F'igure 2), gìves a clear
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FIGURE 2. This figure compares the d'irect matching
of sound signals with the dynamic time warping method
of characteri sti cs
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Figure 2 uses the djstance between the pìot of the
characteristjcs of the incoming and template sound as a
measure of overal I f it. The non-un'iform t'ime al ìgnment used
in the dynamìc tjme warping method allows for varjations jn
the rate of speech and jn the relatìve lengths of the vowels
and consonants 'in a word.
The Recogniser as a Whole
Most isolated word recognìsers perform the four tasks in
Fìgure 1 to achìeve recognition of an 'incoming sound s'igna'1.
The four tasks ( i . e. , I. Feature Extracti on, 2. End Poi nt
Determinatìon, 3. Time and Ampìitude Normal isat'ion, and 4.
Classification) have been discussed in genera'l terms to
expì a'in the tasks more f u'l ly, and to i I I ustrate the vari ous
methods used to carry out the tasks. The followjng brief
description jllustrates how the tasks described work together
to perf orm the analys i s and recogn'iti on of speech s'ignal s .
The speaker's vibrating vocal cords cause pressure
fluctuations in the ajr. A microphone converts these pressure
f luctuat'ions to an electrical s'igna'l which is ampl jf ied and
monitored by a speech recogniser. The first function of the
recogn'iser is the extract'ion of relevant informatjon from the
s'ignal . Hendtlass (28) suggests that there are 48000 b'its of
j nformatj on per second of typi ca'ì speech. The speech
recognìser attempts to discard jnformatìon not essent'ial for
word recognitjon by concentratìng on part'icul ar tìme varying
parameters in the sìgnaì, such as the formant frequencies. By
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doìng th'is the recognìser el'iminates less 'important
informatìon and reduces the amount of data which must be
handled. Clark (15), for examp'le, reduces sounds (words) to
a total of 64 bits of ìnformatìon. Whi le extracting
ìnformation from the signa'ì, the recogn'iser constantly
monjtors the parameters forindjcations of the endpoint of the
sound. This is part'icu'larìy important because faìlure to
accurate'ly detect the endpoint will lead to the situation
where the recogniser will be comparing a pa'ir of words, or a
partìal word with its I ibrary of sjngìe words. Clearly the
recogn'iser wi I I be unl ikeìy to ach'ieve the correct comparìson
'in these circumstances unless specia'l technìques are used.
After detectìng the endpo'int, the recogniser has a string of
data representing the tjme varying parameters of the incoming
sound. To accurate'ly produce thewordassociatedw'iththe
given string of data the recognjser must first account for the
speed and amp'litude of pronunciat'ion. After this "time and
amplìtude normalisation", the recogn'iser compares the string
of data describing the incomjng signa'l with the recogn'iser's
l'ibrary of stored data. If the incomjng data strìng matches a
particular data string 'in the ìibrary then the recogn'iser
retrieves the word associated with the ìibrary string and the
recogn'it'ion is comp'lete. The recogniser may then actjvate a
switch, output the word, or a character, or perform some other
function dependìng on the desiqn of the recogniser and the
word recogn i sed.
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2.3 Vo'ice I nout. App lications For The Disabled
2.3 .l Potent'i al 0f Vo'i ce I nput
Many researchers have identìfied the potent'ial strengths
of the vo'ice ìn the man-machine 'interface (7,17). The l'ist of
apparent advantages 'incl udes: -
(a) Voice is a natural means of communication.
(b) Voice 'input is good for "hands busy", "eyes busy"
s.ituations. In certajn cases of djsabi'lity, it is the
only channe'l avai I abl e.
(c) It requ'ires no phys'ica] 'l i nkage ( i n contrast to swjtches,
joyst'i cks , poi nters or EMG sk i n el ectrodes ) '
(d) A wide range of control freedom.
(e) optimisation for the personaì needs may be achieved by
software modif i cati ons.
(f) A potent'ial for hjgh speed communicat'ion.
(g) Ease of access for telephone or rad'io.
(h) Advantages in s'ituations of poor light'ing or v'is'ibìf ity
or for users with Poor eYesight.
( i ) Psychol og'ical advantages - f un, mot'ivati ng, user has a
sense of controì bY whìm.
However, these potentì a] advantages are often not
achieved jn ava'ilable, ìnexpens'ive recogn'isers. The foì'low'ing
limitations were identìfìed by Boonza'ier (7):-
( a) The ì nabì ì i ty to recogni se the same words repeated wi th
different pìtch, ìnfìection, speed,'loudness, phonatìon
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and connectedness, may ìmpose too great a demand for
cons'istency on the user.
(b) Recognisers are genera'l'ly speaker-specìf ic. They must be
taught the user's pronunc'i ation, and the user must
pronounce the words in the same way when using the
recogn i ser.
(c) Increasing the size of the vocabuìary of the recogniser
increases the possjbility of the recogn'iser confusing two
sounds and al so i ncreases the time taken by the
recognìser to compare sounds. The sìze of the vocabu'lary
is therefore restrìcted - in most inexpensive recognisers
the actìve vocabulary ìs less than 100 sounds.
(d) Recogni sers generaì'ly f ai I to use the syntactic
information impf ic'it in formed speech. Human l'isteners
tend to anticipate followìng words, and review past words
wi th reference to I earned grammati cal rul es. Grammar
dramatically decreases the number of appropriate words
which might be uttered. The human I istener
subconscìousìy discounts impr obab'le sounds and repìaces
them with more probabìe substjtutes.
(e) Similar'ly, the human I istener uses the semantic and
contextual framework of a string of words to dìscount
'improbabl e sounds and repì ace them wi th probabl e
substitutes. The sense of the following words ass'ists in
the selection and confirmatìon of the substitute.
Inexpensive recognisers take words uttered jn jsolation
and do not consider the adjo'ining words.
(f) Visual cues perceived by the human I istener provide
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'inf ormati on on the "pl ace" 'in the vocal tract where the
sound was generated and the "manner" of production. The
"body 'ìanguage" dispìayed by the speaker may also be used
by the listener to set the contextual framework of the
utterance. This visual information, which is not
available to vo'ice recogn'itjon equipment, assists the
human listener to assess the perce'ived sound.
The limitations discussed above are common to several
speaker dependent, 'i sol ated word recogn i sers produced by
manufacturers as interfaces for personal computers since the
mjd 1970's. One of these recognisers ìs the subject of the
experimental program assoc'iated wi th th'is thesi s. More
recent'ly ( 33) researchers have devel oped strategi es and
equi pment whi ch radi caì ly reduce the effects of the
I imitatìons (a) to (e) 'ììsted above.
In general terms, the exp'loitation of voice recognjtjon
fol I ows a common theme. The recogn i ser ( or i nterface )
identifies the utterance (the user's input) and passes a
s'ignal to another device (generaììy a computer) whjch controls
the requi red output. The f ol 'lowi ng subsect'ion j I I ustrates the
ways'in whìch this theme may be expìoited.
2.3.2 Appl i cati ons
Th'is subsection
'i nput . The rev ì ew
rev'iews pubì ished appl'icat'ions of voice
ìs not intended to be exhaustive but is
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.intended to i I I ustrate the scope of appì 'icat'ions beì ng
cons'idered. Appl jcations are divided into f ive areas, 'i'e'
Data Entry, Envìronmental control, Speech Therapy, Aids for
the Deaf , and f or Trans I at'ion.
Data Entr
The entry of data by vo'ice rather than by hand is perhaps
the most obvious use of vo'ice 'input. The follow'ing fìve
authors ref er to app'l i cat'ions where voi ce 'input has been
competi ti ve wi th hand 'inPut.
(a) Mart j n' s (42) 1976 paper ti tl ed "Practi ca'l App'l 'icat j ons
0f voice Input To Machìnes" gives several exampìes, whìch
he divides into four groups:-
(i) Quality control and inspection:
- Televi sion and f acepl ate 'inspection.
- Inspection of puì'l ring can l'ids.
- Automob'i I e assembìy 'l i ne i nspect'ion.
- Receiving 'inspect'ion. The record'ing of
'information on goods enterjng a f actory.
( i 'i ) Automated materi al hand'l i ng:
- Vo j ce controì 'led package routì ng system'
( i i 'i ) Parts programmi ng f or N. C. mach j ne tool s:
- Al I ows f actory personne'l unf ami I i ar wì th
programmi ng techn'iques to program a N . C . tool w'i th
spoken commands.
('iv) Government aPP'l icat'ions:
-Controlsforhìghperformancea.ircraftcockpit
s imu I ators .
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- Air traffic control.
- Entry of cartographìc and bathometric data.
- Ar'ds for the handjcapped.
Martin states that ìn several of the above cases there
has been i ncreased operator productì vi ty and reduced
error rates compared wjth keyboard entry of data. He
also reports that average data entry rates of 30 to 70
entries per minute have been regul arly achjeved
throughout I hour work'ing days, and peaks of 120 entries
per minute have been recorded.
(b) Rollins (61) reported jn detail on two industrial
applications of speech input of data where the operator's
hands were general 'ly occupi ed w j th other tasks . The
appl'ications were:-
(i) A baggage handling fac'i'lity where vo'ice was used to
define the dest'ination of an art'icle.
(ìi) An inventory receìving facility where the incomìng
article's weight, ìdentity numbers and descrìption
were entered by vojce.
The investigators found that in generaì terms vojce entry
was comparabì e to keyboard entry, however operator
atti tude and abi ì i ty often made speech i nput ei ther
sìgnìfìcant'ìy more or less effic'ient than keyboard
entry. They also noted that some potential advantages of
voice entry were lost since the systems were set up for
keyboard entry.
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(c) Bìrch (5) reported on work by the Roya'l Aircraft
Establ 'i shment whi ch i s devel opi ng a "cockpi t control
system" activated by voice which manìpulates radjo and
navigat'ionaì equ'ipment. The equ'ipment ìs currently beìng
used i n a BAC-I11 ai rcraft on a trì al basi s and i s
expected to be used i n mi ì 'i tary ai rcraft i n the near
future.
(d) Spine (70) refers to several authors when he listed the
following app'lications of vo'ice entry of data:-
(i) Distributed computer networks command and control.
(ii) Air traffic control.
(iii) P-3C aircraft command and control.
('iv) A warfare sìmulation trajner.
(v) Printed circuit board design.
In the situations described above, voice is competit'ive
with keyboard entry because the user's hands are otherwise
occupied. S'imilarìy vojce input for data entry has
applications for disabled people wìth good vo'ice but poor hand
control. Thjs is ìllustrated by the folìow'ing:-
(a) Richards (58) reports that peop'ìe with ìmpaired hand
function are able to use voice 'input to complete a
psycho'logica'l test, the M'innesota Multiphasìc Personal ìty
Inventory. The method ì s substanti aì 1y cheaper than
empìoying a scribe for the 2 hours requ'ired to compìete
the test. Richards claims a 97/" accuracy and states that
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the 3y" errors randomly distributed through the test do
not affect cl jnical profi les significantìy.
(b) Bowe (B) reports that a C1 quadripìegic has been able to
use vojce 'i nput of data to operate a home based
computer. He has been able to obtain employment as a
computer assistant and worked five hours a day for the
Natìonal Institute of Health.
(c) Fu (26) reports that Boei ng has devj sed a speech
control led workstation for a quadripìegic person who is
able to work in a "bus'iness programm'ing environment".
The group provided an extended vocabuì ary set which
enables the user to emp'loy graphics, support muìtiple
programmi ng ì anguages, access different networks and
control a personal teìephone system. The system also
al lows the operator to man'ipul ate the immedi ate
environment which 'i s described i n the environmental
control subsection below.
(d) Rjzer (60) refers in generaì terms to a quadrip'legic
student undertak'ing a computer programming course at the
Mary'land Rehabjlitat'ion Centre usìng voice input for
computer access.
(e) Creasey (16) reports on the development of a vo'ice
controì ì ed, data entry arrangement for tetrapì egì cs . The
system used a two and three dimensjonal selection
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procedure (a form of encoding - Section 2.4.2) to obtajn
re'lìabììity w'ith a small vocabuìary. This reduced the
data entry rate to 7 characters per mìnute.
(f) Frìed-0ken (23) reported that a 10 year old Cl-Cz
quadri pl egi c d i sp1 ayed i ncreased moti vati on to I earn
fo'l'lowing use of voice input. This was despite poor
accuracy due to fluctuations 'in vocal productions,
interfering no'ise from the uncuffed tracheostomy, and
unrel'iable recogn'it jon of a high pitched vo jce
Environmental Control
The subject of environmental control by voice overìaps
with the data entry applìcatjon djscussed above because data
must be entered to produce the output whjch controls the
env'ironment. The areas are discussed separately here because
the two subjects tend to have different bas'ic requirements.
Data entry requires qujck operation and a ìarge vocabulary,
but wi I I genera'l ìy tol erate some errors. Env'ironmental
control units on the other hand require a high degree of
accuracy but generally require onìy a small vocabulary and
tolerate sìow operation.
Envi ronmental control wi th speech i nput has been a
popuì ar area for research because current i nexpensi ve
recognisers are able to meet the general requ'irements. The
required accuracy may be achjeved by "syntaxing", or "error
trapping" where two or three sounds are entered for one
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action. The second and third sounds allow the user to confirm
or cancel the jn'itìal sound. Some areas of ìnterest,
part'icular'ìy wheelchair control, have a low tolerance for
errors and requìre fast operat'ion. The relativeìy smaì I
required vocabuìary assists the many researches exploring
wheelchajr control, however reference to the lìterature djd
not revea'l any examples in reguìar or normal use.
The f o'l ì owi ng 'i I I ustrates appì ì cat'ions of voi ce i n
environmental control : -
(a) The speech controlled workstatjon (26) described in the
data entry d'iscussion above also provides an amb'itious
control of the local environment for the user. The
developers intended that the quadriplegic operator of the
workstation would not requìre any human assistance in
normal tasks. A vo'ice controlled robotjc system has
therefore been provided wh'ich performs the foì lowing
tasks: -
(i ) Retrjeves and displays books, turns pages and
returns the book to the storage locat'ion.
(ii) Opens and closes fììing cabinets, inserts and
retrieves documents and assìsts the operator in
searchìng the fiIe.
(iii) Retrieves, loads, un'loads and stores fìoppy djscs.
(jv) Loads and unloads the printer and dìspìays prìnted
sheets.
(v) Performs m'iscellaneous tasks such as transferrìng
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materìal to the waste paper bìn, to the user's lap,
the user's back pack or the in/out tray.
Fu reports that the system was operat'ional 'in April 1986
and that the quadripl egi c "operator i s compl ete'ly
independent of supportìve aid from co-workers".
(b) Brown (11) presents a case study of a 42 year oìd,
mentaìly retarded (IQ19) woman who possessed no se'lf heìp
sk'il ls and almost compìete'ìy un'intel ì'i9ìb'le
vocal izat'ion. A vo'ice activated device was prov'ided to
allow the subject to operate a videotape of classjcal
stories, a vibratjon message Pad, a radio, and a
v'ideotape of the subject's fami'ly. "The subject Iearned
the rel at'ionshìp between her vocal izat'ions and the
act'ivat'ion of envi ronmental app'l i ances and exerci sed
demonstrable control over her environment for the first
tjme in her Iife." Brown reported several pos'itive gains
in the persona'l development of the subject during the
study.
(c) Damper (18,19) d'iscusses the use of voice input,
part'icu'larìy for environmental control and describes'in
detaìl a diaìogue des'ign whose syntax ensures that errors
due to inaccurate sound recognit'ion are suppressed.
(d) waby
(77 )
(78) descrìbes 'in generaì terms the Vojce Connection
environmental control un'it and its impact on a 23
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year old quadrip'legic person at Melbourne's Austjn
Hospitaì.
(e) Many researchers have reported on the development of
voice control led wheelchairs. Soede (69) dìscusses
experiments des'igned to determ'i ne a command set f or
wheelchair control. Mjller (45) discusses the performance
of an 'inexpensjve analog sound recogniser and Clark (15)
describes a s'impìe djgital recogniser and assoc'iated
trials of wheelcha'irs driven through a maze us'ing vojce.
Clark's wheelchajr control also empìoys an emergency stop
switch activated by head movement.
Speech Therapy
Speech recognisers depend on extracting parameters from
the spoken sound which characterise the sound. It would seem
that such a device could be used to:-
(1) Check that a sound has been spoken correctly by ensurìng
the parameters are approximately the same as the
parameters of a target sound.
(2) Show wh'ich parameters deviated from acceptab'le I imits
during a mispronunciation.
It is suggested that speech therapists could appìy the
equi pment 'in the f ol I owing two areas: -
(1) Articulatjon ffiâV, 'in some cases, be 'improved by
repetition of the correct pronunciation of a sound which
the client finds difficult. Articulation drills use thìs
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technique. Generally, however, a therapist ìs required
to constantly monitor, guide and encourage the client
through the dri I I . Al ternat'ively, when the cl'ient
reaches an acceptabìe stage a recogniser might be used to
mon i tor the sounds produced and motì vate the c I j ent.
This would free the therapìst to attend to other clients
and would allow the client to perform articulat'ion drills
between visits to the therapìst.
(2) A speech recogn'iser detects a mispronunciation when the
detected parameters defining the sound deviate from a
"target" sound by an unacceptabìe amount. It i s
concei vabl e that the parameter devi ation coul d be
analysed and that a computer could show the speaker what
caused the m'ispronunciation. Computer graphics might be
used to ìllustrate the error. For examp'le, diagrams of
the vocal tract for the target sound and the produced
sound could be produced to demonstrate an error due to
pì ace of sound product'ion.
Research 'into the areas discussed above has not been
extens'ive, however some work has been done. Fried-Oken (24)
reported that a m'i ì d'ly dysarthrì c speakelimproved
articulation due to art'iculation drills monitored by a speech
recogniser. The subject used four words to pìay a computer
game which tended to increase motjvation and attentìon span.
A I25y" ìncrease 'in attentjon span was noted. In another
study, Schmjtt (64) noted ìmproved artjculatjon in a severe'ly
disabled subject who has the abi ì ity to produce on'ly
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semj- jntel'l'igible utterances. In this case the improved
artjculation appeared to be due to 'improved breathing co-
ordination which was encouraged by the repeatability of the
speech recogn'iser.
Fright (25) has
be connected to an
the characteri stic
i ncomi ng sound. He
s peech energy, p'i tch
might wel I be used
more clearly the cause
developed a speech recogniser which may
IBM PC computer which dìspìays graphs of
parameters of both the "target" and
reports that they also pìan to dispìay
and vocal tract shape. These graphìcs
by a Speech Therapist to show the client
of their error in pronunciation.
Aids For The Deaf
Speech recogn'it'ion is a major concern for the deaf. In
the far di stant future speech recogni tion equì pment may
deveìop to the point where conversational speech may be
analysed and displayed on a deaf person's glasses as text. In
the foreseeable future however techno'logy wi I I attempt to
provìde clues to assist the deaf in I ip reading. Technology
for the deaf often duplicates techniques in other areas of
speech recognition research, particu'larìy in feature
extraction. Equipment for the deaf seeks to extract features
from the i ncoming speech s'ignaì and present 'inf ormation as
either v'isual or tact j le stimul at'ion. Lip reading tends to
provide ìnformat'ion on pìace of sound production, additional
information on voic'ing and manner of productjon has been shown
to assist the l'ip reader. The following summaries illustrate
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the variety of approaches being taken.
(a) Brooks' (9,10) experiments with an array of vìbrators
attached to the subject's arm revealed that the subjects
were able to learn to recognise 250 words by reference to
tactjle 'information onìy. The equipment employed 16
f ì I ters w'ith centre f requenc'ies between 200 and 8000H2.
The ampìitude of 16 vibrators was then modulated in
proportion to the energy detected by the correspond'ing
fi I ter channel . Thi s approach has many sim'i I ari ties to
the feature extract'ion technìque emp'loyed by many s'ingle
word recognìses ìnclud'ing the recogn'iser used at Regency
Park as di scussed l ater i n thi s thes'is.
(b) Traunmuller (73) devised a series of ten light emitting
diodes (LED) which show the ratio of energy 'in the hìgh
frequency (2.Zkïz) versus the low frequency (6B0Hz) part
of the speech signal. The rat'io varies wjth tjme as the
word is spoken leading to characteristic changes jn the
LED array. Characteristic and consistent changes have
been associated with various stops, voiced cont'inuants,
unvo'iced stops and unvoiced fricatìves.
(c) P'ickett (52) reports on experiments with the "Upton
eyeglass speechreader" whìch tends to indjcate jmproved
lip reading performance. The eyeg'lasses disp'ìay a
pattern of five lights to the wearer whjch indjcate when
any of the folìowìng four'cond'it'ions are encountered:-
(j) unvo'iced high frjction for greater than 80ms.
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(ij) low frequency frìctjon (2-3 kHz)
(jji) brief burst of less than 80ms after silence j.e.
plosives
(jv) ìow frequency murmur.
(d) Mj I ler (44) reports a 0 to 30% improvement 'in ì'ip reading
performance when v'ibration applied to the fingers conveys
additional ìnformat'ion on the fo'lìowing phonetic
f eatures: - voi ced/voi cel ess, cont'inuant/'i nterrupted, and
nasal /oral .
(e) Martony (43) reports some improvement'in ì'ipreading
performance when information on voic'ing and "stops" is
provided either visua'lly or as vibration on the skin.
Translation
Unintelligibìe speech is clear'ly an important barrier to
communicat'ion for many people. Th'is may occur even though the
person produces i ntel I 'i gent and cons ì stent utterances. A
reìatively small amount of research js be'ing done to try to
alleviate the problem by creatjng devices which analyse the
person's speech and then produce synthesized speech
recogn'isable by the w'ider communìty.
Transl at'ion of speech
0l son ( 50) demonstrated a
I'im'ited number of Engì ì sh
French, German or Spanìsh.
by mach'ine is not a new jdea.
dev'ice in 1962 wh ì ch recogn j sed a
words and then pronounced them in
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Rahimi (54) identjfied two approaches to th'is translat'ion
probìem. The f irst 'i s to have a computer recogni se the
dysarthr.i c speech on a word- by-word basi s and then to
synthesize a more genera'lìy 'intelìig'ib'le equìvalent. The
second approach is to have a computer systematìca1ly modify
the speech s'ignal w'ithout an attempt at actuaì ìy recognis'ing
the speech.
The first of these approaches has been used by Schmitt
(64) who prov'ided a severeìy disabled, vìsuaì ly impaired
'indjvidual with a computer system which can both recognise and
synthesize speech. The subiect i s able to consi stent'ly
produce sem'i jntel'ligent utterances which are used to prepare
sentences. These strings of words may then be sent to the
synthes'izer which produces speech intel'l'igible to the wider
community. This procedure is slow and laborious, however it
should be remembered that the subiect has no other way of
prepaning and storing messages for spoken communication with
strangers.
Fright (25) reports that his group has produced an
analysis/translatjon/synthesis scheme which has produced
encouragi ng resul ts. A portabl e dev'ice i s be'ing constructed
wh j ch wi l l run 'i n real t'ime, overcomi ng the di sadvantages
i nherent 'in Schm j tt' s ( above ) approach .
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2.4 Cl 'in'ical Aspects - Voi ce Input At Reqency Park
2 .4 .1. Popu I at'i on
Regency Park i s a school for djsabled chi ldren. The
school genera'lly caters for children from kindergarten through
to late p¡imary school, and to a lesser extent secondary
school . The school offers curricul a which are simi I ar to
other South Austral ì an school s and attempts to equ i p the
students w'ith sk'i11s and abilities wh'ich will enable them to
I eave Regency P ark and i ntegrate i nto maì nstream schoo'ì 'i ng .
The goaì s of mai nstream'ing (13) are: -
(a) to permit the child to attend a local school, thus
reducing transport problems,
(b) to maximise educatìonal expectations and performance, and
(c) to al low soc'ial 'interact'ion with able-bod'ied peers.
Ch'ildren who cannot currently attend a regular school due
to thei r d j sabi'lì ty, but demonstrate that they may, wi th
assistance, be able to attend a school 'in the future' are
e'ligib]e cand'idates for Regency Park. In some cases thjs
ìntegrat'ion process'is not poss'ible and, if further tu'ition is
impractical , these ch'i'ìdren may go on to care type
'institut'ions. A great deal of compassion 'is obviousìy
requìred 'in th'is s'ituation, particuìar'ly when degenerative
disab'il ities are concerned.
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The fundamental crìterion for entrance to the school is
an expectation that the chjld will benefjt from the school.
The actual type of d'isability ìs of secondary consjderation,
so that the range of diagnos'is is very broad. Furthermore'
the severity of disabjlity withìn a s'ingle dìagnosis may vary
greatìy. For exampl e, cerebral pa1 sy, wh'ich 'i s the most
common d'iagnosis, may be exhibìted in some cases as spasms of
some or all muscle groups such that consc'ious, predetermined
movements are 'imposs'i b1e (cerebraì pal sy, spast'ic
quadriplegi a) . In other cases cerebral pa'lsy may be
characteri sed by a I ack of spat'i aì ori entati on wi th no
tendency to spasm ( cerebral pal sy wi th marked ataxì a) . The
range of diagnos'is is also very broad often referring to a
congenitaì weakness of particular muscle groups (for example:-
Arthrogryposis) or of skeletal mal- development (for example:-
0steogenesis 'imperfecta) which prevents the student from
safeìy mov'ing about or manìpu'ìating objects jn the normal way
due to risk of, or treatment of bone damage.
The time of onset of the d'isabjì'ity is also variable.
The disabjlities d'iscussed above are alì apparent from bjrth.
Other students, however, have lived a normal l'ife unt'il a
road, or other accident ìeads to, for examp'le, a head injury
or spìnaì damage. Injuries to the central nervous system may
cause changes of varying severity to many abil jties 'incìuding
speech, co-ordj nated movement, cogn'i ti ve abi ì ì ty' memory'
interpersonaì skills and to the senses of touch, taste, smeìì,
sìght and hearing. Some students ljve a normal l'ife until a
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congen'ital illness beg'ins to affect them at an advanced age.
Muscular dystrophy and spìna'l muscular atrophy are examp'les
where the student exhib'its normal ab'il'ities at f irst but
develops increas'ing weakness in various muscle groups as t'ime
goes by.
The psychol ogi caì effects of the student's di sabi f i ty,
particularly those of late onset, frdy be a major hurdle
preventÍng the student reaching full potential and entering
the wider communìty. The fol'lowing three poìnts i'ìlustrate
effects due to the student's primary d'isabil'ity:-
(a) The student may be depressed, and have a decreased self
esteem and expectat'ion due to 'being different' and due
to the decreased range of opportunity.
(b ) The student' s persona'l i ty may f ai I to devel op norma'l ly
due to a failure to jnteract socjalìy at various ages
(6). Several researchers see the need for young
"non-walking" ch j ldren to be prov'ided w'ith equipment to
allow them to stand and/or move about so that they may
ì nteract wi th other ch'i I dren i n the p ì ayground
env'i ronment .
(c) The time taken to overcome one aspect of the d'isabil'ity
may reduce the t'ime avajlable to develop other skjlls so
that soci al and psycho'logi ca'l devel opment may be stunted
(6).
Regency Park general ly caters for approximately 200
students. A number of these students attend other schools for
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gradually ìncreasing periods of time. A recent study by
Ahrens (AH1) of the commun'ication needs of the students
attendìng Regency Park revealed that:-
(a) 2Y" of students had ìegible handwrìting but un'intelìigibìe
speech,
(b) 7% of students had intelf igible speech but j1ìegìble
handwrjting, and
(c) l6y" of students had un'intelligibìe speech and jlìeg'ib'le
handwrjting.
2.4.2 Ex'istìnq Methods
The broad range and degree of disab'il'ity of students at
Regency Park has been dìscussed above. Some of these students
are ass'isted by "techn'ical aids" prov'ided by the
Rehabi I itation Engineering Department (66) . These technical
a'ids may be divided into three categories (a0); 1. orthotic
aids, 2. adaptive a'ids and 3. aids to access generaì consumer
products.(67) An orthotic ajd refers to apparatus applied to
the body to repìace or ìmpose a function or to support,
activate or protect parts of the body. The adaptive aid
relates to those devices specia'lìy developed for the disabled
population to allow optimisation'in activities of dai'ly l'iving
(e.g. mobility aìds, commun'ication aids etc. ). The th jrd
category refers to " i nterface" dev j ces wh i ch al I ow the
disabled indiv'idual to access ord'inary consumer objects.
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In al I examples of techn'ical a'ids categorised as two or
three, the techn'ical ajd contajns or requires a separate
i nterf ace of some k i nd that prov'ides phys'icaì access to the
a'id. In th'is instance, the interface 'is defined to be a means
of access for an ind'ividual to an object, mechanìsm, machine,
or system of machìnes the ind'ividual wishes to exp'loit in the
process of carrying out a spec'ifjc activìty.
The 'interface component is of primary importance because
jt has consjderable 'influence on user motivat'ion, functìon,
achievement and performance. The interface to a great extent
presc¡ibes the effectìveness of the outcome of a user/device
relationsh'ip. The most serious probìem facing both users and
prescribers i s the I ack of knowl edge of this i nt jmate I'inkage
between the user and the technical ajd (a0).
The interface senses some phys'ical action of the user
which can be controlled jn a conscious and repeatable fashion
by the user. For many able bodied people the keyboard is a
satì sfactory 'i nterface for the entry of characters to a
computer s'ince they are able to control the motion of their
fingers conscjousìy in a repeatabìe fashion. For many
d j sabl ed peop'le the keyboard 'i s a very poor i nterf ace si nce
the'ir hand movements are too limited, or weak or are affected
by spastìcity. An alternatjve jnterface is required for these
peop'le to allow them to take advantage of equ'ipment available
to the able bodied.
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Interf aces employed in communicat'ion devices f al I 'into
three categories (55), 1. Direct seìect'ion, 2. Scanning and 3.
tncodìng. Direct selection refers to interfaces where the
user spec'ifies the des'ired character or symboì wjth a simpìe
di rect act'ion whi ch poi nts to or otherw'i se def ines the
character. The following are exampìes of thjs technique:-
(a) Point'ing w'ith a f inger or other I imb at particular
characters arranged'in a conven'ient fashion.
(b) Depress'ing keys on a keyboard to select characters.
(c) Staring at a character in a "see through" matrjx until
the therapist guesses the selected character.
(d) Eye gaze devices which monitor fixatjon of the eyebalì
(63) or the associated EEG sìgna'l (71,72).
(e) Head or I imb mounted pointers (66) or optica'l po'inters
(56) for select'ion of characters mounted on physical or
photosensìtive swi tches.
Scann'ing refers to 'interf aces which step through the set
of characters or symbols untiì a specific s'ignal js received
from the user which indicates the current'ly d'ispìayed
character is the desired selection. The fo'ìlowing are
examples of this technique:-
(a) The therapist points to, or says, characters untjl the
user nods or otherwise indicates selection.
(b) A lìght moves through the range of characters until a
switch js depressed. The switch may be act'ivated by any
muscle group, €.g. eyebrow swjtch, foot movement (51),
eye movement, pneumat.ic pressure from the lungs, or by
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mon'itoring the electric s'igna'l assoc'iated with muscle
function ( 14) .
(c) Computer hardware (e.g. the "Adapt'ive Firmware Card"
[1,65]), and software (e.g. Macapple [68]) offer several
scanning technìques where characters are d'isplayed as
I jsts or matrìces w'ith cursors of vary'ing type or speed
whi ch attempt to offer f lex'ibi ì'ity so that "user
satisfaction" may be maximised.
Encoding refers to interfaces which depend on a coded
signal from the user. The folìow'ing are examples of thìs type
of interface:-
(a) The user enters a series of remembered 'icons on a
keyboard whjch causes the dev'ice to utter a predeterm'ined
sentence. (e.9. MINSPEAK [68])
(b) The user enters the number of the row and column of the
characterin a matrix of possi bl e al ternati ves.
(c) Morse code and other similar b'i and tri state codes may
be employed by us'ing various muscle groups, incìuding the
ìungs, to actìvate switches.
The very wide range of interface strateg'ies is necessary
to provide the best interface for the partìcular user who will
have a un'ique comb'ination of cognit'ive and physicaì
ab'ilìties. It should be noted that all strategìes have
negative aspects. If the user perceìves that the 'interface is
too s'ìow, frustrat'ing, fatiguing, bu'lky, unattractive or
otherwise unacceptabìe then the aid wjll not be effect'ive.
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Many jnterfaces empìoy the skeleton and muscle groups 'in
unusual fash'ions (e.g.head mounted po'inters for typ'ing) which
may lead to problems, such as repet'itive strain injury, in the
'l ong term.
A recent survey at Regency Park (2) found that 10 out of
39 students with unintellig'ible speech had no communjcation
device. Ahrens (2) noted that there i s no suitable
communjcatìon device for 5 of these 10 students. In many
cases where an interface has been provided, the uselis faced
wjth a very slow and frustratjng task. For exampìe, scanning
methods requ'iring two user inputs per character often yìeìd
less than ten characters per m'inute. At th'is rate it would
take approx'imately 180 mìnutes, oF 3 hours, of continuous
effort to type one page of informat'ion.
It may be seen therefore that although there are a large
number of interfaces available, there is still a need for
further investigation to find faster, more efficient, more
portab'le and cheaper i nterf aces. There 'i s al so a need to
quantìfy what may be expected from the interfaces so that
therap'ists may prescribe the correct devjce for their cl'ients.
The selection of the patient-device jnterface 'is often
intu'itive. Normaì ly a therapist, or panel of health
professionals, select a modalìty based on thejr experience of
the ava'ilable'interfaces and of the cljent. Th'is'is generaììy
not an easy task because of the diversity in performance of
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modalìties and abilitjes of clients. The following sets out a
method of quantìfyi ng the performance of an i nterface
suggested by the author. The l'iterature review, and
experìmentaì data associated with this thes'is will be used to
define the performance of the VIM voice input dev'ice as a data
'input interface for the disabled. It should be noted that the
foì ì ow'i ng methodoì ogy i s proposed by the author. The
su'itabi I 'ity of the procedure f or compari sons of modal i ti es has
not been tested.
The suitabi'lity of a modality 'is a function of three
characteristics, i.e. Accuracy, Power and Conven'ience:-
(a) Accuracy. Accuracy is a consideration of the error
rate, and the presentat'ion of the product. Each appì 'icati on
has a required accuracy, and each combination of client and
modal'ity will tend to produce a particular level of accuracy.
For exampìe, when considering an app'lication an error rate of,
sôy, 5% may be suitable for personal notes or for
correspondence to a sympathetic reader. 0n the other hand a
handwritten letter free of errors may be unsuitable as a
bus'iness letter because of poor presentat'ion due to spast'ic
hand movement. Section 2.4.3. attempts to quantify minimum
acceptabìe accurac'ies for particular app'l'ications at Regency
Park.
Sìmiìarìy when considering the client and proposed
modality, thought must be g'iven to the accuracy ìnherent in
the comb.ination. For example a person wìth spastìc hand
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movement wi I I tend to produce a percentage of errors when
usjng a keyboard which w'ill depend on the severjty of the
spasticìty and the layout and design of the keyboard.
When quantjfyìng the performance of an 'interface jt would
be necessary to pred'ict the percentage of attempts resulting
in correct entrjes. It may be necessary to define a range as
a function of the user's d'isabiì'ity.
(b) Power. Thjs characterist'ic is afunctionof thespeed
of data entry and the vocabu'lary size. Cons'iderat'ion of
Chi nese and European, key operated typesetti ng machi nes
'il lustrates the problem. In the European mach'ine several
single characters are rapid'ly selected from a relativeìy smalì
set of characters to produce a word. In the Chjnese machine
the operator s'l owl y sel ects f rom a very 'l arge set of
characters, but the characters represent a whole word so that
the overal I "user satì sfacti on" may be s jmi I ar for both
processes.
The problem of comparing and selecting interfaces for the
disabled is more difficult because of the variations due to
the techniques of direct select'ion, scann'ing and encoding and
due to the varìous parts of the body whìch may generate the
sìgnaì. Norman (49) introduces the concept of a psycho'logicaì
measure of "user satj sfaction" . He suggests that we may
determjne the ìmpact of changing physìcaì parameters upon the
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psychologjcal variable of user satisfact'ion. We can then
objective'ly assess the des'irabi lity of tradeoff s among the
parameters.
Norman defines a function U(x), the user satisfactìon for
attribute x, and defines its form to be U(x) = kxP. Norman
points out that a typicaì result of psychoìogicaì scaling is
that a substant j al i ncrease j n the current val ue 'is requ'ired
to make the 'increase worthwhile. He illustrates this by
referri ng to menu size. He suggest that 'i f the user
satisfaction of a menu of 300 is given a value of 50, i.e.
U(300) = 50, then the menu would have to increase to 1000 to
double the user satisfaction, i.e. U(1000) = 100. Solving the
equations ìmp]'ies, in thjs exampìe, that U(S) = 1.9 * S0'6.
In a simjlar way equations are defined below for user
satisfaction for vocabulary size (V) and speed of data entry
(R). It should be stressed that valuesinthefoì'lowing
equations have been arbitrarììy selected to demonstrate the
methodo'logy.
(i) If the user sat'isfact'ion associated w'ith a vocabulary of
100 jtems is 1 and the vocabuìary must be jncreased to
400 to double the sat'isfaction then:
u(v) =.1 v o'5 Equation 1.
(ji) If the user satisfaction associated with a speed of data
entry of 100 entries per m'inute js I and the speed must
be ìncreased to 400 to double the satisfact'ion then:
U(R) =.1 P 0'5 Equation 2.
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The performanCe Characte¡istic "Power" iS a meaSure Of
the expected user satjsfaction due to the speed and vocabuìary
size of the 'interface. Here we define "Power" to be the
product of equation 1 and 2.
p = .01 t/ o'5 R o'5
To 'i I I ustrate thì s concept f urther consi der the f o'l 'lowì ng
examp I es :
(i) Figure 3 uses the data from the indicated references to
p'l of the power of vo i ce 'i nput dev j ces .
( i i ) A typi st enteri ng 20 words per m'i nute ( assume 5
characters per word) us'ing a keyboard with
approxìmately 100 keys (cons'idering upper and lower
case) has the followjng Power:-
P = .01 x (ioo)o'5 x (zoxs)o'5
P = 1.
If the typìng rate jncreases to 100 w.p.m. then P =
2.24.
(ii'i) A person using a scannjng techn'ique to p'ick words from
a 15 x 15 array takes two 'inputs to select each word.
For the purpose of th'is exampìe assume that each input
takes, on average 12 seconds.
P=.01x(15x15)
P = 0.24.
0.5 x (60/ (Izxz)) 0.5
A person uses a head mounted torch to select jtems off
a 10 x 10 matrix. The person takes' on average, two
seconds to select the item and must fixate for three





0.5 x (60/(z+¡) ) 0.5
(c) Convenience. "Convenience" i s a summary of factors
peculìar to the device which should be taken into
account. Items which might be noted ìnclude:- cost of
the dev'ice, portabiìity, tendancy to produce muscular
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OO TII.IES REAL TIME.
rRAT€ NOT 6IVEN IN REFERENCE. ASSUI,IEO FROIl DESCRIPTION.
The Deveìopment of the "Power" of vo'ice input equ'ipment.
Power = .01 t/o'5 Ro'5
R = Characters per mjnute




2.4.3 Potential of Voice Input at Regency Park
Th'is subsect'ion consìders the potentia'l offered by voice
input technoìogy for the d'isabled communìty served by Regency
Park and jdent'ifies areas for development. "Potentjal" here
means a consideration of the advantages which might be gained,
and the number of people who might gaìn them, compared w'ith an
assessment of the expected performance and whether development
at Regency Park is appropriate.
Data Entry
Data Entry is very 'important for the students at Regency
Park both in the short and long term. Normal school curricula
require students to write when recording new materiaì,
learnìng the material and when preparing materìaì to show that
the subject has been mastered. In the longer term disabled
peopìe with mobj'lity problems naturalìy tend towards sedentary
occupations. These occupations often requìre the preparat'ion
of ìarge amounts of written or typed material. Clearly,
therefore, effìcient methods of data entry are requìred. In
the future the techno'logy currently beìng developed (29,33)
wi I I al low people w'ithout hand function but wìth good vo'ice
control to type as quickly as able bodied typìsts. In the
short term, however, voice ìnput 'is a relatìvely slow and
laborious means of data entry. Even so, for some it js the
best method avaj I abl e ( ref. 2.3 .2) .
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When cons'idering voice as a modality for data entry, jt
'is important to consider the requ'ired accuracy of the
part'icular appìicat'ion. Some appì'icatjons, for example the
entry of computer code, requ'ire 100% accuracy. In other
appìications an accuracy less than 100% may be acceptable.
Students preparing materia'l for their own future reference, or
when preparing materìal for a sympathet'ic reader may find a
lower accuracy acceptabìe. Append'ix A6-C shows a paragraph
typed with 100%, 95y., 90/., 85y" and 80y" accuracy. It is
suggested that the paragraph typed wjth 95% accuracy may be
easììy understood. The paragraph with 90% accuracy is more
diffjcult to read but may still be understood. The paragraphs
with 85y" and 80% accuracy are d'ifficult to understand. Some
games and arithmetic practice programs, for exampìe Wuzzle and
Spaceship, handle incorrect entries by show'ing the correct
answer. In these circumstances an accuracy of say, 80% may
still be acceptab'ìe. If it is reasonable to expect the user
to improve the accuracy of the final material by 5% by
correcting the data then the folìow'ing accuracys may be taken
as minjmum required values:-
Descript'ion Minimum Accuracy.
(i) Demand'ing applications (eg computer code) 95%
(ij) General appì'ications (eg letters, essays) 85%
('i j i ) Error tolerant appl ications (eg games) 80%
In summary, there 'is a s'ignif icant proport jon of the
populatjon served by Regency Park with an unsat'isfjed need for
data entry devices. Inexpensive voice recognìsers have been
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shown to meet thi s need el sewhere, therefore there would
appear to be strong potentìaì for voice 'input for data entry
at Regency Park.
Environmental Control
Caudrey's (13) anaìysis of the technologìcaì prìorities
for enhancing integrat'ion of Regency Park students found that




( i i i ) acti v'it'ies of dai ìy I i vi ng
( i v) speech
(v) injury ri sk.
The first three of these, 'in particular' would seem to be
amenable to solutions invo'lving techn'ical aids. These aids
would then become a part of the student's environment and
woul d be contro'l I ed by the student' s most appropr"i ate abi 1 i ty.
tJheelchairs are a very signìf icant mobi l'ity aid for many
students at Regency Park however vojce control has, to date,
not been shown to be a practìcaì control method. Clearìy
progress in this fjeld should be mon'itored to take advantage
of advances jn technology.
The suitabììity of voice control of other techn'ical a'ids
would have to be taken on a case by case basis. In generaì
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the technìcal ajds to meet the above needs are not yet
developed. It js therefore premature to cons'ider vojce input
at thjs stage, âlthough the developers should be aware that
voìce ì nput mi ght be used. Most documented vo'ice control I ed
environmental control un'its are located in the user's bedroom
or home due to the nature of the controlled devices. Regency
Park's main thrust 'is to integrate'its students into society
so on'ly I ìmìted work has been done in this area.
Environmental control by vo'ice 'input, therefore has little
potentia'l at Regency Park in the short term. However it is
desjrable and appropriate to quantìfy each student's abilities
w'ith voice control and compare them with that student's other
control modal ities. Th'is wj I I assist therap'ists to prov'ide
suitable techn'ical a'ids for the student'in the future. It may
be seen that thjs is really an assessment of the student's
ab'ility to use voìce for data input and therefore may be
cons'idered w'ithin that topic.
Speech Therapy
Ahrens (2) reported that 18% of students served by
Regency Park have unintellìgibìe speech. Clearìy there is a
very strong need for technì ques whi ch wì I I overcome th'i s
s j tuat'ion. A Speech Therapy department i s l ocated wi th'i n
Regency Park and works wi th the students to overcome
communìcat'ion probìems. Research 'into the use of voice
recogn'ition equipment in thjs area'is st'ill at an earìy stage,
however avajlable reports indicate positive results. If
equipment does prove to be of benefit then'it wiII have strong
potentì a'l at Regency Park.
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A'ids For The Deaf
Regency Park does not spec'ial'ise ìn provìdin9 strategìes
and technology for cl'ients to overcome deafness. This work is
performed by other ì nsti tutj ons so there ì s I i tt'l e potenti al
f or the devel opment of voi ce recogn'it'ion equì pment to a'id the
deaf at Regency Park.
Transl ation
Dev'ices sìmìlar to Fright's (25) speech translator could
be used by a number of students at Regency Park. However
development of such equìpment js at such an earìy stage that
'it is d jff icult to assess the potent jal .
The technique reported by Schmitt (64) is a combinat'ion
of voice 'input to enter a string of data, and then a
synthesizer to enuncìate the string. Th'is concept is qu'ite
simjlar to several h'ighìy developed devìces avaìlable jn the
market place (80) which do not use voìce for data entry.
Voice 'input should be considered for students who will use a
speech synthesizer, however the questìon would be one of
deciding the most appropriate modalìty for data input.
Considerìng the current performance of this type of
technical aid there is little potentìaì for use at Regency
Park. lii th the current state of equì pment the primary
quest'ion 'is whether vo'ice i nput 'is the most approprì ate data
entry technique for the given person.
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Summary - Development D'irectìons at Reqenc.y Park
In summary, the two areas requ'iring deveìopment work jn
voice input at Regency Park are:-
(i) To assess and deveìop vo'ice ìnput as adataentry
techn i que .
(ii) To assess and develop voice input as a tool for Speech
therapi sts.
The project methodoìogy deve'loped in chapter three









The preceding sect'ions have i I lustrated the widespread bel'ief
that voice 'input will be of benefjt to the disabled. Advances ìn
speech input technology have genera'lìy been gradual as the varjous
manuf acturers have appl'ied innovations. It is unl'ikeìy that there
w1ll be a sudden change which will make speech technology suìtable
for, and avajlable to the overall d'isabled population. It js more
ì ike'ìy that the equipment wi I I gradual ly become more effective,
portable and ìnexpensive so that 'it wilì gradually become suitable
for an 'increasing sect'ion of the d'isabled popul ation.
Several cases (sectjon 2.3) have shown that speech input 'is
suitable for a smal I group of dìsabled people. General ìy the
studies report success in two sjtuations:-
(a) Situ'ation one. Subjects characterised by very strong
mot'i vatì on , reasonabl e voi ce control , good cogn'itì ve sk'i I I s
and gross di sab'i I i ty d'isal I owì ng most otherinterf aces except
bi and tri state switches, or more exotic modalities such as
eye gaze.
(b) S'ituation two. Therap'ists reporting improved speech,
attitude when usìng speech ìnPut.
or
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In the ì ight of the above reports the Rehabi I ìtat'ion
Engineering Department at Regency Park purchased a Voice Input
Module (VIM) in 1984 to investigate the sujtabilìty of the modaììty
for students at Regency Park. Selection of the device was based
On: -
(a) A recommendatjon from staff at the Ch'ildren's Hospita'ì at
Stanford.
(b) An appraisaì of the spec'ification which suggested that it was
equaì to or better than similarly priced recognisers ava'ilable
at that time.
(c) Positive results obtained with the device by Fried Oken (23).
(d) The cost of the device; approx A$1700, which was consjdered to
be an amount wh'ich could be afforded if the device offered
signif icant potentiaì .
A study of the popuì ation served by Regency Park was
undertaken by Ahrens (2) which assessed the assìsted communicatìon
needs in general terms, and identified a small group of students
who would ga'in from an effective speech ìnput device.
This thes'is reports on the experimenta'l
evaluate the selected vojce 'input devjce.
carri ed out 'i n three d i st i nct phases : -
program set up to
The work has been
(a) Phase one was an 'initial familiarjsatjon with the device to
confirm manufacturers data, and to develop hypotheses to be
tested and suìtable experimental strategìes. This initia'l
familjarisation combìned with an appreciatjon of the needs of
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the students at Regency Park, and reference to pub'l'ished work
on the subject led to the identjfication of two areas for
further work. These areas became the subject of phases two
and three.
(b) Phase two tested hypotheses designed to evaluate the potentìaì
of the device as a data input modal'ity for disabled students.
(c) Phase three tested hypotheses designed to evaluate the
potent'ial of the devi ce as a tool f or speech therap'ists
employing repet'itive articulation dri I ls to improve the'ir
cl ients' artìcul ation.
3.2 Hypotheses to be Tested
The primary hypothesis and six secondary hypotheses tested
during this thes'is are l'isted below:-
(a) Primary hypothes'is:
That the VIM sound recogniser is of practical use to members
of the commun'ity served by Regency Park.
(b) Secondary Hypotheses:
Hypothesis tested in phase one:-








enter data to a computer wjth an accuracy which would be
suitable for use in app'lications at Regency Park.
That the VIM may be used by an able bodied speaker
simulating dysarthrìc, but repeatable, sounds to enter
data to a computer with an accuracy wh'ich would be
su'itable for use in appl'ications at Regency Park.
Hypotheses tested in Phase two:-
That the VIM may be used by a triaì group of disabled
chìldren for data entry into a computer.
That the VIM is the preferred modality for a trial group
of di sabl ed ch'i I dren f or data entry i n a cl assroom
envi ronment.
Hypotheses tested in Phase three:-
That the VIM may reìiably discriminate between sounds
representing common articul atjon errors when the VIM
compares the speakers sounds with reference patterns
produced by someone other than the speaker.
That the VIM may relìabìy djscriminate between sounds
representing common articul ation errors when the VIM
compares the speakers sounds with reference patterns




A re'lativeìy smal I group of dìsabled people are benefiting
from speech input devjces. Thjs thes'is primariìy tests the
hypothesis that recent advances in technology have made voice input
sujtable for a broader sectjon of the d'isabled communìty, jn
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part'icular, the peopìe served by the Regency Park Centre for Young
Di sabl ed .
Poul ton ( 53) stated that "An aìd wi I I be used i f the
disadvantages inherent 'in its employment are outwe'ighed by the
benefjts derived by the user. " Thj s phi losophy has been the
underlying theme for the test of the primary hypothesis. If after
appropri ate steps have been taken to 'impì ement the equ'ipment we
fi nd that i t i s bei ng used vol untari ìy because i ts benefi ts
outweigh i ts i nherent di sadvantages then the hypothesi s wi I I be
shown to be correct. A methodical strategy has been used to take
the device out of the laboratory and into the normal Regency Park
envìronment. The work has been performed with'in the Rehabi l'itation
Engì neeri ng Department at Regency Park wi th the author being
respons'ible for the assessment and enhancement of the equipment and
the support of clinical staff during initial use and testing. The
trials of the device have been conducted by, or have involved
teachers and therapists in typicaì cl'inical sett'ings. The trials
have also been run over a signjfjcant period of time with a ìarge
number of part'ic'ipants, both therapìsts and clients. This has
tended to reduce short term effects such as short term obstacìes,
and enthusiasm of indjv'iduals. For these reasons, the degree of
acceptance of the dev'ice'in the long term is a reliable test of the
hypothes i s .
In testing the prìmary hypothesìs, s'ix secondary hypotheses
have been identjfied and tested. These secondary tests have been
selected to be milestones 'in the project. The results of the tests
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have been used to modify the methods used in succeed'ing work. The
sjx secondary hypotheses (Hl to H6) are associated with the three
phases of the project descri bed j n the i ntroduction to thi s
chapter.
3.3 Method
This sectjon discusses in general terms the methods, and
cl i n'ical rel at'ionsh j ps duri ng the three phases of the project. A
deta'iled description of the test procedures is in chapter five.
(a) Effort was 'initial ìy directed at developing an understanding
of the VIM sound recogn'iser.
Methods used included:-
( i ) Fami I 'i ari sati on w'i th the suppì 'ied manual and sof tware.
(ii) Interfacing routjnes between the Apple computer and the
VIM device were establ ished by analysing and
flowchartìng the supplied software.
(iii) Reference to pub'lished work prov'ided an'insìght into the
princìples of operation of the VIM and the possible
potent'i al and I 'im'i tat i ons .
(iv) Estimates of the performance of the equ'ipment, through
informal exPeriments.
The knowledge of the equipment gaìned during the
fam'iliarjsatìon perìod was used to deve'lop the hypotheses
listed above. Hypotheses Hl and H2 were then tested. The
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experiments testing these hypothesi s were conducted i n a
ìaboratory env'ironment w'ith the author's Voice. It was noted
during this stage that the programs supportìng the VIM mìght
be mod'ifjed to be more useful for teachers and therapists.
Development of a computer program to be used in a classroom
envì ronment was therefore started. The devel opment was
prìmari ìy aimed at minimì sing unnecessary options and fi'ìe
man'ipulat'ion to minjm'ise workload and dìstractjon in the
classroom. Thìs 'is discussed in more detail in Chapter four.
(b) The pos'itìve results obtained during phase one led onto
testìng of the VIM and the new software. A small group of
children who appeared to be potentiaì users of vo'ice input
were selected and ìntroduced to the equipment, initial'ly in
the electronics laboratory. Init'ia'lìy train'ing and testing
was carried out by the author. As the work progressed a
special education teacher became 'involved. Fo'llowt'ng
successful testing of the new software, and after jnitial
testing of the children's performance, the VIM was moved 'into
the computer resources cl assroom. Further trai nì ng and
testing of the children's performance continued 'in the
classroom supervised by the speciaì educat'ion teacher. Data
collected throughout this period was used to test hypotheses
H4 and H5.
(c) The poss'ibiììty of using the VIM as an artjculat'ion tra'inìng
aìd was identified during phase one. A simple program was
developed whjch was used to jllustrate the appljcat'ion to the
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speech therapy department. A spec'ificat'ion for a program
wh'ich m'ight be useful 'in the cl'inìcal situation was developed.
Ease of use, appropriate feedback, and good discrim'inat'ion
between good and bad articulation were ìdentified as primary
goals. The VIM requ'ires that examples of good and bad
articulatjon be pre-stored 'in the computer's memory for
reference. The therap'ists jnd'icated that it would be
desjrable to use a therapist's speech for the reference sounds
because of the d jff iculty experienced by c'l'ients in training
exampìes of good and bad articulation 'into the VIM. The
importance of the VIM's d'iscrimination performance led to the
selection of hypotheses H5 and H6.
Experiments designed to test hypotheses H5 and H6 were
carried out wjth able bodied, cooperat'ive adults saying words
selected to represent common articulation errors. Foìlowing
testing 'it was felt that the equipment did not show sufficient
promìse to just'ify trials w'ith dysarthric children. It was
felt that the anticipated poor performance of the equipment
could be m'isconstrued by the children as a fault on their part
leading to decreased self esteem.
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4. SOFTT.IARE DEVELOPMENT
4.1 I ntroducti on
Software has been mod'if ied and created to make the voìce 'input
equìpment more sujtable for the appì ìcatjons considered. This
chapter exp'l aì ns why i t was necessary to devel op the suppl 'ied
software and explains the goals and ratjonale behind the work. The
two major programs deveìoped during the project are discussed in
general terms in thjs chapter. The detajledoperationofthe
programs is illustrated in the User's Manual in Appendices A2 and
44. The programs are also provìded for inspection 'in Appendices A3
and A5 and on the floppy disc ìn the rear pocket of the thesis.
Several smal ler programs were al so developed during the
project. They are mentioned briefly here to 'illustrate the extent
of work undertaken.
(a) During initial testing (phase one) a program was developed
which prompted sounds in random order. The program did not
d'ispìay the results of the VIM's ana'lysis, but saved the
results for printing at the end of the session. The program
emp'loyed these features to avoid influencìng the subject's
behaviour during the experiment. Appendix A6-a'is a copy of
the output of this program.
(b) During initial testing short programs were created to
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ìnformally test the performance of the VIM as an environmental
control unit.
(c) A rudìmentary articulation training program was deve'loped
durìng ìnit'ial testing. This program was used to demonstrate
the basìc concepts to therapists who were then abìe to help
develop a specifìcatjon for the final artìculation traìn'ing
program.
(d) Several short programs were created to assist in the
generation of graphics files for the Voice Tutor Program.
4 2 VIM Backqround
The VIM vojce recogniser used during this proiect is a speaker
dependent isolated word recogniser. Physica'ì'ly, the VIM is a
c'ircujt board wh'ich 'is mounted'into one of the expansjon slots in
the Apple II computer. The VIM cìrcuit board contajns 'input signal
condit'ioning circuitry, a speech preprocessor, an analog-to-digìtaì
converter, a recogniser/controller whjch performs the normal'isation
and class'ifl'catjon funct'ions and memory for storage of programs and
reference vojce patterns. The c'ircujt board handles all tasks
assoc'iated with anaìysìs of the speech s'ignaì leav'ing the host
computer free to run standard software. However, at certa'in t'imes,
the host computer must run a control program to set parameters on
the VIM c'ircuìt board, set the reject threshoìd, and to select
recognition or traìning modes. The control program interactiveìy
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coordjnates the functions performed by the VIM c'ircujt board with
the requirements of the user. For exampìe, during traìning the
control program prompts the user through the requi red steps,
automat'ically setting the cìrcuit board as required.
The control program suppl ì ed w'ith the VIM 'i s cal I ed AViM.
AVIM 'i s a menu based program wrì tten i n Appì esof t Bas'ic whi ch
allows the user to manìpulate all the functions available on the
VIM. AVIM may be used to:-
(a) Bu'ild and ed'it vocabularies.
(b) Train sounds into the VIM (i.e. set up reference
patterns ) .
(c) Set the VIM ìnto recognition mode.
(d) Test recogn'ition performance.
(e) Set and read parameters.
While AVIM is not djfficult to use ìt does assume a knowledge
of the use of computers, and requìres some time to become fam'iliar
with the various options and techniques. File names must also be
used when sav'ing or retrieving voice patterns.
In summary, AVIM is desjgned to be a powerfu'l utility program
able to fuì ìy ut j l'ise the capabi I ities of the VIM circu'it board.
However the cost of this versatility 'is that the operator must be
famjliar with the AVIM program and its functions. To run an
appììcatjon the user may have to use several menus and options
entering and manipuìating fìles at varjous times. While thjs js
not dìfficu'lt,'it does take some tjme.
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4.3 Teacher's VIM
During the 'in'itial test jng ìt became clear that a program 'like
AVIM would be required in the classroom to train and test new vojce
patterns and to set and actjvate the VIM cìrcuit board. However it
was also clear that AVIM was less than 'ideal because:-
(a) of the time requìred to learn to use AVIM.
(b) of the add'itional workload and distractjon in the classroom
due to working through various menus and manipuìatìng fiìes.
Several early sessions were dìsrupted when the operat'ion of
the AVIM program d'istracted the student and operator away from
the majn purpose of the sessjon.
The fo'ì lowing specificatjon was deveìoped for a suitable
program: -
(a) The program should start automatically when the power to the
computer is turned on.
(b) The program should default to load voice patterns, act'ivate
the VIM and run the appì ì catj on program unl ess the user
ìntervenes. Th'is 'is in recognìtion of the fact that traìning
should only be required when first using the VIM. Thìs
feature would also be desirable in the long term where the
computer would be turned on by, for example, the weight of the
user's wheelchajr. This would al low operation of the computer
w'ith voìce alone.
(c) The program should be specific to the classroom appììcatjon
requìrìng the minimum of effort and distraction.
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(d) The program should be consjstent w'ith AVIM and should allow
the user to transfer to AVIM if requ'ired.
These goals were ach'ieved by modifying the AVIM program to
produce the program Teacher's VIM which is shown in the flowsheet
in Figure 4. The operation of the program 'is exp'laìned in deta'il
in the User's Manual in Appendìx A2. AVIM is mod'ifìed in two
areas: -
(a) The beg'inn'ing ì s changed to al low a def ault which loads and
activates the VIM and runs the app'lication program.
(b) An extra menu is added. Care has been taken to select on'ìy
the options required by a teacher, to put them 'in the order of
use and to supply suffjcient prompts.
4.4 Voice Tutor
Initially an application program was developed which allowed a
demonstration of the VIM in an articulat'ion training ro'le. The
subsequent comments from the speech therapist led to the foì'lowing
specif icat'ion: -
(a) The equ'ipment should discriminate between two to five sounds.
The number of sounds and the voice patterns 'in memory should
be readily changed during the session.
(b) The reference sound patterns should be readìly saved to and
I oaded f rom d'i sc .




















































































































































FIGURE 4. Teacher's V'im Flowsheet.
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approprjate feedback mechan'ism. Both posjtive and negative
feedback in vjsual and aural form would be desìrabìe, however
'it should be possìbìe to easj ly suppness these options to
suite the part'icular cljent.
(d) That the reject threshold should be easì1y changed at any t'ime
during the session.
(e) That the d'ispìay should read'ily show the therapist the status
of the various options, and the results of the VIM's analysis.
For example, if the VIM found that the uttered sound was not
correct then the therap'ist would wish to know which sound the
ViM found was closest.
(f) That control and monitoring activ'it'ies by the therapist shouìd
cause the mi nìmum i nterrupti on to the sess'ion.
It may be seen that the requirements set out above are
fundamentaìly different to the characteristics of the AVIM and
Teacher's VIM programs a'ìready d'iscussed. The programs already
discussed set up the VIM and then transferred to the appìication
program. The user of the Voice Tutor program however would w'ish to
be able to control and reset the VIM at any tjme while runn'ing the
appl i cati on program.
These goa'l s were ach'ieved bY: -
(a) Marrying the VIM control functions and the app'ljcation program
into the one program called Voice Tutor. Control commands and
appl ìcatjon program commands can therefore be made at any
t'ime .
(b) Providìng al I information for both the therapist and the
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client on the one screen. The bottom four lines of the screen
detajl the status of all optìons and the results of the VIM's
ana'lysis for inspection by the therapìst. The use of any
opt'ion by the therapìst, except the heìp screen, does not





A4 'is the Voice Tutor Users Manual wh'ich details the
the program. Fìgure 5 shows the flowsheet for Vo'ice
Voice Tutor has not been used in a clinical setting for the
reasons di scussed I ater ì n thi s thesi s. However i t proved
invaluable in the testing of the hypotheses related to artìculatjon
traìning because the VIM's settings could be easììy altered, and
the anaìysis made by the VIM could be easiìy seen and recorded.
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FIGURT 5. Voice Tutor Flowsheet.
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5. TESTING
5. 1 I ntroduct'ion
Thjs chapter discusses in detail the experìmental work which
has been done to test the secondary hypotheses descrìbed in chapter
3. The data i s 'i nterpreted and concl us'ions are drawn on the
hypotheses taken 'in isolat'ion. Chapter 6 d'iscusses the primary
hypothes.is and takes an overv'iew of the'interpretations presented
'in this chapter.
The chapter is divided into the three phases described earlier








Phases 1 and 3 employed abìe bodied volunteer speakers. The
test'ing programs tended to be rigorous involving repetjtion and
discjp'line to provide a statistical'ly relevant database. An
estimate of the confidence level of derived statist'ics'is shown
where possible and aPProPriate.
Phase 2 'involved subiects drawn from the student body at
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Regency Park. In th'is case the prime concern was the wel I be'ing of
the students so that a rigorous test procedure was not adopted.
The students were trained on the speech input device unt'il the
teacher fel t that thej r performance had stabi I j sed. Thei r
performance was then assessed by moni tori ng normal cl assroom
activities.
5.2 Phase One - Initial Testing
(a) Hypotheses tested:-
H1 That the VIM may be used by an able bod'ied speaker to
enter data 'into a computer with an accuracy wh'ich would
be suitable for use in applications at Regency Park.
H2. That the VIM may be used by an able bodied speaker
simulat'ing dysarthric, but repeatabìe, sounds to enter
data to a computer with an accuracy wh'ich would be
su'itable for use in applications at Regency Park.
(b) Subject
The author's voice was used throughout the testjng of
hypotheses Hl and H2. The author was an able bodied 29 year
old male at the tjme of testing. His native language ìs
Eng'l i sh wi th an Austral 'i an accent.
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(c ) Des'ign
The experiment quantìfies the accuracy of the vIM when
used by the subject to enter data. The subject was
expe¡ienced jn the use of the VIM and adopted the techniques
recommended 'i n the user' s manual (76) . The f oì 'lowi ng
variables were altered during the experiment:-
(i) The reject threshold was varied throughout its range to
find whether accuracy varies s'ign'if icantly with reiect
threshold, and to determ'ine the accuracy of the vIM at
the optimum reject threshold.
('i'i) The subject used three series of 26 sounds to enter data
into the computer. The serìes were:-
L. The a'lphabet. The subiect uttered the sounds norma'l]y
associated with the letters of the alphabet'
2. The International civil Avjation 0r9an'isatjon (ICAO)
alphabet. The subject spoke the words "a'lpha",
"bravo", "charf ie", etc. to enter the letters A, B,
and C etc. into the comPuter.
3. Morse Code. To s'imul ate dysarthnic but repeatable
speech the subject used combinatjons of two phonemes
,,di il and rrdahrr to enter the I etters of the aì phabet
.into the computer. The combinations correspond to the
Morse code. Dysarthric speech may take many different
forms. Thjs experiment attempts to model a form of
dysarthrìa where the person is able to pronounce two
syì 1 abì es i n repeatabl e patterns .
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(d) Apparatus
The VIM was set up jn an Appìe IIe computer jn
accordance wi th the manuf acturer' s 'instruct'ions. The
subject' s voj ce patterns were entered i nto the VIM' s
vocabuìary. The three series of 26 sounds gave a total of 78
sounds. The VIM has a capacity for 80 sounds, the other two
posìtjons were filled by the wOrds "correction" and "return".
A computer program uJas developed and entered into the
computer. The program performed the following functions:-
(i) Automat'icaì1y prompted sounds from the three vocabuìary
series. The program automatically dìspìayed prompts
associated with the sounds, for example, "A'lpha", "4"
and "di dah", on the computer monitor. The prompted
sounds were d'isplayed in random order from all three
series. This was done to average the effects of fatigue
and to prevent the subject anti ci pat'i ng sounds and
changing pronunciat'ion accordingly. The program showed
all 78 vocabuìarY items once.
(ij) Foì'lowing display of the prompt the vIM was activated.
when a sound was detected, the vlM issued a un'ique set
of characters to the computer whìch corresponded to the
sound recogn'ised. If the characters recejved by the
computer from the vIM matched those prompted then a
correct data entry was achjeved.
(iìì) After the VIM recejved the sound and the comparison was
made the pr"ompt was removed from the screen wi thout
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showi ng the subiect whether the data was entered
correct'ly. Th j s was done to prevent the subject
reacting to results of comparisons. The results of all
78 comparisons were stored and typed out after the 78th
comparì son was made. Appendì x A6-a shows a typ'ica'l
results sheet.
(e) Procedure
The f o'l 'low'i ng procedure was repeated s i xty f our times
during a three month Period.
(i) A reject threshold was selected and entered into the
VIM. The selected reiect threshold was one of fourteen
values coverìng the range of acceptable values. Each
reject threshol d was used f i ve times durì ng the
experimental period. The selection of reject threshold
for succeeding test runs was random to minimjse effects
due to antic'ipation and fatigue.
(ji) The computer program was activated and prompted sounds
from the 78 sound vocabulary in random order.
(iji) The computer automaticaì]y recorded the prompted and
recognìsed sounds without feedìng back informat'ion on
accuracy to the subject. The subject recorded, by hand,
the number of repeats required due to rejectìon errors,
and spurious recogn'itjons received due to background
sounds. If any prompted sound requ'ired more than 20
repeats then the entry was taken to be an error and the
repeats required was taken to be 20.
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(.iv) At the end of each 78 sound test sessjon the results
were printed out and a rest perìod taken to avoìd
effects due to fatigue.
(v) The tests were conducted jn a laboratory environment
wi th occasional background no'i se due to I ocal
conversat'ions and no'i ses f rom adjo i ni ng rooms '
(f) Results
The computer pri ntout shown 'in appendi x A6-a 'is the
result of a typicaì test run. The results of the 64 test runs
are shown in the table 'in Appendix A6-b. The table also shows
the mean, standard dev'iation and 95% confidence interval of
the mean of the results. The analysis assumes that the
results approx'imate to a normal distributjon, and uses the
method for small sampìe sizes described by Walpole (79)'
The data from Appendìx A6-b has been used to produce the














































The accuracy and number of repeats requìred when using the
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The accuracy and number of repeats required when using
sounds based on the Morse code to enter data into a







It is clear from figures 6, 7 and B that all three
methods may be used to enter data but w'ith s'ignificantìy
different accuracy. Appropriate selectjon of reiect threshold
to maximise accuracy while keepìng rejectìon errors to an
acceptab'le level produces the folìowing accuracy:-
Descriptìon of Pronunciation Accuracy
( j ) Al phabet 82%
(ij) r.c.A.o. 95y"
(iji) MorseCode 63%
Sect.ion 2.4.3 stipu'lates the minimum requ'ired val ues for
accuracy i n app'l 'icati ons at Regency Park . Comparì son shows
that: -
(i) The I.C.4.0. style of pronunciation produces data entry
accuracy suitable for "genera'l " and "error tolerant
appì.ications,, but would be borderl'ine for "demanding
appl i cati ons" .
(ìì) The ',alphabet', sty]e of pronunc'iatìon produces data
entry accuracy wi th only borderl i ne su'i tabi I i ty for
error tol erant aPP'l 'icati ons .
( i j ì ) The "Morse code" styìe of pronunc'i ation produces data
entry accuracy which is unsu'itable for use.
Therefore hypothes.is H1, of page 79, ìs supported and




That the VIM may be used by a trìal group of dìsab'led
chjldren for data entry 'into a computer.
H4 That the VIM is the preferred modalìty for a trial group
of dìsabled ch'ildren for data entry in a classroom
env'ironment.
H3.
( b ) Subjects
The voices of nine students were used during the testing
of hypotheses H3 and H4. The students varied in age, sex and
disabi'l'ity as shown jn the table in Figure 9. They were
chosen because their current data entry moda'ljty is slow or
difficult and, it was felt, their speech would be able to
activate the VIM. F'ive of the subjects have cerebral palsy
which affects their speech to varying degrees. Subiect 3 has
virtual ly normal speech. Subiects I rZ and 4 are easi'ly
understood, however thejr speech 'is occasional'ly interrupted.
Subject 7 is very difficult to understand aìthough sounds
appear to be f airìy repeatab'le. Subject 6 has easi ìy
understood speech however she relies on an artjfic'ial
resp'irator. She therefore has reduced control over the t'im'ing
of her speech, since she must wait for an exhalatjon cycìe,
wh'ich tends to decrease the rate of her speech. Subjects 5,8
and t have cìear, easjly understood speech.
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(c) Design
The experìment jnvolved the subjects in the trajn'ing and
the use of vojce input 'in conditions which might normally be
found 'in the classroom. The performance of the subjects jn
normal classroom data entry actjvities was then mon'itored and
quantìfied. The gathered data was then used to test the
hypotheses.
(d) Apparatus
The VIM was set up 'i n an Appl e I Ie computelin
accordance w'i th the manufacturer' s i nstructj ons. Software t
called "Teacher'S VIM", was developed from the manufacturer'S
supplìed software and was used to tra'in the subiects in the
use of the VIM. A variety of mìcrophones were trialled during
the study. Lapel and head mounted m'icrophones were used as
wel I as the tabl e mounted mì crophone suppl i ed wi th the
equ'ipment. The body mounted microphones were used to overcome
problems associated with involuntary body movement.
(e) Procedure
Subiects 1 to 5 were init'ia'lìy trained 'in a laboratory
env'ironment in 30 minute sess'ions by the author. After
approx'imately five hours of training the special education
teacher in charge of computer education took over the role of
trainìng the chì ldren. The tra'ining, whjch was performed ìn
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accordance with Append'i x A2, contìnued ìn the computer
classroom for a further five hours for each student. After
th j s trai ni ng the subiects' perf ormance appeared to stab'i I 'i se.
At thjs stage the subiects were encouraged to use the voice
'input equipment to perform normal classroom tasks such as
arithmetic exerc'ises, the writ'ing of short stories and
transcrjption exerc'iSeS. The speed and accuracy achieved was
recorded for I ater anaìysis. The train'ing and testjng of
subject 6 was carried out by the special educatjon teacher.
The training in accordance with Appendix AZ was contjnued for
nine hours. Performance tests were then carrjed out by
requesting the subiect to transcribe passages from documents
using voice inPut.
Subjects 7 to 9 init'ially trained for a lim'ited time
wi th the specì al education teacher however thì s was
discont'inued when the teacher rece'ived a promotion away from
Regency Park. After several months, members of the psycho'logy
department took over the train'ing of these subiects using the
techniques desc¡ibed 'in Appendi x A2. The sessjons were
generalìy carried out jn the electron'ics laboratory. Subiect
number 8 discontinued the training sessions after a total of 4
hours traìning. The subject's bright dìsposjtjon and clear
art'icul at'ion suggested that she woul d be an i deal cand'idate,
however the VIM appeared unable to recognise her speech,
possibly due to her very hìgh pjtch. Subiects 7 and 9 went on
to complete t hours train'ing each and then used the vo'ice
input equ'ipment to enter data to play games and write short
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stories. The speed and accuracy achìeved was recorded for
later analys'is.
(f) Resul ts
The experimenta'l data was collected during actual
classes and exercises and was therefore influenced by a number
of extraneous f actors i nc'ludi ng: -
(i) The content of the exercjse.
(ii) The subject's state of health and attitude on the day.
(iii) Other act'ivities jn the classroom creating background
noise and dìstraction.
Desp'ite these extraneous f actors the data prov'ided by
the people conducting the exercises tended to be cons'istent.
The data was summarised and averaged as shown in the table in
F'igure 9.
(g) Interpretation
Six of the nine subjects were able to enter data with
greater than 50?[ accuracy us i ng the'ir vo'ice. Based on the
criteria set out in sect'ion 2.4.3, however, onìy three of the
nine were able to enter data with an accuracy wh'ich would be
like'ly to be of value in classroom s'ituations.
Subjects
disabil'ities
5,6 and 9, who ach'ieved high accuracy, have
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FIGURE 9. Results of data entry trials carried out by n'ine
students.
Student 9 was able to continue handwriting for on'ly a few minutes
due to f at'i gue .
Data for iubjects 1 to 5 was derived by requesting subjects to
perform 2 miñute data entry exercises at maxjmum speed. The data
tor subjects 6 to 9 was derived by requesting subjects to enter the




however subjects 6, and to a lesser extent 9, do have reduced
breath control. Subiects 5, 6 and t have other modalìt'ies
which allow more rapid data entry and a higher accuracy.
Subject 6 d'i sl ì ked vo'ice i nput due to the f rustrat j on
'involved and expressed a strong preference for her other
modal i t'ies. Subiect 5 expressed some 'interest 'in vojce i nput
aìthough enthusiasm for the modality varied. It was felt at
the t'ime that vo'ice'input mjght be a useful "back up" modaìity
for use when muscular pain prevented the use of a mouth held
po'inter for keyboard entry. However th'is proposal was not
taken up and subject 5 no longer uses voice input.
Subject f .is able to write faster and more accurately by
hand than by voice, however he is on'ly able to continue
w¡it'ing for a few minutes due to fatigue. Voice'input is the
only modal'ity available which allows proìonged data entry.
The psycho'logist assessing the subiects performance reported
that he enjoyed writ'ing sentences and playing games usìng the
voi ce ì nput modaì 'i ty, and that voj ce i nput "woul d appear
useful for commun'ication purposes".
Hypothes'i s H3 i s therefore found to be partì aì ly
supported because some members of the trial group are able to
enter data into a computer usìng the VIM.
Hypothesis H4 'is not supported since the VIM js not the
preferred modal ity for any of the subjects 'in classroom
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envjronments. The VIM is the preferred modal'ity for one
subject for personal actjvit'ies, however the speed of data
entry would be too slow for a classroom environment.
5 4 ,Phase Three - Speech Therapy
(a) Hypotheses tested:-
H5. That the VIM may rel i ab'ly di scrim j nate between sounds
representing common articulation errors when the VIM
compares the speakers sounds w'ith reference patterns
produced by someone other than the speaker.
H6 That the VIM may re'l 'iably di scrimi nate between sounds
representìng common qrticul atjon errors when the VIM
compares the speakers sounds wi th reference patterns
produced by the speaker.
(b) Subjects
Two experiments were used to test hypotheses H5 and H6.
The first experiment employed four subjects, the author (H)
and three other able bodied adults (M, S and J) aged between
22 and 32 years of age. H and M are males and S and J are
females. The second experiment involved five subjects, the
author (H) and four other able bodied adults (P, F, L and K)
aged between 25 and 32 years of age. H and P are males and F,
L and K are females.
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Eng'ì 'ish w'ith an Austral i an accent i s the' natural
language for all the subjects. Apart from this, however,
there was no attempt to select subjects wjth simi'lar, or
distinctjve vo'ices. Al'l subjects, except the author H who had
already extens'ively used the equipment' were g'iven a short
'introduction to voice 'input techniques prìor to testing and
were co-operative users of the equipment.
(c) Design
A fundamental requ'irement of the VIM sound recogn'iser is
that 'it must have an example of the sound pattern'in its
memory if it is to recogn'ise the sound. Therefore, if the VIM
'is to be used to di scrimi nate between correct and 'incorrect
pronunciations, it must have an exampìe of each stored in jts
memory. Generaììy, there would be an expectatìon that the
VIM's performance would be better when the reference patterns
and the incom'ing patterns for exam'inatjon are produced by the
same person. In the clin'ical s'ituatjon this may be difficult
to ach'ieve s'ince'it may be undesjrable' or impossible to have
the cl ient consc'ious'ly repeat the mispronunciation for storage
into the VIM. Hypotheses H5 and H6 examine the d'iscrimination
performance of the VIM and the effect of the source of the
reference patterns.
Two sets of experìments were carrjed out to quantìfy the
accuracy with wh'ich the VIM can discrìminate between sounds
represent'ing articulatjon errors. In each experiment, twenty
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sets of sìmilar sounds (genera'lly varying by one phoneme) were
uttered by the subjects and analysed by the VIM. A second
person, confi rmed that the sound uttered was correctly
enunc'iated and recorded the VIM's decision. The recorded
results have been used to test hypotheses H5 and H6. In both
experiments two cases were examined.
In case one the VIM discriminated between sounds' when
the speaker'S Sounds were the reference patterns and jn case
two when some other subject's sounds were the reference
patterns.
The difference between the two experiments was in the
selectjon of sounds. Experiment one examined the performance
of the VIM when the reference patterns were made up of five
different words, four of whìch were examples of d'ifferent
types of pronunciation errors. Experiment two examjned the
performance of the VIM when the reference patterns were made
up of two different words, So that onìy one pronuncjation
error was present in each reference set.
Append'ix A6-d I ists the sets of sounds used during
experiment one. It may be Seen that fjles 0 to 13 are made up
of a p¡imary sound and four sounds whìch are djfferent to the
pr.ime sound by one phoneme. The changes i n the sounds
represent changes wh'ich might occur due to mjspronuncìatjon.
The examp'les represent errors ìn production, both pìace and
manner, and jn vojcing and in f jnal consonant delet'ion. F'ile
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14 has exampìes of changes in blended sounds. F'ile 15 has
examp'les of changed vowels which were included to test the
VIM's sensit'ivity to vowel changes. F j les 16 to 19 contained
on'ly two words. Each f i I e was an exampì e of one type of
pronunci ation error.
Experiment one was set up with this pattern of sounds
because it was felt that art'iculation trainìng programs such
as "Vo'ice Tutor" would be most useful if supplied with
reference I ibraries comp'lete with the several errors wh'ich
might occur.
Append'ix A6-e I ists the sets of sounds used during
experiment two. It may be seen that each f ile contains on'ìy
two sounds. Each file represents one of the four types of
pronunc'iation errors considered. The sounds used 'in
experiment two were the pa'irs of sounds from experiment one
where best d'iscrimination performance was ach'ieved.
(d) Apparatus
The VIM was set up i n the Appl e I Ie computer i n
accordance with the manufacturer's 'instructions. The table
mounted microphone supp'lied wìth the VIM was used throughout
phase three.
The software called "Voice Tutor" (Appendix A4) was used
throughout the phase three experimental work. "Vojce Tutor"
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was used due to its rapid training technique, rap'id fi le
manipuìat'ion, and because the dispìay shows whjch sound was
actual'ly recogn'ised by the VIM.
(e) Procedure
The procedure adopted for experìments one and two were
s'imilar and followed the steps listed below. (See Appendix A4
f or detai I ed descri pt'ion of the act'iv'it j es ment'ioned ) .
(i) The subject was ìntroduced to the equipment and traìned
in correct operational techniques.
(ii) The subject trained the sounds listed in Appendjx A6-d
or A6-e into the computer as reference patterns. A
short test was performed after training in each file to
ensure correct training. Rest periods were taken as
requìred to avoid effects due to fatigue.
(i i'i) Foì low'ing a suitable rest period after the training
sessì on the computer' s di sc dri ve r{as I oaded wi th e'ither
the reference patterns generated i n step ('i j ) or by
reference patterns generated by one of the other
subjects. Whenever possjble the source of the reference
patterns v'/as wì thhel d from the subject to avo'id the
subject anticipating a particular result and changing
his pronunciation accordingìy.
(iv) A file of sounds was then entered into the computers
reference area and the subject spoke the words in that
partìcular file. A second person, generaì'ly the author,
listened to the subject to confirm the pronunc'iatjon was
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correct and to record the computer's response. Append'ix
A6-f ìs a typjcal results sheet. when all sounds on the
fjle were tested, the next fìle was loaded and tested
until all 20 files were tested.
(v) Step ( iv) lvas repeated usìng a different set of
reference patterns. Al'ì subiects carried out step (iv)
at least twice - Once with their own reference patterns
and at least once w'ith a set produced by another subject
of their own sex.
(f) Resul ts
A standard test form was completed during the test runs
to record the sound uttered by the subject and the sound
recognised by the VIM. A typ'icaì results sheet ì s shown 'in
Appendix A6-f. Data from these test sheets has been
summarised on the tables in Appendices A6-9 and h.
Append.ix A6-9 shows a summary of the results obtaìned 'in
experiment one. The table 'in A6-9 shows whether the computer
recognised the spoken sound correct'ìy on the first attempt for
f i les 0 to 15. A rrlrr 'is shown when the combinat'ion of
speaker, reference patterns and spoken word led to a correct
recognition by the comPuter.
Appendix A6-l shows a summary of the results obta'ined in
experiment two. The table jn A6-l shows the number of t'imes
that the computer correct'ly recognised the spoken sound out of
100
three attempts for each comb'inatjon of word, speaker and
reference Pattern.
(g) Interpretati on
In experìment one of phase three the vIM was used to
compare a spoken sound wjth five reference patterns, four of
wh'ich represent poss'ibìe pronuncìation errors of the fifth
sound. The following po'ints summarise the experimental data
in Appendix A6-9:-
(i) There were L75 correct recogn'itions by the vIM out of
300 attempts (i.e. 58% correct) when the speaker's sound
is compared with his own reference patterns.
(ii) There were 133 correct recognitions out of 300 (i.e. 44y"
correct ) when the speaker' s sound 'i s compared wi th
another person's reference patterns.
Cìearly it would be difficult to use the VIM to
supervise articulation traìning exerc'ises if its
discriminatjon accuracy is similar to the results whjch would
be obtajned by f'lipping a coìn. It was felt that performance
might 'improve if the VIM on'ly had one type of error
represented in each set of reference patterns. This was
tested by experiment two. The sounds used durìng experiment
two were the pa'irs of sounds identjf ied by expe¡iment one as
being most easiìy recogn'ised by the VIM.
The data obtajned durìng experiment two of phase three
is listed in Appendix A6-h.
(79) were used to anaìyse
tabl e 'in F'igure 10.
The methods described by po le
the data in A6-h to produce the
Inspection of columns 6 to 11 of the table jn Figure 10
reveals that the VIM's average accuracy varìed from 7% to 26%
correct when the sounds be'ing anaìysed were compared with
reference patterns produced by a dìfferent speaker.
Cons i derat'ion of the 95% conf i dence I evel y'iel ded a range of
accuracy from 0 to 37% correct. One reason for the very low
figures is that reiectjon emors were counted as errors. Even
So, 'it i s cl ear that the VIM cannot rel i abìy di scrimìnate
between sounds represent'ing corrmon art'icul ati on errors when
the VIM compares the speaker's sounds with reference patterns
produced by someone other than the speaker. Therefore
Hypothesis H5 is not supported.
Columns 1 to 5 of F'igure 10 show that the accuracy of
correct recognition of the VIM when the speaker's sounds are
compared with his own reference patterns varjes between mean
values of 95/. to 56/". However the data also shows that the
VIM's performance is dependent on the particular speaker. The
95Y. confìdence limit for the mean values varies between + 6%
and + I3y.. Comparing the subject w'ith the highest correct
recognitions with the subject with the lowest correct
recognitions reveals with a 95% confidence that the correct


































































































































REFERENCE PATTERNS PRODUCED BY:
MEAN SCORE OF CORRECT




FIGURE 10. Th'is table summarises the experimental data'in Appendix A6-h. It illustrates the'importance of the
origìn of the reference patterns to the discriminatìon accuracy of the VIM.




The data discussed in the last paragraph refers to
correct recogn'itions where the VIM correctìy matches the
incom'ing sound with the correct reference pattern. There are
two majn types of errors (21a):-
( i ) substj tutì on errors, oF the mj staki ng of one word for
another.
(ii) Reiect'ion errors, or refusal to class'ify a word.
The bottom row of F'igure 10 shows the subst'itution error
rate for the five subiects. It may be seen that the rate does
not exceed 8/" and 'in three of the five cases does not exceed
4y". It ìs suggested that with time a user would tend to
'improve h'is correct recognition rate by reducing the reiection
error rate. This propos'itìon js not tested in the expe¡iment
however it is supported by the results obtained by subject H
(the author). Subiect H achieved a 95% correct recognition
rate which is sign'ificantly h'igher (15% to 39%) than the rates
ach'ieved by the other subiects however the subst'itut'ion error
rate is approximately the same for all subjects. It is
suggested that the author's extensjve use of the VIM has
allowed him to control his pronunc'iation to reduce the
rejection error rate. In other words he has learnt to
pronounce words so that the characterist'ics examjned by the
VIM rema'in more constant. This tendency supports the 'idea of
usìng the VIM for articulation tra'in'ing.
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If .it is true that use of the vIM would decrease the
rejection error rate So that the correct recognjt'ion rate
would exceed 90% then an error tolerant articulation program,
such as "Voice Tutor" Appendìx A4, might be used wjth pos'itive
resu I ts .
In analysing the results to test hypothes'is H6 the
f ol I owing po'ints may be made: -
(i) The substitution error rate of 41" for subject H comb'ined
with a I% rejection error rate represents rel'iable
recogn i ti on.
(ii) The substitut'ion error rates of 81[ and 7% for subjects P
and K combined with rejection error rates of l2l" and 13%
represent marginal recognition rel'iab'if ity. However an
error tolerant "games" program could be used
successfully with these errors rates.




6.1 The Primary Hypothesi s
The p¡imary hypothes'is considered by thìs thesjs is: "That the
VIM sound recogniser i s of practica'l use to members of the
conrmunìty served by Regency Park". The test of the hypothesis has
been whether the dìsadvantages inherent in the employment of the
device outweigh the benefits derived by the user. This test has
been carried out by perform'ing appropriate steps to 'impìement the
VIM and to then monitor the usage. At the present t'ime, after an
extensive perìod of evaluation and 'impìementation, the VIM is not
being used on a regular bas'is, and there are no defin'ite plans to
use it. The primary hypothesis, therefore, is not supported.
While the test shows that the VIM is not of practica'l use at
Regency Park at this time, the result should be qual'ified to some
extent. The foìlowing sections, 6.2 and 6.3, take up this issue
and use the experimental data to develop methods which may assist
the therap'ist'in pred'ictìng when vojce input should be cons'idered.
6 2 Data Input
The experimentaì work carried out to test the secondary
hypotheses Hl to H4 shows clearly that speech may be used to enter
data ìnto computers by both the able bodied and the djsabled.
However, the test of the primary hypothesjs has shown that voice
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'input has not been adopted because the disadvantages outweìgh the
benefits. This conclus'ion was drawn by the students, teachers and
therapìsts based on a number of different factors whjch are often
d'iff icult to quant'ify. Somet jmes this dec'is'ion 'is made
subconsciousìy or by defau'lt, for one reason or another there 'is a
genera'l lack of enthus'iasm for a techn'ique and it simply falls into
d1suse. It is important however to understand these factors and
develop yardsticks to measure them so that in future modalities may
be more closeìy matched to clients. In'it'ially' below, the author
jdentifies the primary disadvantages of the voice input equ'ipment
used in this study. Voice input is then dìscussed jn terms of the
characteristics developed ìn section 2.4.2-
All students reported varying degrees of frustration due to
the limited accuracy of the equ'ipment. This prob'lem was d'isplayed
jn two ways:- (a) a percentage of errors and (b) the tendency to
repeatedly ignore or produce an error for one or two particular
sounds durìng a session. The second of these proved to be most
frustrat'ing since the user would beg'in to expect an error when
saying the word, and would then have great difficu'lty'in correc'ting
the entry. Th'is frustratjon was most apparent for subiects five
and six who were us'ing word processing programs and were accustomed
to modal ities which al lowed them certain access to the whole
keyboard. The accuracy problem was generaì'ly the ma'in prob'lem,
however the other aspects I i sted bel ow al so reduced the
desirabì'lity of the moda'ìitY.
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In at least two cases the speed of data entry with voice ìnput
was sign'if icantly 'infe¡ior to the subject's normal modal ity'
In one case, subject 5, vojce'input appeared to be des'irable
as a back up modality since the subiect's normal modality somet'imes
causes muscular pajn. However, the high cost of the equ'ipment, and
the lack of portabilìty, and therefore utj'lity, made the option
i mpract'i c a'l .
Problems due to fatigue and environment were genera'l1y of
little concern to the subjects compared with the other problems
already d'iscussed. Subjects six and njne were except'ions however.
Subject six reported a h'igh level of fatigue, although thìs may
!,rell have been related to her frustration due to the accuracy
prob'lem. Subject n'ine, on the other hand, reported s'ignìfìcantly
reduced fatìgue when using voice input when compared to hjs normal
moda'l ì ty.
Whi le these problems are s'ign'if icant they must be seen
relat.ive to the advantages and d'isadvantages of the subiects other
modalìtjes. For example, subject 9 encountered simi'lar prob'lems to
Some of the other subjects however he preferred, and enjoyed,
speech .input for prolonged data entry. This was because his normal
modal i ty became 'impractì cal due to f at'igue. The f ol I owi n9 compares
voi ce i nput wi th the subjects other modal i ti es , usì ng the
characterist'ics defined jn sectjon 2.4.2. Fìgure 8 presents a
summary of the VIM's performance as a data 'input modality for the
dìsabled. The data could be used to assess the sujtabi I ity of
vojce ìnput for a client.
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(a) Accuracy
( i ) Presentation
Seven of the n'ine subjects tested had access to keyboards
us'ing the'ir alternate moda'lity. It seemed ìike'ly that
the other two subiects coul d man'ipu]ate a keyboard ì f
required. Therefore there'is no s'ignificant difference
ìn this asPect.
( ì 'i ) Rates of correct data entrY
In all cases vo'ice input produced a lower rate of correct
data entry than the subject' s other modaì i ty. The
correct data entry rate did not fall below 95% for any of
the subjects using their normal modaìity. However the
correct data entry rate was below 80% for all subiects
wì th 'imPai red sPeech .
(b) Power
Figure 11 below compares the power of the various modalitjes
used during the experimental phases. The vocabulary size for
the VIM is 80 and a vocabuìary size of 100 is taken for
standard keyboard entry and for handwriting. It should be
stressed that the equatìon for "Power" was derived arbitrariìy
i n sect'ion 2.4 .2, and 'i s i ncl uded here to 'i I I ustrate a
proposed methodology for comparison of djfferent modal'ities.






































* Note: The normal moda'lity power for subiect number 9 may onìy
be maintajned for a few minutes. It then drops to zero
due to f at'igue.
Figure 11. Comparison of modality power. Data taken from figure 9.
Figure lL shows that the power of the subjects normal modal'ity
is significantly greater than for voice for subjects five to njne.
The modality power is approximate'ly the same for subiects one to
four, whose hand movement 'is affected by their d'isabjf ity.
Subject nine's normal modality has significantly h'igher poþrer
untìl fatigue prevents further use (after a few minutes). Voice
'input would be appropriate here, however the benefits which might
be gaìned from the 'irregular times when protracted data entry 'is
required have not iustified the regu'lar use of the equìpment.
(c ) Conven'i ence
(i) Cost
The VIM cost approlimateìy $1700 and requires a computer
and printer costing, Sôy, $2500 to operate and prìnt out
i nformat'i on. Aì though some subjects used penci I s and
'inexpensi ve typewriters, to f ai r1y compare the
presentation and utjlity of the modalit'ies it'is assumed
that in the ìonger term the subjects would operate a word
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processor residìng ìn a persona'l computer. 0n thjs basjs
voice 'input costs approx'imateìy $1700 more than the other
modal i t'ies consi dered.
(ii) Portability
The \/iM res'ides in an Appìe I Ie computer wh jch may be
moved, but is not readiìy portable and must be connected
to a majns power supp'ly. Th'is, however, wouìd be typical
of a personal computer offering word processor functions.
('iii) Frustration
Several students reported frustrat'ion when trying to
enter a particular sound into the vIM which the vIM would
not accept. They do not suffer the same frustration
using their other modalities since all characters are
accessì ble.
(iv) Env'ironment
The speech 'input dev'ice would requ'ire a relatìveìy quiet
environment during operat'ion. In publ'ic places the user
might find operation of the dev'ice embarrass'ing. The
user,s speech m'ight also be intrusjve and distractjng in,
for example, a classroom environment.
(v) Fatigue
General 'ly, but not 'in al I cases, the students i nvol ved i n
the testing found voice input to requ'ire less effort than
their normal modaì ity. This was partjcularly important
for subject njne because hjs normal modal'ity cannot be
used for more than a few mjnutes. Effort required was
also an 'important aspect for subject 5 who somet'imes has





The VIM enters data to a computer so that all physical output
i s typed.
(b) Typ'ica1 rates of correct entry (from experimental data) are
shown in the table below.
* NOTE: One subject with no speech impairment was only able to
achieve a 40?', correct entry rate for no apparent reason.
PO}IER
Vocabuìary size = 80. Rates of entry from experimental data. The
power is- shown'in the table above. Note that the values for power
are obtained from an unproved formula-
3. CONVEI{IENCE
(a) cost. Approx $1700 for the vIM and $2500 for the host
computer.
portab.i ì .ity. Not portabl e, mounted i n a personal computer.
Frustration. Several subiects reported frustrati on when
unable to enter partìcular characters.
Envi ronment. A rel ati veìy qu'iet envi ronment i s requ'ired f or
operat i on .































FIGURE 12. Data Input Performance Summary For The VIM Vo'ice Input
Device.
II2
6.3 Spee ch Therapy
The appì'icat jon of vojce 'input equ'ipment for articulation
tra'ining is at a Very earìy stage of development. Several areas
would require invest'igatìon before form'ing a conclus'ion on whether
voìce ìnput equipment would be suitable for the appìicat'ion. The
f ol I owi ng three areas are i denti f i ed: -
(a) The equipment should be examined to find whether, and 'in what
ci rcumstances , j t can dj scrimi nate between correct and
'incorrect art'iculat'ion. Issues which should be'included are:-
(i) The accuracy of the equipment, what percentage of times
does the equipment correctìy assess the sound made.
(ii) The type of error made, whether the sound ìs wrong'ly
assessed (i.e. substitution error) or the sound js
ignored (i.e. rejection error). The ratio of substì-
tution errors to rejection errors would be 'important
when considering the approprìate feedback to the cl'ient.
(iii) Whether the reference patterns would have to be produced
by the cl'ient. It would be desirable to have the
therapist generate the reference patterns.
(b) It would be 'important to find, and define types of people who
would operate the equ'ipment to produce acceptable accurac'ies.
Considerations would include:-
( i ) The qual j ty of the person's speech and the type of
impa.irment. For exampìe, one of the students ìnvolved
in the data entry testjng spoke with clear and easìly
understood speech, but was unable to obta'in the expected
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(ii)
good performance from the equipment. It was felt that
this may have been due to the student's high pitched
vojce. Other researchers (23) have reported sim'ilar
probìems. The equ'ipment also tended to produce poor
results for students w'ith poor breath control. Thìs was
probabìy due to random breathing noises and 'inconsistent
length and loudness of speech.
The cognit'ive abil'ity and maturityof theindividual.
One of the things that became clear from test'ing the
equ'ipment was that i t i s very sens j ti ve to changes 'in
pronunciat'ion due to the emotional state of the
operator. Indjvjduals who allow frustration to affect
their speech followìng a misrecogn'ition tend to suffer a
decrease in performance. This increases their
frustration and further decreases their performance.
Most test subjects were able to understand the problem
and many adopted a bland, consistent pronunciat'ion, to
overcome the probìem.
(c) Although repetition drills are often employed, the'ir value for
'inprovement of artjculation 'is questionable for many c'lients
depending on their dìagnos'is and personality. Vo'ice
recognition equipment may offer the potential for a great
'i ncrease i n the number of dri I I s performed, however the
potentiaì of th'is for improvement of artjculatjon is not
known.
The experimenta'l work in this thesis has concentrated on the
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abi I ity of the equipment to discriminate between correct and
ìncorrect sounds as described in (a) above.
The interpretat'ion of the results jn chapter five d'iscusses
the results at length and suggests that the VIM mìght produce
acceptable levels of discrimination for articulation trainìng'in
some cases. The cl'ient would, however, be requ'ired to enter
examples of the correct and incorrect pronunc'iation into the VIM
prior to the art'iculation trajn'ing session. A tape recorder might
assjst .in this process, however this has not been tested.
Experimentaì work has on'ly been carried out with able bodjed
adults sjmulating pronunciation errors. The results suggest that
the VIM would class'ify sounds'in three ways:- 1. Correctly assess
the sound, 2. Incorrectìy assess the sound or 3. Find that the
sound does not match any sound 'i n memory (rei ect'i on error ) .
Aìthough the percentage of correct assessments varies greatly from
person to person it appears that incorrect assessments form a small
relatively fixed proportìon. The variation is made up by the
rejection error. So in practice the computer would tend to ìgnore
the cl'ient unti I the speech pattern entered matches a stored
pattern. It would then be I ike'ly to correct'ly assess the sound.
It 'is suggested that the client would tend to learn the sound
requ'ired by the computer and modify hìs speech accordingly.
Aìthough the results were encouragìng 'it was felt that it
would be ìnapproprìate to trial the equìpment with chìldren because
they might bl ame themsel ves for machj ne errors 'ì eadi ng to a
decrease in self esteem.
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7 CONCLUSION
The fol'low'ing conclusions are drawn from the preceding chapters.
Data Entry
The vo'ice i nput equi pment exami ned i s genera'l 1y not of practi ca'l
use for data entry at Regency Park. This was shown by the fact that
the users of the equipment stopped us'ing the equipment. The equìpment
was techni ca'l ly supported and enthusi asti ca'l ly i ntroduced i n
appropriate situat'ions. It is concluded that the reason for the lack
of cont'inued use is that the effort required to operate the equìpment
does not justi fy the benef its ga'ined. Thì s i s an enti rely subject'ive
decjsjon on the part of the user. The fact that so many users reached
the same dec'ision i s signìf icant. The equ'ipment f aj led to ach'ieve a
satisfactory accuracy when used by able bodjed adults simulating
dysarthrìc speech, and when used by students with impa'ired speech.
In spite of the negative result, vo'ice input of data should not be
negìected. The literature search revealed cases where vo'ice input is
of practicaì and s'ignificant benefit. The unique nature of the
abjlitìes and personaìities of djsabled people leads to the situatjon
where a modality such as voice ìnput is suitable for a very small
number of people. Data gathered duning the experimental work 'is
presented to al low a therapist to obiective'ly decide whether vo'ice
input is a des'irable option for a particular person. An unproved
methodology for comparìson of d'ifferent modalities is proposed.
The I jterature search aìso reported sìgnifìcant recent advances ìn
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vojce 'input techno'logy. These advances will make voice input of data a
more attractjve optìon for both the disab'led, and able bod'ied
commun'itjes as t'ime goes by.
Speech Therapy
The results obtained from experìments concernìng art'iculation
traìning us'ing voice input equ'ipment varied great'ly from person to
person. However it 'is concluded from the results that the equipment
would not d'iscriminate with suff ic'ient accuracy when the cl'ient's voice
'is compared with voice patterns generated by another person.
Insufficient experìmentat'ion has been carried out to determine
whether the equ'ipment will offer adequate accuracy when companing the
client's vo'ice with his orvn reference patterns. Although the error
rate varied markedìy between subjects, the substjtution error rate was
small and consistent with the variation be'ing made up of rejection
errors. The subject with the greatest experience of use of the
equipment produced signìfìcantly reduced rejection errors. This
suggests that art'iculation consistency may be a learned ability which
may be deve I oped u s'i ng the eq u'i pment .
It 'i s therefore concl uded that the results justìfy further
experimentaì work in this area. It 'is suggested that future work would
in'it'ia]ìy conf irm that subjects rejection error rate improves wìth use
of the equipment. The substitution error rate would then be considered
to determi ne whether an j nteract'ive game cou'ìd be successf uì ìy pl ayed
to motivate the user.
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ABSTRACT
several relabively inexpensive speech recognition systems, suitable as input
systems for personal computens, are noet commerciaLly available' One' the Voice
Input Hodule (VIM, from Voice Hachine Communications) was selected for
developmenb for use with disabled young peop).e at the Regency Park Cenbre for
Young Disabled. The VIM consists of a microphoner a plug-in board to fit an
Apple II or IIe computer and software to inpub, edit, besb, and use an
operator's vocabulary as an input signal to a computer'
An overview ol the hardware and sofbware of the VIH is presented' The VIM
software is designed for able bodied computer hobbyists' Hodifications to the
basic sofbware to make bhe system user friendly so that people with
disabilities can have voice only input (ie. no input whatsoever from the
keyboard) have been developed by us and are oublined in bhe paper' The VIH may
be Lrained to recognise any type of utterance. Preliminary bests showed bhat
the International òi*rif Aviation Organisation (ICAO) alphabet (alpha' bravo,
charlie) had significantly better recognition rabes bhan the convenbional
arbrc-
There are a number of children at bhe centre who could benefit fnom a voice
.activated assisbive communication device. A trial group of five children has
been selected to provide preliminany evaluation of the potential of VII{'
Existing educational softnare (eg. l{athvader) has been used with bhe VIH bo
provide appropriate programs for their school level. Our initial experience'
both successes and problems' are presented.
INTRODUClION
Several hundred automatic speech recognisers have been developed since 1952
when BelI Telephone Laboratonies developed the first speech recogniser ti l'
Hany have been successfutly used in factories for stock inventory and data
entry ethere more traditional methods have been inappropriate' Recenb advances
in large scale integrated circuits and the mass production of home computers
has radically reduced bhe cost, and increased the availability of bhese
devices. Severar authors have suggesbed that voice input has potenbial for the
handicapped to improve bhe quality of life f2l. An impressive example is
provided by Bowe t3l who neports thab a computen programsìer who recently
became a quadraplegic has been able to conbinue his career by voice control of
a computer terminal at home. However Poulbon f4l cautiohs that present
recognisers are limibed in scope and may only be suitable where demanded by
the constraints of work or the classroom'
A necent study at the Regency Park centne for Young Disabled t51 identified
a group of twelve children with poor handwriting skitls bub good voice
control This paper is a progress report on current work aimed at introducing
voice input to bhis gnoup. Topics covered include equipment assessment,
initial soltware modifications, applicabion programs and pneliminary results
of equipment brials wibh live students. Ib is concluded that voice input will
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t¡e a valuable Lechntque for accessing cornprttcr. pt'()gr(ìrnßlr'5 ['r)l' ¿t I tmil etl
population oC drsabled PeoPIe.
VOICE INPUT HODULE - VIH
In 1984 Regency Pank purchased a voice inpub module (vIH) from voice Hachine
communications t6). The vIH is a speaker dependent, isolated word recogniser
which acts as a keyboard emulator for its host Apple IIe computer.
The vIM recognises ubterances by comparing incoming audio signals with a
previously enbered seb of voice reference paLterns. 80 utterances may be
recognised with a length of from 0.1 Lo 1.25 seconds separabed by pauses ol at
least 0.1 6 seconds. A predetermined set of keystrokes is sent to bhe Apple
II's central processing unit following recognition of an utterance
software supplied wibh the vll,l allows the operator to define and manipulate
thnee files. The first file conbains a list of user defined words whÍch prompt
the user when enbering voice refenence pabterns. The second file conbains a
Iist ol user defined keystrokes which are sent to the computer when an
utberance is recognised. the user speaks into a microphone in response to the
prompt words to ienerate bhe voice reference pabterns which form the third
file. The voice .ãf"".rr"" pabberns may be bested for separability and
rebnained if necessary, and bhen stored on floppy disk for later use' Ïhe
operator may also modify bhe "reiect threshold" bo define how well an incoming
signal must match a voice reference pattern to cause recognition' For example'
a rejecb bhreshold of I will cause the vIH to accepb almost any sound and
match ib to the closesb voice reference pabtern. If the reiecb threshold is
127 tlnen the vIH will only recognise sounds identical to bhe voice relerence
patbern.
PERFORHANCE ÎESTING
A performance test was conducted to determine whethen bhe equipment offered
sufficient potential to justify further work'
The test was designed to show how ofben the equipmenb would correctly
identify an utberance, how ofben an utterance must be repeated to produce
recognilion and how these are affecbed by bhe reiect bhreshold' The best was
conducted with one subject familian wibh bhe equipmenb wibh a normaL aduLt
male voice. The author was required to repeat three sets of words and sounds'
These sets were selecbed to give an intuitive impression of how well the
equipment can discriminate bebween sounds and how effective utterances other
than words might prove. The bhree sets of utberances werei
(1) The alphabet pronounced "ây', 'bee", "see"
(2) The ICA9 aviaÈion atpnabeb pronounced 'alpha", "bravo"' "charlie"
(3) The l{orse code pronounced "DiDah"' "DahDiDiDi", "DahDiDahDi"
The aviabion alpha¡åt enabted bhe equipmenb to correctly recognise 95f of
utterances. Howevår the necognition rabe dropped Eo 821 for the standard
alphabet and 631 for the Horse code sbyle. The above rabes were obtained using
a neject bhreshold of 1 05 which virtually eliminates bhe need to repeat
ubterances.
HODIFICATION OF SUPPLIED SOFTIIARE
Software supplied with the equipmenb allows the user to enben new voice
reference patterns, vocabulary files, and acLivate application programmes 
(ie'
any commercially available programme). These acbivities require physical
contact wibh the compuber keyboard and a good knowledge of the supplied VIH
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sof twace. The soltware is weL l docrrrncnLed arld easy to trse, however it is
pitched towards Lhe compuLec enLhusrast çathen than a casual user.
The tollowing strategy and software modilj.cations erere adopted to make
equipment more compatible with the classroom environmenb.
(1 ) Each application program used by a given sbudent is stored on a
separate floppy disk which also stores Lhe student's voice reference patterns.
e) AL the beginning of a typical lesson the teacher inserts the studenb's
ftoppy disk and turns bhe power on to bhe computer. The computer automatically
Ioads bhe voice reference patterns, transfers to recognition mode and runs the
application program withoub further intervention by the beacher. The student
can then starb using bhe program wibh his voice.
(3) Conbact with bhe keyboard is required when first entering the sbudent's
voice reference patterns or bo retrain single words if required. A prompt
displayed duning bhe loading process described above invites the beacher to
push any key within ten seconds to go to the training mode. If no key is
pushed then the disk loads as described above. If a key is pushed bhen a menu
is displayed which prompts the teacher bhnough the essential braining options.
Following training the program reburns to the load sequence.
The process described above is intended bo make the sysbem as simple as






The application program is the software which performs the bask required by
the user. Hord processing programst arithmetic practice programs and games
programs are application programs.
The following five programs have been used extensively during bhe study and



















objects displayed on the screerr. A corrccL answer is rewarded by a smiling
face or a shorb cartoon. The user ts encouraged to tcy again if the wnong
answer ls grvefl.
,.Spaceship.. provides Ltre usec wiLh practice in addition of single diqit
numbers. The program rewards correct answers with a cartoon and invites bhe
user bo t,ry again following an error. The correcL solution is displayed
following a further incorrect answer'
,,Hathvader.. is a more advanced arithmetic practice program allowing practice
in addibion, multiplicabion, division and subbraction of any one or two digit
numbers. The usen has an adjusbable time period to complete calcurations and
win bhe game. The game is modelled on the popular arcade game "space Invaders"
and is quite aPPealing.
,.Bank stneeb Hriber,. is the word processing program used during the study
since ib is simpre to use and all funct,ions and keystrokes may be used by
voice alone. "xardax" and "Hordstar" were reiected because they require a
significanbly larger number ol discrete utterances to access all keystrokes
(upper and, lower case) and functions'
EQUIPHENT TRIAL IIITH STUDENTS
The equipment trial was designed bo assess whether the selecbed studenbs
could use the equipment bo provide advanbages over other techniques of
keyboard maniputabion at their disposal The trial has been conducted in bhe
crassroom environmenb with appricabion programs complimenting bhe sbudents
other academic activities. Generally, the classroom sessions have been
coondinated and conducted by one år tn" special ed'ucation beachers ab R'egency
Park.Thefoltowingisasummaryofprogressbodateoffivestudents.
Students One To Four
students one to four are aged from 9 to 10 years old' Two of the sbudents
can count to ten eonfidenil.y and idenbify retbers of bhe arphabeb. The other
two students can add numbers and spell three letber words by sounding bhe
letters. Alr four studenbs have easiïy trecognisabre voices but have difficulty
manipulating a keyboard due bo sPasticity and/or ¡reakness'
The main obstacle bo voice inpui for bhese four students is that bhey tend
to allow bheir pronunciation bo vary with mood changes' For exampler bhey will
be bored during the training session, enthusiastic ab the first attempt of an
exencise, disappointed if the VIH does not recognise their voice' and




The sbudent's exercises were bimed aft
total period of about ben hours to derive the 
e
shows that bhe four sbudents are able to ente
voice input, however there is an unacceptable
this high error rabe is due to the sbudent's a
the qualiLy and strength of bheir voices appears normal'
Student Five
sbudent five has good control oven her clean voice and is able to achieve
good d,ata entry rabes with a low number of errors. The table shows that she is
significantly faster using a mouth held pointer however she is nob able 
bo




prefers voice rnput and rs at¡le Lo use her voice to conbrol and operate a wocd
processing program. tle expect that voice input wiLl be a valuable altennat,ive
foc Ehis studenL and that she will combine voice and physical conbact bo



















































Table 1. Results of trials with the first five students.
The table above was derived by encouraging the students fo enter data at
their maximum possible rabe for bwo minutes. Other factors which must be
considered when assessing the suitability of voice input would include¡
(1 ) Effort and possible discomfort involved.
(2) Long term effecbs. For example the possible damage to neck muscles and
joints due to head mounted pointers or switches.
(3) tlorkplace ergonomics. For example a student using a mouth held pointer
to transcribe maberial must make gross head movements to read the document and
then type the material.
(4) Speed and accuracy over longen periods using voice and their best
alternative method.
(5) The student's need fon, and capacity to use a non portable computer or
typewriter.
FUTURE EQUIPHENT TRIALS
Sbudents one to four appear to be too young to effectively use the equipment
due to bheir high error rabe. However thein rate of data entry compares well
with their best alternate method so we feel thab a furthen trial will be
justified in two to three years.
Studenb five will continue to gain conîidence and skitl ¡rith the equipment
and wiII be encouraged to use stnategies combining voice and physical contacb.
Five new sbudenbs have been selected and will work with the voice input
equipmenb during bhe current school term. Ultimately all students served by
Regency Pank who may benefit fnom voice inpub will be given the chance to try
the equipment. He expect that we will lind a small group of children who will
gain significant benefits from voice input. The software r.rill then be tailored




Vorce input equipment has been adapLed for use by disabled children rn the
classroom environmenb, and a trial is underway at the Regency Pank Centne for
Young Disabled.
Voice input is by no means a panacea as it requires some skill and elfort to
produce a nelabively slow stream ol information. However, it will provide a
viable alternabive for a number of people who are currenbly unable to operate
keyboards bo make full use of available technology. As a guide, therapists
might considen voice inpub for subiects with controlled, consistenb speech,
who have a need to enter data to a non porLable computer and currently convey
Iess bhan thirty characters per minute.
The voice input module costs approximately A$1 600 and may be obtained lrom
Voice Hachine Communications Inc t6l. He have not tested obher brands of voice
recognition equipment and therefore cannob recommend this brand over others.
However it should be noted that the VItl is supponted by utiliby prognams
written in BASIC which are readily modified to make the equipment more
suitable for parbicular users.
Software development and equipment trials are expected to continue through
to the middle of 1 986 when a fully documented software package suitable for
use by people with disabilities wiII be available from Regency Park. The
authors welcome any enquires on the subjects discussed above f7l.
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1.1 VIM and Teacherrs VIM
The Voice Input Module (VIII), supplied by G.C.D.
International, aIlows the user to perform keyboard
functions using his voice. The VIM is a speaker
dependent, isol-ated word recogniser. It will recognise
up to B0 different isolated sounds spoken by a person who
has trained the machine to recognise the particular
sounds. when the VIM recognises a sound it enters a
predetermined set of keystrokes into the Apple computer.
The VIM is supported by an extensive utility program
which is used to train the VIM with the user's voice
patterns. The user may select options through various
menus to tailor the vocabulary in the VIM to their
particular needs. We have found that in the early
stages, the flexibility of the supplied utility program
is generally not required and may add to the workload of
the teacher or therapist. The manual supplied with the
vIM should be consulted for a fuII description of the
VIM's options and for instructions on installation of the
hardware.
Teacher's VIM is a modified version of the VIM's Voice
UtiJ-ity Program which reduces the number of options,
eliminates the need for file manipulation and prompts the
user through the required steps. This reduces the time
required to learn to use the VIlt and assists the teacher
in applying the VIM in the classroom. This manual
supplies sufficient information to use Teacherrs VIM,
however, the user is invited to read pages I1, T2, 13 and
IV1 and IV2 of the VIM manual for a more complete
understanding of the VIM and for some suggestions on the
use of the microPhone.
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sections 1 and 2 of this manual provide suffÍcient
information to aIlow regular classroom use of the
equipment. sections 1 and 2 assume little knowledge in
the use of computers, however section 3 assumes a good
knowledge of the VIM manual and the Applesoft BASIC
Ianguage. Section 3 will not be needed until the student









2. USING TEACHER'S VIT'I
2.1 Loading and Running Teacher's VIt¡l
The VIM hardware should be installed in the Apple
computer in strict accordance with the instructions
supplied in the vIM manual. Set up the computer and disk
drive(s) and monitor as shown in the manuals supplied
with the equiPment.
The initiat part of the Teacher's VIM program Ioads
information off the disk and asks the user whether
training of voice patterns is required. If training
required then a key is depressed and training begins.
training is not required then prompts are shown which





Tiìe following are detailed j-nstructions for loading and
running Teacher's VIM. Insert one of the Teacherrs VIIvI
disks into disk drive number 1 . Turn the poI^¡er to the
computer on (or press "Control-Open Appte - Reset"
simuLtaneously if the povter is already on). The computer
will start loading information off the disk. After 40
seconds, the dispJ-ay shown in Figure 2 wiIl appear :
Figure 2. Prompt
HIT ANY KEY V'¡ITHIN 10 SECONDS TO
TRAIN THE DISK WITH YOUR VOICE
rf the user wishes to train voice patterns into the
computer (this will be the case if you have not used the
disk before) then any key should be typed within 10
seconds. If a key is typed then the "Train-Test Program"
menu (Figure 3) will be displayed (see Section 2-2 for
detailed instructions in the use of the "Train-Test
Program" menu). If no key is pressed during the 1 0
seconds then the computer aSSumeS that the voice patterns
already loaded are correct. In this case, the computer
disptays a detailed set of instructions on the running of




The "Train-Test Programt' menu may be used in two ways.
AII the sounds may be trained during a single session, oÉ
the sounds may be trained one at a time. If you elect to
train aII the sounds in one session, but fail to complete
the exercise, then the sounds already trained will be
Iost. A person capable of uttering words consistently
every few seconds for about fifteen minutes should be
able to train aII the sounds in one session. An adult,
able bodied person should have no difficulty with this
exercise.
The following two sections work through these two methods
of using the "Train-Test Programrr menu-
Figure 3. The "Train-Test Programrr l{enu
* * lt* *.1+ * l( * f ** ** * l+ * *
TRAIN-TEST PROGRAM
l( * tÍ * Jf * * * * * * * * * * J+ **
INITIAL TRAINING PERFORM STEPS 1 TO 6
1 - NEhI TRAINING
2 - ADDITIONAL TRAINING (T1'IICE)
3 _ TEST SEPERABILITY
I- - RETRAIN SINGLE VIORDS LISTED
IN 3. REPEAT 3 AND IT UNTIL ALL
WORDS ARE SEPERABLE. THEN GO TO
5 - SAVE VOICE PATTERNS ON DISC
6 - RUN APPLICATION PROGRAMME
? - READ REJECT THRESHOLD
B - SET REJECT THRESHOLD
9 - TEST RECOGNITION
1O - AVIM UTILITY MENUS
5
2.2.1 Sinqle Session Tra
This section describes the
Program" menu to train all





r_ n l- ncf
use of the
the sounds
As described in detail in section 2.1 : insert the
Teacher,s VIM disk, turn the power on, and press any key
when prompted. This generates the display shown in
F igure 3. The step numbers in the following refer to the
numbers on the left side of the menu in Figure 3 '
STEP 1
Type 1 on the keyboard and press return. A warning that
the current voice patterns will be lost wiII be
disptayed. Press any key except "return". "Return" will
simply return you to the "Train-Test Proqram" menu'
Another display will state that a new training is under
wêy, press any key except "return" to continue' The
displ.ay in Figure 4 will appear.
Figure 4. Training PromPt
PLEASE SAY
CORRECTION
Say "correction" into the microphone. If the display
remains the same and does not blink, then say
"correction" again. Check that your lips are 25mm from
the microphone and use a clear conversational voice.
Vùhen the VIM receives a distlnct sound it wilt display
the next word to be trained. If the vllvl receives two
distinct Sounds, for example "correc" "tign", then it wilI
associate "tion" with the second prompted word. The third
A2.LO
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prompt would then be displayed- Don't worry if this
happens because the program makes three training pasSes




After aII the words on the vocabulary are trained for the
first time, then the program automatically returns to the
beginning and prompts the word "correction". The rest of
the vocabulary is then prompted in the Same sequence. The
VIM compares the second pronunciation with the first. If
the pronunciation varies by a significant amount then the
vIM prompts a request to say the word again. It will
continue to do this until a consistent sound is made.
Beginners often say the words in the first training pass
with a stilted pronunciation and then relax during the
second passr so that a different sound is made. It is
difficult to pronounce sounds consistently if they are
spoken with a forced or unusual emphasis. This is why we
recommend that you use your normal conversational voice.
Following the second training pass, the program returns to
the word "correction"-and makes a third training pass.
After the third training paSS, the "Train-Test Programrl
menu is displayed. If you wish to discontinue the session
at this stage, then type 5 "return" (see STEP 5 for
details) which saves your voice patterns on the disk.
After the disk drive stops' you may turn off the computer
and remove your disk.
STEP 2
If the computer is off then go through the procedure
described in 2.1 to obtain the "Train-Test Program" menu.
Your voice patterns trained during Step 1 will have been
automatically Ioaded into the computer during the start up'
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AJ-though not essential, best results are obtained by
training the vocabulary at least five times- Three
training passes have been made during Step 1. To perform
additional passes, type 2 and "return". A display
stating "Additional Training" will be shown. Press any
key except "returntt to continue. Press "returntt if you
have changed your mind, this wiII return you to the
"Train-Test Program" menu. A single training pass,
similar to the passes made in Step 1 will take place-
FoIlowing the training pass, the "Train-Test Program"
menu wiII again be displayed. Type 2 "return" again to
perform the fifth and final training pass. When the
"Train-Test Program" menu is showingr You may press 5
"return" ( see STEP 5 for details ) to save the voice
patterns on the disk and turn the computer off if you
wish.
STEP 3
with the "Train-Test Program" menu displayed, type 3
"return". A display will request you to type the prompt
device number. Type 1 "return". The computer wiII
automatically compare aII the sound patterns that are
stored in memory. A display witl show the prompt words
associated with any sounds that the computer has found
are similar. On some Teacherrs VIM disks, the same
prompt is repeated several times so that naturally, the
spoken sound wiII be similar. This is normal and wiII
not cause a problem. However, if the computer associates
different prompts with the same sound, then the computer




the generated list. Each Iine of the
a pair of prompt words. Ignore pairs






number and spelling of the prompts in the other pairs,
these words should be retrained since errors would result
from their use. PreSS any key after taking a note of the
prompts as described above. The "Train-Test Program"
menu wiII now be displayed. If some word must be
retrained, then go to Step 4. If no words need to be
retrained, then go to SteP 5.
The above covers aII that we need to know about the
separability test. Refer to the VIM manual for a deeper
understanding of the test and the various options if you
wish. The example below (Figure 4l illustrates the use
of the separability test for the Teacher's VIM disk
"Extended Number Set".
























In the above example, ignore the first, second and fourth
pairs, since the pairs are made up of the same prompt
word. Record the number 50 associated with the third
pair and record the two words "T\^¡ott and "Three". This
test has indicated that either the word "Two" or the word
"Three" has not been pronounced distinctly enough. Go to




This step is used to train or retrain single words. v'¡ith
the ,,Train-Test Program" menu displayed, type 4 "return"'
A disptay titled "Retraining Mode" will be displayed.
Four options are presented. Normally the second option
is preferred, so type 2 "return". The other options are
discussedintheVlMmanual,butaregenerallynot
required.
When 2 "return" has been typedr a prompt wiII appear
requesting the word number. Type the number of the word
you wish to retrain. If you have just completed step 3,
then you should type one of the numbers you recorded.
Refer also to the Appendix section (4:1 ) for the numbered
Iistings of the vocabularies on the Teacher's VIM disk.
Type ,'return" foll_owing the number. The display wilI
promptyoutoSayaword.Ifyourpronunciationisclear
and consistent, then the word wiII be prompted three
times. If the pronunciation is not consj-stent, then the
word wilt be repeated several times. After the word has
been trained, the prompt requesting the next word number
wiII reappear. If you have another word to train, then
enter the number of the word. If your training is




3 to ensure aII words have been trained
Iftheaboveuseofsteps3and4failtoproduce




Option 1 : In Step 3, \¡¡e recorded the number of one of
the two prompt words in the error pair'
However, the pronunciation of the word we
recorded (the first word of the pair) may be
correct. The pronunciation of the second word
in the pair may be incorrect. In the example
in Step 3, \Á¡e recorded 50 which assumes the
pronunciation of the word "T\^Io" is incorrect'
However, the pronunciation of "Three may have
been incorrect. In this case, refer to
Chapter 4 to find the number of the word
ttThreett.
Option 2 The words may be unsuitable for the particular
person. For example, the word "Alpha" may be
unfamiliar to the student, Ieading to
inconsistent pronunciation. In this caset
choose a more appropriate word and say it
instead of "Alpha". rf this does not solve
the problem, then refer to Section 3.2 of the
Advanced Topics chapter for assistance.
STEP 5
The voice patterns trained during the use of steps 1, 2
and 4 are stored in the volatile memory of the VIM
hardware. If the computer is turned off, then the
information will be lost. To overcome this problem, Step
5 is used to store the information on the disk'
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Before storing information on the disk, ensure that :
a) there is no read/write protect sticker on the disk
b) the Teacher's VIt'l disk is in the drive
c) the disk drive door is closed
To store
when the
the voice patterns on the
t'Train-Test Program" menu
disk, type 5 "return"
is displayed.
The computer wiIl occasionally detect a problem when
writing to the disk and wiII display a prompt to alert
the user. Generally, the user will be prompted to type
any key to get to the main menu. The program will return
the user to the "Train Vocabulary" menu, which is part of
the VIM Utitity Program. If this happens, type 4
ttreturn" to save the voice patterns on disk. The next
prompt will request you to type the file name on the
disk. Type VOICE PÀTTERN "return". Then type 1 "return"
in response to the next prompt for disk drive number.
Your voice patterns wiII then load onto the disk. If you
wish to return to the "Train-Test Program" menu, then
perform the procedure described in section 2.1.
STEP 6
If you have performed the preceding steps then you
ready to run the applicatj-on program. Steps 7, B,
are




To run the application program, type 6 "return" when the
"Train-Test Program" menu is displayed. Instructions for
loading and running the application program wiII then be




2.2 -1 Traininq One Word At A Time
This procedure is used where the teacher is not confident
that the student has the strength, concentration or
ability to train the full vocabulary set in one sitting.
This gives the teacher more control over the training but
is more time consuming.
Training in this case is achieved by using the "Train-
Test Program" menu aS described above in 2.2.1. However,
Steps 1 and 2 are not used. After the "Train-Test
program" menu is displayed by using 2.1, then train each
word singly by using step 4 of the description in 2.2-1.
This method will probably take several training sessions
due to the time taken in sel-ecting words. At the end of
each session, use step 5 to save the newly trained voice
patterns. use step 3 to determine which sounds lack
separability and retrain using step 4 as required.
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2.3 Running the Application Program
The application program is the program which actually
performs the required function for the user- Word
processing programs' arithmetic practice programs and
games programs are application programs.
Use of the Teacher's VIIvI disk as described in section
or in section 2.2.1 Step 6, will load to the part of
program which prompts the user in the use of the
application program. The prompts displayed by the
computer are reprj-nted in the appendices, Section 4-2




2.3.1 PANIA AND STAR BLAZER
The Teacher's VIM program automatically loads and runs
these two programsr Do physical contact is required from
the user. The prompt supplied by Teacher's VIt"l remind
the user of the command words available and their effect.
2.3.2 BANK STREET WRITER and the EXTENDED NUMBER SET
The Teacher t s VIIvt program prompts the user to remove the
Teacher's VIM disk from the disk drive and insert the
application program disk and press "control-open apple,
resetr'. This will load the application program but
will not affect the voice patterns which are stored in
the VIM hardware. Use the application programs in accord
with their instruction booklets, but use your voice in
place of contact with the keyboard-
A2.18
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2.4 Use in the Classroom
The following arrangements v¡ere used in a classroom
setting during a study undertaken at the Regency Park
Centre for Young Disabled. The study was aimed at
determining the suitability of the VIM equipment for
several children aged between 7-16 years of age.
Each student was provided with their own box for storage
of their leacher's VIM disks. The Teacher's VIM disks
were selected to be appropriate for the student's
academic level and were Iabelled with the student's name-
During the initial introduction period, the teacher
demonstrated the use of voice input and the application
program with his o$¡n set of trained disks. The teacher
then generally used the "one word at a time" method to
train the student's voice patterns onto the studentrs
disks. In the foJ-lowing lessons the teacher monitored
the studentrs progress and assisted the student in
retraining words when required. Copies of the numbered
Iists in Appendix 4.1 r^/ere kept for each student and
marked to show how many times words were trained or
retrained. This is particularly useful when training by
the "one word at a time" method.
Normally 10-20 half hour lessons vtere required to bring
studenLs to the point where a true assessment could be
made on the suitability of voice input. ft is likely
that able bodied users would take less time to become
familiar with the equipment, but would be unlikely to use
the equipment in practical long term applications-
The following points should be
whether a candidate might make
voice input equipment.
considered when deciding







The candidate must have good control over a
consistent voice. This does not necessarily mean
that the candidate's speech would be clearr or even
intelligible to the casual listener. On the other
hand, clear speakers may be unsuccessful if they do
not have the maturity to control the emotional tone
in their voice.
The upper limit for rate of entry by voice on the
VIM equipment (where one character is entered per
utterance) is approximately 30 characters per
minute. A candj-date able to satisfactorily enter
characters by physical means at this ¡ oE higher
rates is unlikely to wish to use voice input in the
Iong term.
candidate must be motivated toward,





The subjects discussed in previous sections are
sufficient for the studentrs early contact with the VIIvf .
This wilt enable the teacher to decide whether the
equipment will be of real and lasting value to the
student.
ff the teacher decides that the student wiII benefit from
the equipment, then it is likely that the teacher will
wish to customise the VIl"l to suit. This section provides
information to assist the teacher make these
modifications. A working knowledge of the VIM manual and
of Applesoft BASIC is assumed.
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3.1 Steps 7 to 10 of the "Train-Test Program" l{enu
Steps 7,8 and 9 Provide access to the
which manipulate the reject threshold








step 1 0 provides access to the main vIM utility menu and
aII its options. once the VIM utility menu is entered,
then it is not possible to go back to the Teacher's VIM
"Train-Test Program" menu. AII the functions provided by
Teacher's Vfl{ are a subset of the functions provided by
the vIM utility program. Refer to the vIM manual for
instructions j-n use of the VIÌ4 utility program.
A2 .22
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3.2 Vocab and Voice Pattern Files
The Vfl{ utility program allows the use of many different
file names and locations for the vocabulary and voice
pattern files. However, Teacherrs VIM allows only for
the use of one file for the vocabulary and one file for
voice patterns. They are called VOCAB and VOICE PATTERN
respectively. If you wish to modify the contents of
these files then use Step 1 O on the "Train-Test Program"
menu to go to the VIM utility program and use its editing
facilities. You will need to refer to the files by the
names printed above. If either VOCAB or VOICE PATTERN
are erased or damaged, then Teacher's VIM (as supplied)
will fail to work properly.
A? .23
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3.3 Hands Off Operation of Software
The equipment and software supplied does not allow for
hands off operation of the computer during initial
training or retraining. However, hands off operation may
be achieved during normal operation-
The supplied Teacher's VIl"l disks "Pania" and "Star
Blazer" Ioad voice patterns and then default through to
Ioad and run the games "Pania" and "Star Blazer". These
disks allow, for example, the user of a wheeLchair to
operate the games without physical contact with the
keyboard. The disk would be stored in the computer's
disk drive. A microswitch would be arranged to detect
the presence of a wheelchair in front of the computer
monitor, and would turn the por^¡er to the computer on.
The computer would then load and run the Teacherrs VIM
disk which would load voice patterns and run the game.
After finishing the game the user would move a\^tay from
the monitor which would cause the microswitch to shut
down the computer.
The Bank Street Writer, Extended Number Set disks
supplied do not default through to run the application
programs. The reason for this may be seen by inspection
of the program extracts shown in 4-2-2 and 4.2.3.
The application program WuzzIe ( for
arranged to start up automatically
Teacher's VIM, Extended Number Set
example) may






Placing the lrluzzIe program and the sub-programs
..it"d by Wuzzle onto the Teacher's VIM disk
Delete lines 60000 to 60090 of the Teacherrs VIl4
HELLO Program.






PRTNT D$ ; ''RUN WUZZLE.II
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Numbered Vocabulary List for Teacherrs VIM
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Application Program Instructions Supptied by Teacherrs VIll
A.2.1 Bank Street Writer
Î{E VOICE INPUT IVIOTXJLE IS l\rc!\l I¡ADED
WTTH TT{E VOICE PATTBNS FIOR BANK STRffiT
WRTTR,'. PLEASE PI,ACE THE BANK STREET







PRI}E ,'T}E VOIG INPUT I4ODULE IS i\IOI'¡ TOÀNF.DII
PRII{T .'IüTH TI{E VOIo] PAT1THìNS FOR BAi\K SIREHIII 60020
"!'tRrm., PLEASE Pr,ÀG TI'IE BANK srrìEElrl
PRIM "i.IRITffi. DISC IN TI{E DISC DRI\¡E AND PRESS'I
PRI}ÙT II\CON¡q'IROT, - OPEN ¡\PPLE - RESEII"'
Program lines which generate screen prompt
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Application Program Instructions Supptied by Teacher I s VII'I
A.2.2 Extended Number Set
THE ÐCIENDED NU¡,IBM. SET VOTG PATIMNS HA\¿E BEEN
roADÐ, Pr,AG THE DISC !ùÏTTI TI{E APPLICÀTICN PROGA¡A{E
IN TFIE DISC DRTVE AND PRESS .O\IROL - OPE¡I APPLE -
RESETI.
TÍIIS VOCABUT,ARY IS SUITABT,E FOR ;






''TTE ÐfiETIDm Nu,fBER sL-T V TG PATTEìAIS''
"HAVE BHÀi roADED, pLAcE TTIE Drsc \n rTtH"
''TTE APPLICÀTIoI PRoGIÀ¡,ÞIE IN TFIE DISC'.
"DRr\Æ AI'{D pREss 'GtrrIRoL - opEN Appr,E -,'tlpçr¡5ç¡ ! tl¡wgLl

































Program Lines which generate screen prompt
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Àpplication Program Instructions Supplied by Teacher I s VII¡i
A.2.3 Pania
T1{E VOICE INPLII IOIXJLE IS NO^l LO¡DÐ V¡ITfl TTIE
VOICE PATIIìRNS K)R PÀ'¡\IA'.













TO @ UP TT.E IÀDDR.
TÐ GO DCI..N.i l}TE I,ADDffi.
TO CÐ RIGFM
TO CÐ LMI
T\O DIG A ;IOLE
TO FrT.r, A HOLE
TO SIOP TIIE I"IAN
Screen PromPt
6OOOO PRI}M ''TI'IE VOICE INPUI I',IODUI,E IS NOVI I.OADÐ.I
ãóóió Þnrn"r "wrru rIÐ vore PATrmi{s FoR PAI'IrA."
60015 PRTNI
ãóóZó pRNI' ',wAIT t¡gILE pA¡IIA LoADS THEN SAY 'STARr"'
60030 PRI}ü ,,fO START TT{E GAi'fE.,'
60040 PRTNT
60050 PRtl\Ir TTVOCAB;"
60060 PRINT " START STATìTS TTÐ GAIqE''
60070 PRI}IT '' UP TO GO UP TTIE TÀDDFRI!
ãoogo pnr¡{r " DohlN To @ DG'¡N TnE LADDm'"
60090 PRI}¡'I '' RIG{T TO GO RIGI{T.'
60100 PRI}IT II T.F':FT TO GO Í,F'.FT¡II
60110 PRT}Û " DTG TO DIG A HOLE,'
60120 pRINI " FIr,r. To FILL A HOLE"
60130 PRIIVI " SIOP TO STOP TT{E MAN,'
60200 D$ = G{R$ (4)
60210 PRrNT D$;1'eR[tN PANr'A'
Program lines which generate screen prompt
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Application Program Instructions Supplied by Teacherrs VII'I
A.2.4 Star Blazer
TI{E VOICE INPUT ¡4OUJLE IS IrcT{ I¡ADED WITI{ T1IE
VOICE PATTMT\IS FOP. STAR BT,AZM,
WAIT A FEW I'rc[,fEIgIS WHILE STAR BLAZÞR IOADS, 'fHEN
SAY 


































TO STARI THE C'AIVIE
.IO GO UP
TO GO DOV^JN
TO @ UPAT }ÍAXT}IUM R¡TTE
















PRII-.N .. FIIìE TO START TTìE GAI\'IE,'
PRri'l'f rr uP '¡o Go uP"
PRI¡II " mT'N 10 @ IÐ[t[\"
PRII.]'I '' TIOP TO GO UP AT TßXÛ1IJì"I RÀ'Nf''
PRINT II BOTTqVI 'IO (Ð DOVJI'{ AT iVAXItr{IJM RA'IEI'
PRI}¡T ,' FASTER TO SPM UP''
PRII{I '' SLOV{ER, TO SIO{ MINN¡II
pRü\¡fr ' l'IAx t'lÐ(Ï"lulrf sPFFrr"
PRINT .' CRAT' MTNIÌqUM SPFED''
PRN\N '' FIRE FIRES CA}J}IOI¡S A¡ID DROPS BOMBS''
D$ = GIR$ (4)
PRIIVT D$;''BRUN STÀR BT,AZER'''
Screen PromPt
,'TI{E VOICE I}TPI,1I È,MJLE IS NOÍÙ IOADED,.
,'I.rITTI THE VOICJE PATTMI\S FOR STAR BI.AZM'.
''WAIT A FEIV I,OIN\¡TS T,ùHILE STAR BI,AZETII
"roAns, TI{EN sAY 'FIRE' To srARr rHE GA¡48'l









2 HIMEM: (6 * 16 + 15) * 256 + 254 REM $6FFE
5 ONERR GOTO 2OOOO
'10 GosuB 30000
20 PRINT D$;"BLOAD AVIMCOM'A";RT
30 TEXT : HOME : GOSUB 40000: GOTO 1 000
1 OO REM VIM STATUS
1 1 0 POKE OB,24: POKE NB,1: CALL GIVECMD: POKE N2,3: CALL RECEIVE:ST = FN
LH(RB): RETURN
2OO REM DOWNLOAD VP A VC FILE
21O POKE 08,16: POKE OB + 1, PEEK (RP): POKE OB + 2, PEEK (RP + 1): POKE
NB,3: CALL DNVPVC
22O POKE OB,4: POKE OB + 1, PEEK (RJ): POKE NB,2: CALL GIVECHD: RETURN
3OO REM GET VOCAB FROM VIM










POKE 08,25: POKE OB + 1,0: POKE OB + 2!0: POKE CB + 2,3: POKE N2'6
CALL UPLODE: POKE t/[. + 7,85: POKE VF + 8,1 70: RETURN
REM SET REJECT
PRINT : HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE REJECT THRESHOLD(O TO 1 28)";A$: ON NOT
LEN (A$) GOTO 420:I = VAL (A$): IF I < 0 oR I > 128 THEN PRINT BE$
: GOTO 400
POKE OB,4: POKE OB + 1,f: POKE NB,2: CALL GIVECMD
RETURN
REM READ REJECT
POKE OB,5: POKE NB,1: CALL GIVECMD: POKE N2'1: CALL RECEIVE
PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "CURRENT REJECT THRESHOLD="; PEEK (RB): GOTO 9
260 t,
REM LOAD
GOSUB 9200: IF NOT PEEK (IB) THEN E = 1: GOTO 20175
GOSUB 91 70:DR = VAL (C$): IF NOT DR THEN E = 1: GOTO 20175
PRINT D$;"BLOAD ";A$;",D";DR;",A"',VF:VF$ = A$
IF PEEK (VF + 7) < > T1 OR PEEK (VF + 8) < > T2 THEN GOSUB 91 90
: GOTO 2O1 40
IF T1 = 85 AND T2 = 1 70 AND NOT PEEK (VF + 1 O) AND NOT PEEK (VF +
1 1 ) THEN CALL COVERT: REM CONVERT REV 2.0 FILES
E=0
oN zz GoTo 3920,6930,5110,31 40,3500,6000,3820,1505
GOTO 201 80
HTAB 4: PRINT ITIII.¡$.IIIII.II HAS BEEN LOADED": HTAB 4: PRINT "TO THE A
VfM.": RETURN
REM SAVE
IF 16 = 1 THEN GOTO 2200
GOSUB 9200: IF NOT PEEK (IB) THEN E = 11: RETURN




GOSUB 1 00: IF ST < > 257 GOTO 20600
HOME : VTAB 1 0: GOSUB 8600: IF DV% < 0 THEN RETURN
IF DV% AND NOT PN THEN RETURN
GOSUB 3OO
POKE VF + 6,DVÍ: IF DVÍÉ = 1 THIN PRINT D$;"PRlt";PN
cOSUB 9700:!ÌN = 'l
P0K8 OB,8: POKE OB + 1 ,1: POKE OB + 2,252: POKE OB + 3, PEEK (MW): POKE



























835 POKE N2,4: CALL TESTVC:I = PEEK (RB): IF I = 251 THEN RETURN
840 l|NI = PEEK (RB): IF I{N% > 251 THEN PRINT 'r*^^ REJECTED ^^'krr' GOTO
880
845 POKE ClI,llNÍ: GOSUB 962O: CALL PIIRD
850 llNÍ = PEEK (RB + 3): POKE Cll,llNñ: HTAB 19: CALL PIIRD
855 I = PEEK (RB + 1): HTAB 36: PRINT I
860 GS = PEEK (RB + D: IF GS < MS THEN MS = GS
865 TS = TS + GS:llC = iIC + 1
870 IFI<MDTHENMD=I
875TD=TD+f
880 I{N = llN + '1
885 MMf = PEEK (MtÌ): IF I{N > MMË THEN flN = 1
890 GOTO 835
9OO REM SEPERABILITY TEST
9O2 GOSUB 1 00: IF ST < > 257 GOTO 20600
905 HOME : VTAB 1 0: GOSUB 8600: IF DVÍ < 0 THEN RETURN
91 O IF DVT AND NOT PN THEN RETURN
92O POKE VF + 6,DV%: GOSUB 300
930 IF DV% = 1 THEN PRINT D$;"PR{}";PN
940 GOSUB 9720: POKE 08,26: POKE OB + 1,5: PoKE NB'2: CALL GIVECMD
950 DI = 3: POKE N2,4
960 CALL RECEIVE:I = PEEK (RB): IF I = 255 THEN PRINT : PRINT : HTAB 1
0: PRINT "END oF TEST": PRINT D$i"PR{tO": GoTo 9260
970 I{Ntr = PEEK (RB): POKE Cf"l,ilNÍ: GOSUB 9620: CÀLL PI.IRD:ÍINË = PEEK (RB +
3): POKE Ctl,HNË: HTAB 19: CALL PWRD: HTAB 36: PRINT PEEK (RB + 1);: IF
PEEK (RB + 1 ) < DI THEN HTAB 39: PRINT "X"i
980 PRINT : GOTO 960
1 OOO TEXT
1002 GOTO 1 500
1 005 HOME : VTAB 3
1 0 1 0 HTAB 5: PRINT r' * )t't r\ tt)t )t r\r\ r\ ^ttlt 
**^r\ rtrt't )t)t^rtrtrt)trr
1 01 5 HTAB 5: PRINT "APPLE VOICE UTILITY PROGRAM*
1 O2O HTAB 5: PRINT'r /t7k)t )t * **tt 2t ^ 
)t )t tttt)trt^*7k rt 
^rt ^ ^ 
rt )t,\ rr
1O25 PRINT
1 030 HTAB 5: PRINT "1Þ MENU"
1 035 HTAB 5: PRINT "-
1040 HTAB 5: PRINT "1 - BUILD a EDIT VOCABULARY": PRINT ""
1045 HTAB 5: PRINT "2 - TRAIN VOCABULARY": PRINT
1 050 HTAB 5: PRINT "3 - RECOGNIZE VOCABULARY": PRINT
1055 HTAB 5: PRINT "4 - TEST VOCABULARY": PRINT
1 060 HTAB 5: PRINT "5 - IDLE ÀVfM": PRINT
1065 HTAB 5: PRINT "6 - QUIT THE VOICE UTILITY": PRINT
1070 HTAB 5: PRINT ,-- ----- ---": PRINT
1075 GOSUB 9090
1080 oN MN GOTo 6000,3500,3000,5000,1100,49900
1 085 IF MN = 1 00 THEN GOSUB 45000
1 090 GOTO 1 005
1 1 OO REM IDLE
1 110 HOME : VTAB 10: HTAB 4: PRINT ''THE AVIM IIILL BE DEACTIVATED''
21: PRINT
1120 GOSUB 927O: IF A$ < > "Y" GOTO 1 005
1 1 30 POKE 08,12: POKE OB + 1 ,'1: POKE NB,2: CALL GIVECMD: GOTO 1OO5
1 500 GOTO 2500
1 505 TEXT : HOME
1510 HTAB 5: PRINT rr^^^>t,t,\^>\^*¡t**¡t*¡t*rt¡''
1 51 5 HTAB 5: PRINT "TRAIN-TEST PROGRAM"
152O HTAB 5: PRINT't^^^*)t>\)t^^*^^'k'k**)k'\rr
1525 PRINT











































































..1 - NEII TRAINING''
"2 - ADDITIONAL TRAINING (TWICE)''
..3 - TEST SEPERABILITY"
''4 _ RETRAIN SINGLE IìORDS LISTED"
..IN 3. REPEAT 3 AND 4 UNTIL ALL"
HTAB 5: PRINT "llORDS ARE SEPERABLE. THEN GO TO 5"
HTAB 5: PRINT "5 - SAVE VOICE PATTERNS ON DISC"
HTAB 5: PRINT ,,6 - RUN APPLICATION PROGRAMME',
HTAB 5: PRINT "7 - READ REJECT THRESHOLD"
HTAB 5: PRINT "8 - SET REJECT THRESHOLD"
HTAB 5: PRINT "9 - TEST RECOGNITION"
HTAB 5: PRINT "1 0- AVIM UTILITY MENUS"
PRINT
GOSUB 9O9O
oN MN GOSUB 3600,3700,900,4000,2000,1,500,400,5200
IF MN = 10 THEN GOTO 1005
GOTO 1 505
















HOME : VTAB 3: HTAB 6: PRINT "RECOGNIZE VOCABULARY"





















"1 - RECOGNIZE VOCABULARY": PRINT
"2 - LOAD VOICE PATTERNS &"
" RECOGNIZE VOCABULARY": PRINT
"3 - LIST ACTM AVIM VOCAB.": PRINT
"4 - ";: GOSUB 921O: HTAB 4: PRINT.5 - EXITTTrr- ----": PRINT : GOSUB 9090
oN MN GOTO 3200,31 00,3065,3065,1005
0N MN GOSUB ,,7900,8500: GOTO 3000
T1 = 17O:,T2 = 85:V$ = "R"iZZ = 4: GOTO 600
IF E GOTO 3OOO
GOSUB 200: HOME : VTAB 1 0: GOSUB 675: GOSUB 3220
GOSUB 1 00: IF ST < > 257 THEN GOSUB 20600: GOTO 3000
HOME : VTAB 11
POKE 08,21: POKE NB,1: CALL GIVECMD
POKE N2,0: CALL RECEIVE
IF PEEK (RB) ( > 67 THEN GOSUB 2O2OO: GOTO 3000
HTAB 5: PRINT "RECOGNITION HAS BEEN ACTIVATED"




: PRINT "^*A^^ TRAIN VOCABULARY A^^*^rt: PRINT
: PRINT "II MENU"
: PRINT ''-
3505 HTAB 5
351 O HTAB 4





























LOAD VOCAB. TO THE AVIM": PRINT
NEtl TRAINING": PRINT
ADDITIONAL TRAINING',: PRTNT
SAVE VOICE PATTERNS ON DISK'.: PRINT
LOAD VOICE PATTERNS FROM DISK'': PRINT
RETRAIN SINGLE ÍIORDS..: PRINT




3575 IF MN = 1 GOTO 391 0
3580 ON MN GOSUB 3910,3600,3700,4900,3800,4000,7900'8500
3585 IF MN = 9 THEN 1 090
3590 GOTO 3500
3600 TC = 1 8: GOSUB 3OO: IF ST = 257 THEN GOSUB 922O: IF B$ = CHR$ (1 3)
THEN RETURN
361 0 GOTO 4700
3700 TC = 1 9: GOSUB 300: ON ST = 257 GOTO 4700: GOTO 20600
38OO REM LOAD VOICE PATTS
3805 POP
3810 T1 = 17O:T2 = 85:V$ = "R":ZZ = 7: GOTO 600
3820 IF E GOTO 3500
3830 GOSUB 200: GOSUB 675: GOSUB 926O: GOTO 3500
39OO REM READ FILE FOR TRAIN
3910 T1 = 85:T2 = 170:V$ = "Y";ZZ = 1: GOTO 600
3920 rF E GOTO 3500
3930 POKE 08,17:I = PEEK (Mll):I = I + 1: POKE OB + 1,0: POKE OB + 2'I: POKE
OB + 3,0: POKE OB + 4,0: POKE NB'5: POKE N2,0
3940 CALL DOI{NLODE: CALL RECEIVE: IF PEEK (RB) ( > 67 THEN GoSUB 2070
0: GOTO 3590
3970 GOSUB 675: GOSUB 9260: GOTO 3500
4OOO REM RETRAIN
4005 GOSUB 300: ON ST < > 257 GOTO 20600: POKE OB'1 I
401 0 HOME : PRINT : HTAB 1 0; PRINT "RETRÀINING MODES"
4015 HTAB 10: PRINT'r)k,k)t*)k)trk,t*/\'k*'\*'r
4O2O PRINT
4025 HTAB 4: PRINT "{l MENU"






HTAB 4: PRINT "TRAIN ONE ÍIORD BY :": PRINT
HTAB 4: PRINT "1 - SPELLING": PRfNT
HTAB 4: PRINT ,.2 _ INDEX NUMBER.': PRINT
HTAB 4: PRINT "3 - LIST ACTIVE AVIM VOCAB.": PRINT
HTAB 4: PRINT "4 - EXIT"
--------rr: PRINT4060 HTAB 4: PRINT "-
4065 GOSUB 9090
4070 0N MN GOTO 41 00,4200
4075 IF MN = 3 THEN GOSUB 8000: GOTO 401 0
4080 IF MN = 4 THEN RETURN
4085 GOTO 401 0
41 OO GOSUB gOOO: PRINT ''TRAINING VOCABULARY, OR": GOSUB 9O2O: PRINT
4: INPUT A$
41 10 I = PEEK (IB): IF I = 0 THEN RETURN
4120 CALL MI: POKE OB + 1,2: CALL GIVECMD: POKE N2,O: CALL RECEIVE
4130 A$ = CHR$ ( PEEK (RB)): IF A$ = "9" GOTO 20500
4140 GOSUB 4820:XT = 3: GOSUB 7570: GOTO 4100
HTAB
A3.5
42OO GOSUB 9000: PRINT "tlORD NUMBER, (1 -"; PEEK (MH)i") 0R": GOSUB 9020:
INPUT A$
4210 I = VAL (A$): IF NoT (I) THEN RETURN
4220 J = PEEK (Mtl): IF I > J GOTO 20400
4230POKEOB+1,3:POKEOB+2,L:POKEOB+3,I:POKE0B+4'255:POKE
NB,5
4240 POKE N2,0: CALL GIVECMD: CALL RECEIVE:A$ = CHR$ ( PEEK (RB)): IF A
$ = "9" GOTO 20500
4250 GOSUB 4820:XT = 3: GOSUB 757O: GOTO 4200
4700 REM TRAIN ALL TC=1 I NEll , =1 9 UPDATE











IF TC = 1 8 THEN PRINT "NEH ";
PRINT "TRAINING": GOSUB 923O: IF B$ = CHR$ (1 3) THEN RETURN
poKE OB,TC: POKE OB + 1,1: POKE OB + 2,255: POKE NB,3: CÀLL GIVECMD
: GOSUB 4800
IF TC = 18 THEN I = 106: GOSUB 410
GOTO 9260
REM TRÀIN PROMPTS
POKE N2,O: CALL RECEIVE:A$ = CHR$ ( PEEK (RB))
HOME : VTAB 5: CALL 64680: IF A$ = "C" THEN HTAB 5: PRINT "SAY .''
": VTAB 12: HTAB 15: CALL PV: GOTO 4800
IF A$ =,'E" THEN HTAB 2: PRINT.,SAY AGAIN...": VTAB 12: HTAB 15: CALL
PV: GOTO 4800
HOME: VTAB 12: HTAB 7: INVERSE: PRINT "!!";: NORMAL:PRINT " END
oF THE TRAINING ";: INVERSE : PRINT "!!": NORMAL : GOSUB 757O: RETURN
49OO REM SAVE VP&VC
4905 GOSUB 1 00: ON ST < > 257 GOTO 2060O:22 = 5
4910 VF$ = "": POKE 08,20: POKE OB + 1,0: POKE OB + 2,O: POKE NB'3
4g2O CALL LODEVPVC:V$ = "R": POKE VF + 7,170: POKE VF + 8'85
4930 POKE OB,5: POKE NB,1: CALL GIVECMD: POKE N2,1: CALL RECEIYE: POKE R
J, PEEK (RB)
4940 A = RP:L = FN HL(RP) + 32
4950 E = 0: GOSUB 700: PRINT : IF E THEN RETURN
4960 PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT ''THE VOICE PATTERNS A VOCABULARY'': HTAB 4: PRINT
.'HAVE BEEN SAVED ON DISK.''
4970 GOTO 9260
5000 HOME : VTAB 3
5005 HTAB 7: PRINT "TEST VOCABULARY"
5010 HTAB 7: PRINT 1r¡krt^>\,t7k**,\'\>\**'t^rr' PRINT
5015 HTAB 4: PRINT "ll MENU"
5020 HTAB 4: PRINT "-
5025 HTAB 4: PRINT "1 - TEST RECOGNITION": PRINT
5O3O HTAB 4: PRINT "2 - LOAD VOICE PATTERNS &'': HTAB 4: PRINT ''
RECOGNITION": PRINT
5035 HTAB 4: PRINT "3 - TEST SEPÀRABILITY": PRINT
5040 HTAB 4: PRINT "4 - READ REJECT THRESHOLD": PRINT
5045 HTAB 4: PRINT "5 - SET REJECT THRESHOLD": PRINT
5050 HTAB 4: PRINT "6 - EXIT"
5055 HTAB 4: PRINT "- --": PRINT
s060 GosuB 9090
5065 IF MN = 2 GOTO 51 00
5070 oN Ml.l GosuB 5200,5100,900,500,400
5075 IF MN = 6 THEN 1 090
5080 GOTO 5000
5100 T1 = 17O:T2 = 85:V$ = "R"'.ZZ = 3: GOTO 600
5110 rF E GOTO 5000
5120 GOSUB 2OO: HOME : VTAB 6: GOSUB 675: GOSUB 52OO: GOTO 5OOO
TEST
A3.6
TS = 0:HC = O:MS = 128:TD = O:MD = 128'. GOSUB 800
IF tlC = O THEN RETURN
ASS=157tlC
PRINT : PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "MINIMUM tggpg=";MS
PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "AVERAGE tçgpg=";ASÍ
PRINT ; HTAB 4: PRINT ,.MINIMUM DIFFERENCE=,,;MD
TD9/. = TD / WC: PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "AVERAGE DIFFERENCE=";TDÍ
PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "TOTAL tp1g5=";llC
PRINT : PRINT D$;"PRllO": GOSUB 926O: RETURN
REM BUILD & EDIT MODE
HOME : PRINT
HTAB 4: PRINT "BUILD & EDIT VOCABULARY"
HTAB4:PRINTTT^t\*^^)k)\)k¡\**'\*7k)t't'tx^'\)t^'krr'PRINT
HTAB 4: PRINT "11 MENU"







































































BUILD NETT VOCABULARY'.: PRINT
LIST VOCABULARY.': PRINT
EDIT VOCABULARY'': PRINT
SAVE VOCAB. 0N DISK": PRINT
READ VOCAB. FROM DISK..: PRINT
";: GOSUB 9210
EXIT"
6065 HTAB 4: PRINT "-
6070 PRINT : GOSUB 9090
6075 IF MN = 5 GOTO 6900
6080 oN MN GOSUB 6200,8000,7000,6500,6900'8500
6085 TEXT : IF MN = 7 THEN 1 090
6090 GOTO 6000
6200 PRINT,.',: HTAB 4: INPUT "NEl^l VOCABULARY REALLY (Y/N) "iA$: IF A$ <
> ..Y" THEN RETURN
6210VF$="'':CALLCLRMEM:CALLNEVOCAB:POKEVF+7,85:POKEVF+8'170
: GOSUB 9635:}INÍ = PEEK (MH): POKE CH,HNË: GOSUB 9610:WNÍ = HNË + 1:
POKE C[{,HN?6: GOTO 7230
6500 IF PEEK (M$l) = 0 THEN A$ = "SAVED": GOTO 9250
651 0 IF FN HL(VF + 7) < > 21 930 GOTO 20500
6520 V$ = "VOCABULARY":A = VF:L = FN LH(VF t 3) - VF + 32tZZ = 6: GOTO 7
00
REM READ FILE FOR BUILD A EDIT
T1 = 85-.12 = 170:v$ = "Y";ZZ = 2
GOTO 600
IF E GOTO 6000
GOSUB 675: GOSUB 926O: GOTO 6000
REM EDIT VOCABULARY
IF PEEK (MH) = 0 OR FN HL(VF + 7\ < > 21 930 THEN A$ = "MODIFIED"
GOTO 9250
TEXT : HOME : PRINT : HTAB 8: PRINT ''EDIT VOCABULARY'.
HTAB 8: PRINT rr'\7tt\*^)tx***'t^'\^'k'r' PRINT
HTAB 4: PRINT "{l MENU"
HTAB 4: PRINT "-
PRINT "1 - ADD NEII VOCABULARY''
PRINT "2 - CORRECT VOCABULARY"
PRINT ''3 _ INSERT NEII VOCABULARY''
PRINT "4 _ DELETE VOCABULARY''
HTAB 4: PRINT "5 - LIST VOCABULARY"











7O7O HTAB 4: PRINT "- PRINT
7O75 GOSUB 19O2O: GOSUB 9090: ON MN GOSUB 72OO,7300,7400'7500'8000
7OB0 TEXT : IF MN = 6 THEN RETURN
7085 GOTO 7000
72OO REM ADD
7205 HNf = pEEK (MH):HNÍ = tlN% + 1: POKE Cll,llN%: GOSUB 9635
7210 rF FN MF(0) < 0 GoTo 1 901 0
7220 rF FN MF(O) < 68 GOTO 1 9000
7230 GOSUB 1 9020: POKE 35,23: GOSUB 962O: CALL ADDVC:FG = PEEK (EDXIT):
IF FG = 1 GOTO 9570




7310 GOSUB 19O2O: POKE 35,23:A$ = "CORRECT": VTAB 1 0: GOSUB 9480: HOME :
IF NOT LEN (A$) THEN RETURN
7320 }lN% = VAL (A$): POKE CI{,IINÍ:MMÍ = PEEK (MI{): IF fINË > MMÍ GOTO 204
00
7330 HOME : GOSUB 9620: CALL CHANGECW: GOSUB 961 O: IF FN MF(O) < O GOTO
19010
7340 GOTO 731 0
74OO REM INSERT
7405 HOME :A$ = "INSERT": GOSUB 9640: VTAB 7: GOSUB 9480: HOME : IF NOT
LEN (A$) THEN RETURN
7410 çINÍ = VAL (A$): POKE CH,TINfr:MMß = PEEK (MH): IF IìNÍ > MMÍ GOTO 204
00
7420 IF FN MF(O) < 0 GOTo 19010
7430 rF FN MF(O) < 92 GOTO 19000
T44O qOSUB 19O2O: POKE 35,23: GOSUB 9620: CALL ISERTCII: IF PEEK (EDXIT)
= I GOTO 9570
7450 POKE Ctl,ttNÍ: GOSUB 9610:WNÍ = f{NÍ + 1: POKE CW,flNÍ: GOTO 7420
75OO REM DELETE
7505 PRINT : GOSUB 8800: IF EP% = 1 THEN RETURN
7S1O GOSUB 8900: PRINT : PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "THE ABOVE LISTED VOCABUL
ARY tlILL BE..: HTAB 4: PRINT .'DELETED.: PRINT
7515 PRINT : INPUT " DO YOU REALLY IIANT IT DELETED (Y/N) ";A$: IF A$ < >
I'Yi' THEN RETURN
7520 FOR XC = EY'¿ TO BVÍ STEP - 1: POKE CH,XC: CALL DLTECW: NEXT
7530 PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "VOCAB. NUMBER ";BVf;
7540 IF BVÍ < > EVtr THEN PRINT " TO ";EVË;" ARE DELETED"
7550 IF BVÍ = EVtr THEN PRINT " IS DELETED"
7560 XT = 2O: GOSUB 757O: RETURN
7570 FOR XC = 1 TO XT: CALL 64680: NEXT XC:XC = FRE (O): RETURN
79OO REM LIST ACTIVE VOCAB.
7g1O GOSUB 300: GOSUB 8000: POKE MI'¡,O: RETURN
SOOO REM LIST VOCABULARY
g002 IF PEEK (MW) = 0 OR FN HL(VF + 7) < > 21930 THEN A$ = "LISTED": GOTO
9250
8005 HOME : PRINT : HTAB 1 3: PRINT "LIST VOCABULARY"
801 0 PRINT : PRINT "FILENAME: ";VF$
8015 PRINT : PRINT




















.,1 - ALL VOCAB. ON
"2 _ ALL VOCAB. ON
"3 - ANY VOCAB. ON
.,4 - ANY VOCAB. ON











8060 GOSUB 19O2O: PRINT : GOSUB 9090: IF NOT MN GOTO 8000
8065 ON MN GOSUB 81 00,8300,81 1 0,8400: TEXT : RETURN
8100 ilNtr = 1:MMË = PEEK (Mfl): GOTO 8120
81 1 0 GOSUB 8800: IF EPÍ = 1 THEN RETURN
8120 GOSUB 89OO: PRINT: HTAB 4: PRINT ''!! END OF VOCABULARY !!'': GOTO 9
260
8200 tlNÍ = 1: POKE Cll,1:MM% = PEEK (ì'fH): GOTO 8220
8210 GOSUB 8800: POKE Cll,lfN%: IF EFtr = 1 THEN RETURN
8220 HOME : POKE DEVICE,I: PRINT D$;"PR1f"iPN: GOSUB 9640
9230 GOSUB 9360:WNË = HN% + 1: POKE CI.I,WN%
8240 IF IlNl > MMI THEN HTAB 4: PRINT "!! END OF VOCABULARY !!": PRINT:
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT D$;"PR{h0": RETURN
8250 GOTO 8230
83OO IF NOT (PN) THEN GOSUB 8640: IF NOT (PN) THEN RETURN
831 0 GOTO 8200
8400 IF NOT (PN) THEN GOSUB 8640: IF NOT PN THEN RETURN
841 0 GOTO 821 0
85OO REM LIST FILENAMES ON DISK
8505 HOME : VTAB 10: GOSUB 9210:5 = PEEK (43626):DR = PEEK (r'-3624): PRINT
" IN SLOT ";S;" DRIVE ";DR;: INPUT " (Y/N) ";A$: IF A$ = "Y" GOTO
8520
851 0 GOSUB 91 80: ON NOT LEN (C0$) OR NOT VAL (C0$) GOTO 8530: GOSUB
9170: ON NOT LEN (C$) OR NOT VAL (c$) GOTO 8530:DR = VAL (C$):S =
vAL (C0$)
8520 PRINT D$;"CATALOG,D";DR;",S";S: GOTO 9260
8530 RETURN
8600 REI'Í SELECT OUTPUT DEVICE
8605 HTAB 4: PRINT "TYPE PROMPT DEVICE NUMBER": HTAB 4: PRINT " (MONITO
R=1 PRINTER=2), OR": GOSUB 9O2O: INPUT A$
9610 DVf = VAL (A$) - 1: IF DVÉ > 1 OR DVÍ < 0 THEN DVtr = - 1: RETURN
8620 IF NOT DVÍ THEN RETURN
8630 IF PN THEN RETURN
8640 PRINT : CALL - 958: HTAB 4: INPUT ''DO YOU HAVE À PRINTER (Y/N) ";A
$: IF A$ < > "Y" THEN RETURN
8650 PRINT: HTAB 4: INPUT "IIHAT SLOT IS YOUR PRINTER IN (1-7) ";A$:PN =
VAL (A$): ON PN > 7 OR PN < O GOTO 8650: RETURN
88OO REM SELECT I{ORD RANGE
8805 MMË = PEEK (MH): GOSUB SOOO: PRINT : HTAB 5: PRINT ''STARTING VOCAB.
NUMBER (1-.,;MMf;,.),';: INPUT B$:BVË = VAL (B$): IF BVÍ < 1 THEN EFÍ
= 1: RETURN
8810 GOSUB 9010: PRINT: HTAB 5: PRINT "ENDING VOCAB. NUMBER (";BVfr;"-";
MMË;") ";: INPUT B$:EVÍ = VAL (B$)
8820 IF BVtr > MMf oR BVI < 1 OR EV% > MMÍ oR EVf < 1 THEN EFÍ = 1: GoTo
20400
8840 IF BVf > EVÍ THEN EFÍ = 1: GOTO 20800
8870 EFtr = O:flNÍ = BVÍ:MMÍ = EVÉ: RETURN
8900 TN% = WNË + 7: POKE Cll,llNÍ: GOSUB 9635
8910 çOSUB 9610:HNf = ttNf + 1: pOKE Ctl,lÌNÍ
8920 IF tlNÍ > MMÍ THEN RETURN
8930 IF llNÍ > TNË THEN TNtr = TN% + 9: HTAB 4: INVERSE : PRINT "HIT ANY K
EY TO CONTINUE LISTING,.;: NORMAL : GET A$
8940 GOTO 891 0
9000 HOME : VTAB 7
9010 PRINT: HTAB 4: INVERSE: PRINT "TYPE";: NORMAL: PRINT " ";: RETURN
gO2O HTAB 4: PRINT "DEPRESS 'RETURN' KEY TO ABORT ";: RETURN
9090 HTAB 4: INVERSE : PRINT "TYPE";: NORMAL : INPUT " MENU NUMBER ";A$:
MN = ABS ( VAL ( LEFT$ (A$ + " ",3))); ON MN > 254 GOTO 9090: RETURN
A3.9
g'l7l GOSUB 9010: PRINT "DISK DRIVE NUMBER' OR": GOSUB 9020: PRINT: PRINT
: HTAB 5:DR = PEEK (43624): PRINT DR;: HTAB 4: INPUT C$: 0N LEN (C$
) AND ( VAL (C$) > 2 OR VAL (C$) < 1 ) GOTO 917O: RETURN
9180 GOSUB 9010: PRINT "DISK SLOT NUMBER, OR": GOSUB 9020: PRINT: PRINT
: HTAB 5: PRINT S;: HTAB 4: INPUT CO$: ON VAL (CO$) > 7 OR VAL (CO$
) < 0 GOTO 91 80: RETURN
91 90 GOSUB 9580: PRINT : HTAB 4: INVERSE : PRINT "!! ERROR";: NORMAL : PRINT
" - ";: RETURN
g2OO GOSUB 9000: PRINT "FILE NAME ON THE DISK, OR": GOSUB 9020: PRINT : PRINT
: HTAB 5: PRINT VF$;: HTAB 4: INPUT A$: RETURN
9210 PRINT "LIST FILE NAMES ON DISK": PRINT : RETURN
g22O HOME : VTAB 5: PRINT " CURRENT VOICE PATTERNS IIILL BE LOST": GOSUB
9580
g23O VTAB 7: PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 0R,": PRINT
: GOSUB 9O2O: GET B$: PRINT B$: RETURN
g25O GOSUB 9190: PRINT "NO VOCAB. TO BE "iA$
9260 INVERSE : PRINT : HTAB 6: PRINT '' HIT ANY KEY TO GET MENU BACK ";: NORMAL
: GET B$: RETURN
g27O HTAB 4: INPUT "ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ";A$: RETURN
9360 GOSUB 962O: CALL S2ETCll: CALL PRNTVC: PRINT : RETURN
9490 cOSUB 9010: PRINT "VOCABULARY NUMBER (1-"; PEEK (Mll);")": HTAB 10: PRINT
" TO "iA$i", OR": GOSUB 9020: INPUT A$: RETURN
9570 PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "!! END OF EDITING !!": GOTO 9260
9580 CALL - 1 059: CALL - 1 059: RETURN
961 0 HTAB 1: GOSUB 962O: CALL S2ETCH: POKE DEVICE,O: CALL PRNTVC: PRINT
: PRINT : RETURN
9620 IF TINtr < 10 THEN PRINT "O'';
9630 PRINT lfNl;" "i: RETURN
9635 HOME
9640 PRINT "FILENAME: ";VF$: PRINT : PRINT rr-- -----
9650 PRINT "1! TRAINING VOCAB. ;KEY REPLACEMENTS"
9660 PRrNT "-- ------": POKE 34, PEEK (37): RETURN
97OO HOME: VTAB 2: HTAB 10: PRINT "RECOGNITION TEST'': HTAB 10: PRINT "-
tt
g71O PRINT : PRINT : PRINT '' {Þ RECOGNIZED NEAREST DIFF": GOTO
97 40
g72O HOME : VTAB 2: HTAB 1 2: PRINT "SEPARABILITY TEST": HTAB 1 2: PRINT "
tt
9730 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT " {Þ REFERENCE NEAREST
g74O PRINT " llORD NEIGHBOR ERENCE''
9750 PRTNT "-- ----": RETURN
1 9000 PRINT : PRINT BE$;" VOCABULARY SPACE FULL": PRINT " No RoOM Fo
R ADDITIONAL Í{ORDS": GOSUB 7560: GOTO 9570
19010 pRINT: PRINT BE$;" OVERFLOW VOCABULARY TOO LONG ! ": PRINT " PLE
ASE DELETE "; ABS ( FN MF(0));" CHARACTERS ": GOSUB 756O: GOTO 7330
19O2O Y = PEEK (37):H = PEEK (36): VTAB 24: HTAB 1: IF FN MF(92) < O THEN
INVERSE : PRINT "NO";: NORMAL
19030 PRINT ., ROOM FOR ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY'';: HTAB H + 1 : VTAB V + 1: PRINT
;: RETURN
2OOOO REM ERROR TRAP
2001 0 EL = FN LH(21 8): REM LINE OF ERROR
2OO2O ER = PEEK QzD: POKE 216,0: IF ER > 15 THEN PRINT "ERROR {[ ";ER;
" LINE ";EL: END
2OO25 E = ER: GOSUB 9'190: PRINT " DISK ";
20030 IF ER = 6 THEN PRINT "'FILE NoT FOUND"'
2OO4O IF ER = 4 THEN PRINT '"[IRITE PROTECTED"': PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "
DIFF"
43.10
PLEASE REMOVE TAB OR": HTAB 7: PRINT "INSERT A DIFFERENT DISK"
2OO45 IF ER = I THEN PRINT "'IlO ERROR"'
20050 IF ER = 10 THEN PRINT "'FILE LOCKED"'
20060 IF ER = 1 3 THEN PRINT "'FILE TYPE MISMATCH"': PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT
"FILENAME USED BY ANOTHER FILE": HTAB 4: G0T0 201 40
20080 IF ER = 9 THEN PRINT "FULL"
2OO9O IF ER = 11 THEN PRINT "'SYNTAX ERROR"': PRINT: HTAB 4: PRINT ''IL
LEGAL FILENAME''
20099 GOTO 201 70
2O14O E = 257
20150IFV$="V"THENPRINT"ITISNOTAVOCAB'FILE":GoTO20170
20160 PRINT "IT IS NOT A VOICE PATTERNS": HTAB 15: PRINT "FILE.'': GOTO 2
0170
2O17O POKE 21 6,0: ONERR GOTO 20000
20172 GOSUB 9260
20175 ON ZZ GOTO 3920,6930,51 10,3140,3500'6000'3820
201 80 PRINT "FATAL SOFTHARE ERROR! CONTACT VMC'": END
2O2OO GOSUB 9190: PRINT ''COMMAND CANN'T BE'': HTAB 15: PRINT ''ACCEPTED BY
THE AVIM.": GOTO 9260
20300 GOSUB 9190: PRINT '.No voCAB' IN THE AVIM.,': GoTo 9260
2O4OO GOSUB 9190: PRINT ''THE VOCAB. NUMBER IS": HTAB 15: PRINT ''OUT OF R
ANGE.": GOTO 9260
2O5OO GOSUB 9190: PRINT ''VOCAB. CAN NOT BE FOUND": GOTO 9260
20600 GOSUB 9190: PRINT "NO VOICE PATTERNS IN'': HTAB 15: PRINT ''THE AVIM
": GOTO 9260
2O7OO GOSUB 9190: PRINT ''THE VOCAB. FTLE CAN NOT BE'': HTAB 15: PRINT ''LO
ADED TO THE AVIM": GOTO 9260
20800 GOSUB 91 90: PRINT "THE STARTING IS GREATER ": HTAB 1 5: PRINT "THAN
THE ENDING NUMBER.": GOTO 9260
3OOOO REM MACHINE CALLS
3OOO5 RT = (7 * 1 6) * 256: REM SUB-ROUTINE ENTRY($7OOO)
30010 CLRMEM = RT
3OO1 5 S2ETCW = RT + 3: REM SET TO CURRENT HORD
30020 UpLODE = RT + 6
30025 INIT = RT + 9
30030 NEVOCAB = p1 + 12
30035 VF = (7 * 16 + 9) * 256
30040 pRNTVC = RT + 15
30045 ADDVC = p1 + 18
30050 DLTEC1¡ = RT + 21
30055 RP = VF: REM REP. PATTERN
30060 ISERTCH = RT + 24
30065 DNVpVC = RT + 27
30070 LODEVPVC = RT + 30
30075 DOI.TNLODE = RT + 33
30080 IB = 51 2
30095 çMCMD = RT + 36
30090 RECEM = p1 + 39
30095 PV = RT + 42 REM PRINT RECOGNITION
301 00 MI = RT + 45: REM MOVE INPUT
301 05 CB = (7 ^ 1 6 + 8) * 256: REM AVIM BUFF(7800)
301 1 0 OKAY = CB + 1: REM O=GOOD
30115 TESTVC = p1 + 48
301 20 N2 = CB + 3: REM IIBYTES RESPONSE
30125 Mft = VF:CW = Mfl + 1:EDXIT = VF + S:DEVICE = VF + 6: REM MH= {[ OF l.lo
RDS Cll= CURRENT ÍIORD
301 30 CF = VF + 10: REM VOCAB CHAR COUNT LOIì'HI
301 35 RJ = VF + 9: REM REJECT THRESHOLD
301 40 PllRD = p1 + 51: REM PRINT SPOKEN
43. 11
301 45 COVERT = RT + 57: REM CoNVERTOLD - NEll
301 50 CHANGECIì = RT + 54
30155 SN = CB:NB = CB + 2;OB = CB + 32:RB = CB + 160
301 60 MEMSIZE = (80 * 67) + 1 600
30165 D$ = CHR$ (4):BE$ = CHR$ (7)
30170 S = PEEK (43626):DR = PEEK (43624)
30175 DEF FN LH(I) = PEEK (I) + PEEK (I + 1) ,t 256: DEF FN MF(I) = M
EMSIZE - FN LH(CF) - 02 * PEEK (Mfl)) - I - 130: DEF FN HL(I) = PEEK
(I) ^ 256 + pEEK (I + 1)
30180 PN = 0
301 85 RETURN
40000 PRINT D$;"BLOAD SLOT,A";SN
4001 0 CALL INIT:I = PEEK (OKAY)
4OO2O IFI=0THEN RETURN
40030 GOSUB 91 90: VTAB 1 0: HTAB 4: PRINT "IF YOUR AVIM IS NOT "
40040 HTAB 4: PRINT "PLUGGED-IN AT APPTE I/O SLOT ";( PEEK (SN) - 128) /
16
4OO5O PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT .,PLEASE TYPE THE CURRENT SLOT,': HTAB 4: PRINT
,,NUMBER";,
40060 INPUT A$:I = VAL (A$): IF I < 1 OR I > 7 GOTO 4OO5O
40070 I = 128 + I * 16: POKE CB,I: CALL INIT: IF PEEK (OKAY) GOTO 40030
40080 PRINT D$;"BSAVE SLOT,A";SNi",L8"
4OO9O RETURN
45000 HOME ; VTAB 4
45005 HTÀB 7: PRINT "SET/READ PARAMETERS"
45010 HTAB 7: PRINT rr*rt^*¡tr\)trt**r\r\r\*rt't***". PRINT "rt
4501 5 HTAB 4: PRINT " 1t MENU"
45O2O HTÀB 4: PRINT "-- lr
45025 HTAB 4: PRINT "1 - SET REJECT THRESHOLD": PRINT
45030 HTAB 4: PRINT "2 - READ REJECT THRESHOLD": PRINT
45035 HTAB 4: PRINT "3 - SET HORD PARAMETERS": PRINT
45040 HTAB 4: PRINT "4 - READ IIORD PARAMETERS": PRINT
45045 HTAB 4: PRINT "5 - EXIT"
45050 HTAB 4: PRfNT "-- -----------rr
45055 PRINT : GOSUB 9090
45060 ON MN GOSUB 400,500,45300,45500
45065 IF MN = 5 THEN RETURN
45070 GOTO 45000
45300 HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE T1 -";I: POKE OB,9: POKE OB + 1,f: POKE NB,7
4531 0 HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE T2-"iI: POKE OB + 2,I
45320 HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE t'1'¡1¡=";I: POKE OB + 3,I
45330 HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE MIN. SAMPLE NUMBER=";I: POKE OB + 4,I: HTAB 4:
INPUT '.TYPE NOISE SAMPLE NUMBER=..;I: POKE oB + 5,I
45340 HTAB 4: INPUT ''TYPE NOISE THRESHOLD=..;I: POKE OB + 6,I: CALL GIVEC
MD: RETURN
45500 POKE OB,1 0: POKE NB,1: CALL GIVECMD: POKE N2,6: CALL RECEIVE: HOME
: VTAB 6
45510 HTAB 4: PRINT "Tl= "; PEEK (RB): PRINT: HTAB 4: PRINT "12= "; PEEK
(RB + 1): PRINT
45520 HTAB 4: PRINT "ETHL= "; PEEK (RB + 2): PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "MIN.
SAMPLE= "; PEEK (RB + 3)
45530 PRINT ; HTAB 4: PRINT "NOISE SAMPLE NUMBER= "; PEEK (RB + 4): PRINT
: HTAB 4: PRINT "NOISE THRESHOLD- "; PEEK (RB + 5): GOTO 9260
49900 TEXT : HOME
49999 POKE 21 6,0: GOTO 60000
50000 REM CHANGE VOCABULARY PROGRAM, VERSIOIN 2.1,4/11/83
s0002 0NERR GOTO 50082
50004 TEXT : HOME
50006 GosuB 501 04
50008 D$ = CHR$ (4): PRINT D$;"BL0AD
50010 PRINT D$;"BLOAD SLOT,A";SN
5OO1 2 CALL INIT
5OO1 4 REM QUICK LOAD AVIM PROGRAM
50016 T1 = 17O:T2 = 85:V$ = "R": GOTO
5OO1 I IF E = 1 THEN GOTO 5001 6
50020 GOSUB 5OO22: GOTO 50026
5OO22 POKE 08,16:I = PEEK (RP): POKE
OB + 2,I: POKE NB'3
5OO24 CALL UPLODE: RETURN
50026 HOME : VTAB 1 0: GOSUB 50044
50028 I = 106




OB + 1,I:I = PEEK (RP + 1): POKE
NB,2: CALL GIVE: GOTO 50036
I = 0 THEN GOSUB 50078: GOTO 5001 4
50034 HOME : VTAB I 0: GOSUB 50046
50036 POKE 08,21: POKE NB'1: CALL GIVE
50038 POKE CB + 3,0: CALL RECEM
50040 I = PEEK (RB): IF I < > 67 THEN GOSUB 50076: GOTO 5001 4
5OO42 HOME : GOTO 53000
50044 HTAB 4: PRINT ""';¡$;""';" HAS BEEN LOADED": HTAB 4: PRINT "TO THE
AVIM.": GOTO 50048
50046 HTAB 4: PRINT "RECOGNITION HAS BEEN ACTIVATED"'
50048 A$ = "4": RETURN
50050 POKE 08,24: POKE NB,1: CALL GIVE
50052 POKE CB + 3,3: CALL RECEIVE: RETURN
50054 GOSUB 50094:I = PEEK $12): IF I = 0 THEN E = 1: RETURN
50056 GOSUB 5OO9O:DR = VAL (C$): IF DR = O THEN E = 1: RETURN
50058 D$ = CHR$ (4): PRINT D$;"BLOAD ";A$;",D";DR;",4";VF
50060 TY = PEEK (VF + 7): IF TY < > T1 THEN GOTO 50066
50062 TY = PEEK (VF + 8): IF TY < > T2 THEN GOTO 50066
50064 E = 0: GOTO 5001 I
50066 E = 1
50068 GOTO 50080
50070 HOME : VTAB 7
5OO72 PRINT ,',,: HTAB 4: INVERSE : PRINT "TYPE"¡: NORMAL : PRINT " "i; RETURN
50074 HTAB 4: PRINT "DEPRESS'RETURN'KEY TO ABORT ";: RETURN
5OO76 GOSUB 50092: PRINT "COMMAND CANN'T BE": GOSUB 501 00: PRINT "ACCEPT
ED BY THE AVIM.": GOTO 50096
50078 GOTO 50096
500g0 GOSUB 50092: PRINT "IT IS NOT A VOICE PATTERNS": GOSUB 50100: PRINT
"FILE.": GOTO 50096
50082 E = 1
50084 GOSUB 50092
50086 PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND.''
50088 GOTO 50096
50090 C$ = "1 ": RETURN
50092 GOSUB 50102: PRINT "'': HTAB 4: INVERSE: PRINT "!! ERROR'';: NORMAL
: PRINT " - ";i RETURN
50094 A$ = "VOICE PATTERN": RETURN
50096 INVERSE : PRINT ""; HTÀB 4: PRINT " HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";: NORMAL
: GET B$: GOTO 5001 I
50098 PRINT,,,'; PRINT "": HTAB 4: PRINT ""'iA$i""';" HAS BEEN LOADED": HTAB
4: PRINT "TO THE AVIM.": GOTO 50096
50100 HTAB 4: PRINT ';: RETURN
501 02 CALL - 1 059: CALL - 1 059: RETURN
501 04 RT = (7 ^ 1 6) ^ 256: REM SUBROUTINES ($7000)































RP = VF: REM REP. PATTERN
IB = 51 2: REM KEYBOARD INPUT BUFF.
CB = (7 ^ 16 t 8) ^ 256: REM AVIM BUFF(7800)
MTI = VF:LNUM = MII + 1:FLAG = VF + 5
GIVE = RT + 36:RECEM = RT + 39:UPLODE = RT + 27:INIT = p1 + 9




'96D$ = cHR$ (4)
HOME
PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TIITHIN TEN SECONDS''
PRINT "TO TRAIN THE DISC HITH YOUR VOICE"
FOR J = 0 TO 10









PRINT ''THE VOICE INPUT MODULE IS NOII LOADED"
PRINT "l.tITH THE VOICE PATTERNS FOR BANK STREET"
PRINT "IIRITER. PLEASE PLACE THE BANK STREET"
PRINT ''IIRITER DISC IN THE DISC DRIVE AND PRESS"












App'le l1e with 64k RAM
one d'isk drìve in Slot 6, Drive 1
and a Voice Input Module fitted in Slot 4.
Copyt'ight
This manual and the Voice Tutor software are copyrighted.
Al I ri ghts reserved. Nej ther thi s manual nor the
accompanying software may be reproduced, cop'ied,
photocopied, or reduced to any eìectronic medium or machine
readable form, in whole or in part, without the prior
written consent of the Regency Park Centre for Young
Di sabl ed.
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1.1 VIl.l and Voice Tutor
The Voice Input Module (VIM), suppìied by G.C.D. Internationa],
allows the user to perform keyboard functions using his voice. The VIM is
a speaker dependent, isolated word recogniser. It will recognise up to 80
different isolated sounds spoken by a person who has trained the machine
to recognise the particular sounds. When the VIM recognises a sound it
enters a predetermined set of keystrokes into the Apple computer. The
manual supplied with the VIM shouìd be consulted for a full description of
the VIM,s options and for instructìons on installation of the hardware.
Vo'ice Tutoris a program which uses the VIM's sound recognition
facility to ass'ist a therap'ist in articulation training for children.
Vojce Tutor sets up a set of prompts and graphics which encourage the
ch.ild to say particular sounds. The VIM recognises the sound and feeds
information back to the Voice Tutor Program. Voice Tutor then modifies
the graphics and prompts to show that the sound was entered either
correctly or incorrect'ly. This reinforces the child's new speech habits
and st.imulates the child's interest allowing longer tra'inìng sessions.
This manual assumes the user has installed the VIM in S'lot 4' and the
disc drive in Slot 6, Drive A of an Apple IIe with 64 kiìobytes of memory.
t.le also assume that the user is famiìiar with the correct method of
inserting discs into the dìsc drive. lie recommend that the user keeps the
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suppl'ied d'iscs as masters and makes copies for day to day use. In
practice it is often a good idea to keep a separate djsc for each child.
Please refer to the manuals suppìjed w'ith the VIM, d'isc drive, and Apple
IIe computer for details on these procedures.
The VIM speech recogniser, used by Voice Tutor, 'is set up for a fixed
frequency band, and matches sounds in a set way. Because of th'is, the
performance of equipment varies between peopìe. Trials with the equ'ipment
showed that its accuracy varied from 60% to 95% when assessjng the same
set of pairs of similar sounds spoken by different peop'le. We can prov'ide




2. USII{G VOICE TUTOR
2.L The Display
With the power to the computer turned off, insert a copy of the Voice
Tutor disc and close the disc drive door. Turn the power to the monitor
and computer on. After one minute the disc drive will stop and a display
will appear on the screen which will be simiìar to the dispìay in Figure
1. The display'is typical of all Voice Tutor dispìays except the help
di spl ay whi ch i s di scussed 'in secti on 3.5. 1.
You may see that the dispìay is made up of four parts:-
1. The Sound Prompt
2. The Graphic
3. The Therapist's Permanent Prompt
4. The Therapist's Temporary Prompt.
These four parts are discussed briefìy below. Part 3, the
Therapist's Permanent Prompt, is discussed in deta'il in Chapter 3 which
explains all options available in Vo'ice Tutor.
2.L.1 The Sound Prompt
The sound prompt js a white square located at the top of the
screen wh'ich may be in any one of five different posit'ions. The
pos'ition of the sound prompt indicates which sound the computer












FIGURE 1. TYPICAL DISPLAY.
This figure shows the ìayout of a typical dispìay on the monitor
screen. A piece of paper is shown p'laced on top of the monitor
screen. Two sketches are shown on the piece of paper representing





Therapist with sketches of objects which are meaningful to the client.
The piece of paper is placed on the top of the monitor so that the sound
prompt acts as a pointer to one of the five sketched objects. In
practice, the client would say the sound associated with the sketch
indicated by the sound PromPt.
2.1.2 The GraPhic
An image is located in the centre section of the screen. This
image provides positive or negative feedback to the client depending
on whether the recognised sound is the one that is expected. Each
disc may have a maximum of ten images (however version 1.0 has only
two images, á clown's face and a dog's head) which the Therapist may
select to suit the client. (Image selection is discussed in Section
3.5.3). Take, for example, the clowns façe. The c'lient's correct
pronunciation nould produce a smile on the clown's face. A second
correct pronunciation would add an extra part, for example a bow tie
or hat, to the image. An incorrect pronunciation would produce a
frown on the face. A second incorrect pronunciation would remove one
of the parts from the image. (t'¡ote: negative changes may be
suppressed as discussed in Section 3.5.4).
2.I.3 The Therapist's Permanent Prompt
The four lines at the bottom of the screen are filled with
letters and numbers. The top three are the Therapistrs Permanent
Prompts which have three functionss-
1. To help the Therapist recalì the availabìe options.
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To show the current status of various optìons.
To show the current value of variables which change in
accordance with the client's performance.
The Therapist,s permanent prompts cover all the options
available and are discussed in detait in Chapter 3 of this manual.
2.1.4 The Therapist's Temporary Prompt.
Short messages are disptayed on the bottom line of the screen
from time to time. These messages prompt the Therapist through data
entry procedures and assist the Therap'ist in keeping track of the
various options. Generally messages shown on the bottom line are in
response to the options shown in the Therapist's Permanent Prompt and
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
2.2 Using The DisplaY
This section wilt provide an overview of the use of Voice Tutor.
Various options will be mentioned in passing, refer to Chapter 3 for a
detaited discussion on these.
2.2.L Background
Voice Tutor is designed to be a game which is pìayed with the
voice. The player is Successfu'|, and is rewarded, whenever he





stored in memory. The person setting up the game may use a number of
options to set up the "rules" of the game. For example' the number
of target sounds may be varied, the target sounds may alternate after
each turn or may stay the samer the accuracy of pronunciation
required by the computer may vary automatically, the player may be
rewarded by a musical tune as well as a graphic, and several other
vari ati ons.
However, there are several aspects of Voice Tutor which always
stay the same and should be kept in mind when setting up the game.
The following list summarises these aspects:-
1. The computer must have examples of the correct and
incorrect pronunciations of the words which wilì be used.
The computer may store a maximum of five sounds which will
be called "Iibrary sounds" in this manual.
2. Each of the five library sounds corresponds with one of the
five positions of the sound prompt.
3. When a sound is entered during the game' the computer
compares the incoming sound with the five library sounds.
If the incoming sound matches the library sound which is
currently being indicated by the sound prompt then the
pronunciation is taken to be correct. If the incoming
sound is matched with one of the other library sounds then
the pronunciation is in error.
2.2.2 Typical Exercise
The following is an exampìe of a typ'ical exercise. In this case
a Speech Therapist sets up Voice Tutor for a client who tends to fail
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to pronounce the final consonant in words. Refer to Chapter 3 for a
detaited explanation of the various options that are mentioned.
The Therapist selects two words which are examples of the words
the client is inclined to mispronounce. The common mispronunciation
of the word is also selected. In this case the words are "Park" and
rrParrr, and "Bike" and "Buy". The Therapist loads and runs Voice
Tutor so that a display similar to Figure 1 is shown in the monitor.
The client is quite young and unable to read so the Therapist
prepares symbols representing a park and a bike and places them over
the sound prompt locations one and five (see Figure 1).
Only four sounds will be used, however the equipment has five
library patterns. To prevent the fifth library pattern being
confused with the other four, the Therapist moves the sound prompt to
the centre of the screen (position 3) by pressing the "P" key. If
the sound prompt refuses to move to any position then refer to
Section 3.4.3. The Therapist then presses the "T" key and trains,
with his own voice, a sound which is unlikely to be confused with the
other four, for example the word "see". The client then trains the
four sounds "Park, Par, Buy and Bike" into the positions 1 r2r4 and 5.
This is done by moving the sound prompt with the "P" key and then
pressing the "T" key to train the particular sound.
Now that the library sounds are trained the Therapist sets up
the game parameters by working through the options in the Therapist's
Permanent Prompt. Working from left to right, ô low reiect threshold
of 30 is entered with the "2" key (Section 3.2.2) and the '¡Ux in the
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word ,,Auto" is made lower case by pressing the "U" key (Section
3.2.3). This ensures that the reject threshold stays constant at a
low value to let the client buiìd up confidence by allowing a wide
range of acceptable pronunciation. Moving to the centre of the
Therapist's Permanent Prompt, the Therapist decides that the clÍent
shoutd only be requested to say the words "Park" and "Bike".
Therefore the second prompt should only stop at the first and fifth
locations. To ensure this happens the Therapist presses the "4",
uB", uCu, uDtt and 'rEt' keys so that only ttAt' and 'rEtt are shown as
high'lighted capitals. The Therapist decides that the client wiìl be
able to handle the sound prompt alternating between the two sounds so
the'rX" key is pressed until the "X" shown in the words "AUTO STEP Xu
is shown as a highlighted capital rrxx. Moving to the right end of
the Therapist's Permanent Prompt, the Therapist decides that negative
feedback should be initially suppressed to allow the client to gain
confidence so the "Fu key is pressed until the [Fu in "FBACK" is
shown as a loyrer Case "f". Sound feedback is not required so the "N"
key is pressed until the'rN" in "SOUND" iS shown as a lower caserrnrr.
Voice Tutor is now set up and the client is invited to say the
prompted sounds and gradually build up the graphic until a winning
score is reached.
After some time the Therap'ist notes that the client is having
trouble with the word "Park". The "X" key is pressed to allow the
sound prompt to stay on the word "Park" so that the client can
concentrate on this word. After several attempts the Therapist
decides that the client's pronunciation is acceptable but the
44.13
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computer is not correctly recognising the word. The Therapist
presses the "T" key and asks the client to retrain the word. After
further use the therapist finds that the client is now easily
entering the two sounds. The reject threshold is now increased using
the,,Z', key. This will mean that the pronunciation must be more
precise or the computer will simpìy ignore the sound. The Therapist
also presses the "F" key to introduce negative feedback so that
errors in pronunciation will affect the graphic. The Therapist now
notices that the client is mispronouncing the wordrrPark" in a
different way, but the computer is accepting it as a correct
pronunciation. The Therapist could overcome this problem by asking
the client to retrain the "Park" and "Par" library sounds, or he
could use the fifth library sound location (currently occupied by the
Therapist's pronunciation of "See") to store.an example of the new
mi spronunci ati on.
After a further period of use the time available for the
exercise is complete, however the Therapist would like to continue
the exercise on another day. In addition the client is close to
finishing the image and winning the game. The Therapist therefore
uses the "S" key to save the library sound pattern and the "V" key to
save the current setup. The machine is turned off after doing this.
0n the foltowing day, when the same disc is inserted and the computer
turned on the game will be at the same place ready for continuation.
The intention is that the client will, after some practice, and early
monitoring, be able to carry out an articulation exercise with on'ly
partial assistance from the Therapist. This will alìow the Therapist
to attend to other tasks.
44.14
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3.1 The DisplaY
REJ T zzz |TRAINl1234s 0K /IHELP?lvALUEs
Hrhhh At rolL0ADI IABCDE STEPIIMAGEi IFBACK





Figure 2. The Therapists Permanent Prompt Display
Keys associated with the characters shown in bold typing in Figure 2,
and also the numbers 1 to 5, have some significance. Pressing the keys
witl activate or deactivate an option.
The permanent Prompts may be considered in four logical segments.
FÍgure 2 shows the segments and the section numbers in this manual which




3.5 Mi scel I aneous
These four segments explain in detait atl the options available in
Voice Tutor. Each option explanation is written so that it may be read by
itself so that the explanations may be used for reference purposes. There
is therefore considerabìe duplication in content and format. It is
suggested that the reader scans Chapter 3 and returns to particular option
descriptions when using the program to accomplish particular tasks.
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In the following the phrase "at any time" is used in reference to
activating options. This phrase means that the option may be selected at
any time during operation of the main program. Attempts to enter a second
option while in an option will be ignored by the computer or will cause
the main option to be terminated. hle are not aware of any instances where
attempts to enter a second option will cause reiection of the overall
program or loss of stored sound patterns or variables.
3.2 Reject Threshold
REJ T zzz I
Hlhhh A,TOI
LOooo SE1Z I
Figure 3. The Reiect Threshold Prompt Display.
The reject threshold is a measure of the required accuracy of the
subjects pronunciation. If the reiect threshold is set very low (say at
20) then virtually any sound will be accepted by the computer and will be
compared with the five sounds in memory. The computer wilì decide which
of the five sounds is closest to the new sound and will assume the "best
match" sound is the sound pronounced.
0n the other hand, if the reiect threshold is set very high (say at
120) then only pronunciations which are almost identical to one of the
five stored sounds will be accepted by the computer.
The aim is to set the reject threshold so that poor pronunciatìons,
background noises, etc are discarded by the computer. The Reject
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Threshold Prompt displays the current value of the reiect threshold and
reminds the user how to change the reject threshold both manually and
automatically. These options are detailed below.
3.2.L Current Setting
The letters "zzz" in Figure 2 show where the current value of
the reject threshold is displayed. The number will be between 10 and
I25.
3.2.2 SET Z
The Z Key may be depressed at any time to manuaìly set the
reject threshold. tlhen Z is depressed a message will appear at the
bottom of the screen "INPUT REJECT THRESHOLD 3 DIGITS'. Type in
three digits between 10 and 125. Note however that numbers between
10 and 99 must be entered with a preceding 0, i.e. 010 and 099. Ïhe
left arrow key may be used to erase digits. l,lhen the third digit is
depressed the number will innrediately be the new reject threshold and
will be displayed in the zzz position on Figure 2. If an invalid
entry is made then the user is returned to the main part of the
program and may go on entering new sounds' or may try to enter a new
reject threshold by depressing the Z key. A message wiìl also be





The U key may be depressed at any time to activate or deactivate
the reiect threshold automatic change option.
lilhen this option is deactivated (shown by a lower case, ur-
highlighted, ,,u', in the word "AUTQ" in Figure 3) then the reiect
threshold stays the same unless manually changed. However' if the
option is activated (shown by an upper case, highlighted, uU" in the
word "AUTo" in Figure 3) then the reject threshold increases every
time a word is recognised as correct by the computer. A word
recognised to be incorrect by the computer will cause the reiect
threshold to automaticatly decrease. This option might be used to
make sound recognition progressively harder for the client to provide
increasing challenge.
A message will appear when the "u' key is depressed to show
whether the option has been activated or deactivated.
3.2.4 HI H
The automatically changing reject threshold described in 3.2.3
varies between a high and low limit. Depressing the "H" key will
aìlow the Therapist to enter a three digit number between the low
limit and 125 which will become the high limit. Note however that
numbers between 10 and 99 must be entered with a preceding 0 i.e.010
and 099. The left arrow key may be used to erase digits. l'Jhen the
third digit is depressed the number will immediate'ly be the new high
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limit and will be displayed in the rlhhh¡r posit'ion in Figure 2' If an
invalid entry is made then the user is returned to the main part of
the program and may go on entering net.l sounds, or may try to enter a
new high limit by depressing the "H" key. A prompt will also be
displayed at the bottom of the screen advising the user of the valid
high limit range.
3.2.5 L0 0
The automatically changing reject threshold described in 3.2.3
varies between a high and low limit. Depressing the "0" key wilì
allow the Therapist to enter a three digit number between 10 and the
high limit which will become the low limit. The notes and
restrictions described in 3.2.4 apply here, however the low limit





Figure 4. The Voice Patterns Prompt
Data representing five sounds are stored in the computers active
memory. Incoming sounds or utterances are compared with these five
ìibrary sounds. To be meaningful the incoming sounds must be similar to
one or more of the library sounds. This is normally achieved by training
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the users voice patterns into the computer. Depressing the key "T",
associated with the word,,TRAIN" in the Voice Patterns Prompt, aìlows the
user to train sounds into the active memory of the computer. The user may
then use these tibrary sounds, however they will be lost when the computer
is turned off unless he uses the save option. The save option is
activated by the key "s" associated with the word "SAVE" in the Voìce
patterns prompt. Qnce library sounds have been saved to disc they may be
retrieved at a latter date with the Load option. The Load option is
activated by the key "L" associated with the word "LOAD" in the Voice
Patterns Prompt.
3.3.1 TRAIN T
Five sounds may be stored in the computers active memory. Each
of these sounds is associated with one of the five positions of the
sound prompt (the white square at the top of the screen). This
association is established at the time of the sound training by the
position of the sound prompt during the training. The user should be
aware that training a sound into a position which is already occupied
will destroy the old sound unless it has been saved to disc (see ,
Section 3.3.2).
The first step in training a sound onto the computer is to move
the sound prompt (the white square at the top of the screen) to the
desired position. For exampìe, if you want the word being trained to
be associated wìth the sound prompt located at the far right of the
Screen, then press key "P" until the white square is at the far right




P¡ess the key "T" after locating the sound prompt in the desired
position. rrTrr is associated with the word "TRAIN" in the voice
patterns prompt (Figure 4) and is used to activate the training
option. When uT" has been presSed the capital r¡Trr in the voice
patterns prompt at the bottom of the screen will change to a lower
case 'rt'r to show you are in the training mode, and a message w'i1l
appear at the bottom of the screen stating "TRAINING - SAY THE
PROMPTED l.l0RD',. The prompt is referring to the position of the sound
prompt. If a piece of paper is arranged above the monitor screen
with symbols representing the words being trained then the sound
prompt will be pointing to the sound which is currently being
trained. The word being trained should now be spoken into the
microphone. Ensure the microphone is 30 to 60mm from the lips and
pointed directly at the lips. The sound prompt will blink when a
sound is detected. Three consecutive similar sounds are required
before completing the training of a word. The computer stores the
average of these three sounds. If the computer decides that the
sound is similar to the last sound made then the sound prompt will
blink once. If, however, the sound is not similar then the sound
prompt will flicker. The user must simply continue repeating the
sound until the computer detects three similar sounds in a row. Most
people find that this is quite easy after a little practice.
The training routine is complete when the computer detects three
consecutive similar sounds. The lower case "t" in the voice patterns
prompt wi I I change to upper case and a message wi I I appear at the
bottom of the screen stating "TRAINING FINISHED". You may novrl use





If a set of sounds has already been saved to the disc (see
Section 3.3.3) then they may be loaded into the computer's active
memory using the load option. To use the load option press the "L"
key. rrLrr is aSSociated with the word "LOAD" in the voice patterns
prompt (Figure 4). I'lhen "L" has been pressed the capital rrLr! in the
voice patterns prompt at the bottom of the screen will change to a
lower case t'l" to show you are using the load Option, and a message
will appear at the bottom of the screen stating "# 0F FILE = ? 1
DIGITU. This message is asking which of the ten sound pattern files
(each containing five sounds) should be loaded into active memory.
Pressing the return key at this stage will cancel the load option
without making changes and will return the user to the main program.
Any of the digits 0 to 9 may be entered as a ìegitimate file number.
As soon as the digit key is pressed the disc drive will start and
load the sound patterns into active memory. It should be noted that
the patterns currently in active memory will be lost. The number of
the file that was loaded is placed next to the word "L0AD" in the
Voice Pattern Prompt (at the location of the lower case "ì" in Figure
4) to remind the user of the number of the file currently in active
memory.
lllhen the computer is first turned on with the Voice Tutor disc
in the disc drive the computer automatically loads one of the sound
pattern files from the disc. The number of the voice pattern file
which is automatically loaded depends on the setting nominated in the
"values" option (see Section 3.5.2).
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If the disc is not inserted in the disk drive properly, or if
the disc has developed an error then an input/output (I/0) error will
occur. The computer will reject the Voice Tutor Program and sound
patterns currently in the active memory wilì be lost. In this case,
rectify the error and restart from the beginning by pushing "Control,
open apple, reset¡' (see The Apple Computer Manual), or by turning the
computer off and on.
3.3.3. SAVE S
If a set of sounds has already been trained into the computer's
active memory (see Section 3.3.1) then the user may wish to save the
sound patterns onto disc to prevent loss when the computer is turned
off. The "SAVE" option is used to achieve this. Press the "S" key
to use this option. usu is associated with the word "SAVE" in the
Voice Patterns Prompt (Figure 4). l,lhen "S" has been pressed the
capitat usu in the Voice Patterns Prompt at the bottom of the screen
will change to a lower case rrsrr to show you are using the save
option, and a message will appear at the bottom of the screen stating
"#,:0F FILE = ? 1 DIGIT". This prompt is asking you to nominate a
number between 0 and 9 which will be the number of t,he file which
wilt store the sound patterns currently in active memory. Pressing
the return key at this stage will cancel the save option without
making changes and will return the user to the main program. Any of
the digits 0 to 9 may be entered as a legitimate fÍle number. As
soon as the digit key is pressed the disc drive will start and load
the current active memory sound patterns onto the disc. It should be
noted that the sound patterns which v{ere on the disc under the
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nominated file number will be lost since the sound patterns from
active memory wil'l be written over them. The number of the file that
was saved is placed next to the word "SAVE" in the Voice Pattern
Prompt (at the location of the lower case [s[ in Figure 4) to confirm
the entered number for the user.
If the disc is not inserted in the disc drive properly' or if
the disc has developed an error, or if the write protect sticker is
on the disc (see the Computer Manual) then an input/output (I/0)
error will occur. The computer will reiect the voice tutor program
and sound patterns currently in the active memory will be lost. In
this case, rectify the error and restart from the beginning by
pushing "Control, open apple, restart" (see the Apple Computer





Figure 5. The Prompt 0ptions Disp'lay
The close relationship between the sound prompt, the five library
voice patterns and the incoming sound has been discussed in detail in
earl ier sections, particu]arìy Secti on 2.2. Thi s section of the
Therapist's Permanent Prompt assists the user in manipuìating the sound
prompt, and assists in assessing the subiect's performance by indlcat'ing




The digits one to five appear in the top left hand corner of the
"Prompt Options Display", Figure 5. These digits are used to show
which sound was last recognised by the computer. For example, if a
word is spoken into the microphone and the computer recognises it as
the word associated with the left most position of the sound prompt
then the digit 1 witl be highlighted, digits 2 to 5 will be displayed
normally. Simiìarly, if the next word spoken is recognised to be
associated with the centre position of the sound prompt (i.e. third
from the left) then the digit 3 will be highlighted.
This display is for use by the Therapist Ín understanding what
the computer is receiving and doing. For example, if the subiect
says the word associated with the third sound prompt position but the
number 5 is highìighted then the computer is saying that library
pattern number 5 is a better match for the word iust spoken than
library pattern number 3. If this occurs a few times, and the
Therapist feels that the word spoken was acceptable then
consideration should be given to retraining either library pattern
number 3 or 5.
The keys 1 to 5 have special significance. Pressing these keys
has exactly the same effect as saying the corresponding word. For
exampìe, pressing the key 2 has exactly the Same result as correctly
saying the word which matches the second library pattern. This
option might be used when demonstrating the program to the subiect.
For example, the subiect's voice patterns may be in the library so
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that the Therapist would be unlikely to be able to say a worod and
have the program act in a predictable fashion. In this case the
Therapist could demonstrate positive feedback by pressing the key
correspondÍng to the present location of the sound prompt. i.e., If
the sound prompt is in position 5 (to the far right of the screen)
then pressing key 5 will cause:-
(a) The graphic to provide positive feedback (see Section
2.r.2).
(b) The number 5 will be highlighted on the Therapist's
Permanent Prompt.
(c) A tick will appear next to the 0K symbol (see 3.4.2).
(d) The sound prompt to move position, if that option is actÍve
(see Sections 3.4.3, 3.4.4 and 3.4.5).
3.4.2 0K
After each word ìs entered and accepted by the computer a
diagonal line "/" or a cross "X" will appear next to the "0K" symbol
in the "Prompt 0ption Display", Figure 5. These symbols show whether
the last sound received matched with the library pattern which was
indicated by the sound prompt. The diagonal line may be thought of
as a tick for a correct match, and the cross an incorrect match. For
example, if the sound prompt is located fourth from left then the
computer expects to receive a sound wh'ich matches the fourth library
pattern. If a sound is entered and accepted by the computer but does
not match then an "Xu will be displayed. If the sound does match




The sound prompt, in effect, requests the subiect to say one of
the five sounds. The Therapist may however wish that the subject
should onty say one or two of the five sounds. The Therapist uses
keys A to E to define which words will be indicated by the sound
prompt.
The ìetters A to E in the "Prompts Qption Display" show which
words will be indicated by the sound prompt. Letters highlighted
indicate sound prompt positions which will be used. Letters shown
normal in lower case indicate sound prompt positions which will not
be used. The Therapist selects which positions will, or will not be
indicated by the sound prornpt by pressing the keys "A" to "E". A
message will appear in the bottom line of the screen indicating
whether the sound will or will not be prompted.
An example will illustrate this. If all the letters rrArr to rrErl
are highlighted on the Therapist's Permanent Prompt then the sound
prompt will appear in each of the five possible positions. If the
"B" key is now pressed, the hightighting of the B in the Therapistrs
Permanent Prompt will disappear and be replaced by a ìower case "b".
A message will also appear at the bottom of the screen stating "THE
uBu SOUND WILL NOT BE PR0MPTED". If the sound prompt is now moved
across the screen by repeatedly pressing the "P" key (see Section
3.4.4 for details) then you will see that the sound prompt does not
stop at the number 2 position. So the second word from the left is
not prompted. If the "B" key'is now pressed again the capitaì rrBrr
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wiII reappear and wiII be highlighted. A message stating "THE 'rB"
SOUND IIILL BE PROMPTED" will appear at the bottom of the page.
Repeated pressing of the "P" key wi'll show that the sound prompt now
stops at the number 2 position.
If A,B,C'D and E are pressed to prevent the sound prompt
stopping at any position then the following message appears at the
bottom of the screen "PRESS A'B,C,D 0R E T0 ACTIVATE A PROMPT". The
sound prompt will not move, and the image will not change, until this
request is carried out, however the computer will continue to accept
and assess sounds.
3.4.4 STEP P
Pressing the "P" key forces the sound prompt to move to the
right to the next actÍve sound prompt position (see 3.4.3 to activate
and deactivate the sound prompt positions). If there is only one
active sound prompt position then the sound prompt will blink but
stay in the same position. The step option is particularly useful
when the auto stop option (see 3.4.5) has been changed to manual.
For example, when the subiect is required to repeat only one of the
five sounds for some time. The Therapist may then step the sound
prompt onto the next desired sound, when required, by pressing the
ttPtt key.
3.4.5 AUTO STEP X
The Auto Step Option may be both activated and deactivated by
pressing the "X" key. The Therapist's Permanent Prompt shows that
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the option is active by highlighting the "X" in the display. A lower
case, normal rrxrr is displayed if the option is deactivated.
If the option is activated then the sound prompt automatically
steps to the right to the next active position after each sound is
accepted by the computer. (See 3.4.3 to activate and deactivate the
sound prompt positions.) If the auto step option is deactivated then
the sound prompt stays in the one position until manually moved with
the "P" key (see 3.4.4).
The following example illustrates the use of this option. The
Therapist has set up an exercise where the first and fifth sound
prompt positÍons are active and the auto step option is active. The
sound prompt wi I I step from 1 to 5 and back to 1 as sounds are
accepted by the computer. However the Therapist decides that the
subject needs more practice on sound number 5. The auto step option
is deactivated and the sound prompt moved to the number 5 position
using the "P" key. The sound prompt will now blink after each sound
is accepted but will not move away from the number 5 position.
3.5 I,IISCELLAI{EOUS
I HELP?l VALUES
I tmneei I FBAcK
I NorERtl I soutlD
Fi gure 6. Mi scel I aneous Opti ons Di sp'l ay
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There are six additional options which assist the Therapist by:-
(a) providing an explanation of the option keys.
(b) allowing a note to be written to the disc.
(c) storing the current screen, options, and values so that the
exercise may be completed on another day.
(d) allowing changes to the audiovisuaì feedback to the subiect.
These options are discussed in detail below.
3.5.1 HELP ?
Pressing the "?" key will cause the computer to replace the
current screen with a table which gives a short explanation of all
the option keys. I'lhen finished using the table type any key to
return to the main program. The computer will return to the same
screen as before. You will notice that the disc drive will operate
when using the help option. If the disc is not inserted in the disc
drive properly, or if the disc has developed an error' or if the
write protect sticker is on the disc (see the Computer Manual) then
an input/output (I/0) error will occur. The computer will reject the
Voice Tutor Program and sound patterns currently in the active memory
will be lost. In this case, rectify the error and restart from the
beginning by pushing "Control, Open Apple, Reset" (see The Apple
Computer Manual), or by turning the computer off and on.
3.5 .2 VALUES V
During an exercise severa'l options may be activated or
deactivated, the reject value altered, and the image at a certain
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stage of development. It is possible to store this information on
the disc by pressing the "V" key. This would allow you to turn the
computer off and come back sometime later, re-insert the disc, turn
the power on and return to exactly the same display. It should be
noted however that pressing "V" does not store the current voice
patterns, see Section 3.3.3 for details on the "Save" option which
serves this function.
l,lhen "V" is pressed the disc drive operates to save the current
information onto the disc. The following message appears at the
bottom of the screen "CURRENT SETUP SAVED". When the disc drive
stops you are returned to the main program and may proceed to alter
the options if you wish. However, further changes will not be
recorded on the disc unless you press "V" again.
If the disc is not inserted in the disc drive properly, or if
the disc has developed an error, or if the write protect sticker is
on the disc (see the Computer Manual) then an input/output (I/0)
error will occur. The computer will reject the Voice Tutor Program
and sound patterns currently in the active memory will be lost. In
this case, rectify the error and restart from the beginning by
pressing "Control, Open Apple, Reset" (see The Apple Computer
Manual), or by turning the computer off and on.
3.5.3 IMAGE G
Voice Tutor may have as many as ten 'images for visual feedback
to the client, however version 1.0 is fitted with two. The Therapist
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changes the image by pressing the "G" key. The highlighted capital
rrcrr is replaced by a normal, lower caserrgr¡in the Therapist'S
Permanent Prompt to show the "Image" option has been activated. A
message appears at the bottom of the screen stating " 0F FILE = ? 1
DIGIT". The Therapist should enter a single digit from 0 to 9 to
select an image. 0n version 1.0 the digit 0 will select a dogrs head
and digit l will select a clown's face. Pressing "Return" will
return the user to the main program without making changes. After a
digit key is pressed the disc drive will operate and a new image will
appear on the screen. The entered digit will also appear to the
right of the word [Image" on the Therapist¡s Permanent Prompt and the
rrG'r in "Image" wiII become a highlighted capital uGu.
This option may be used at any time, the image is automaticaìly
adjusted to reflect the progress of the client. For exampler if the
clown's face is being displayed with a smi'le and at the 10th stage of
development, then the dog's head, if selected, would appear with a
smile and at the 10th stage of development.
If the disc is not inserted in the disc drive properly' or if
the disc has developed an error, then an input/output (I/0) error
will occur. The computer will reject the Voice Tutor Program and
sound patterns currently in the active memory will be lost. In this
case, rectify the error and restart from the beginning by pushing
"Control,Open Apple, Reset'r (see the Appte Computer Manual), or by




The image will always be modified to produce positive feedback
whenever a correct match is made between the incoming sound and the
library pattern indicated by the sound prompt. Negative feedback
wiII also be applied unless the "FBACK" option is deactivated.
The "FBACK'| option is activated and deactivated by pressing the
,,F', key. For example, assume that the "FBACKU option is active.
This will be apparent to the Therapist because the "F" in the word
"FBACK" will be a highlighted capital. Also sound mismatches will
cause the image to "frown" or to diminish providing a negative
feedback. Press the "F" key to deactivate the UFBACK" option. A
message will appear at the bottom of the screen stating "N0 NEGATM
FEEDBACKI and the F in "FBACK" will become a norma], lower case rrfrr.
Further sound mismatches will not cause a change in the imaget
however the sound prompt witl flicker to indicate that a sound was
received. To reactivate the negative feedback press the "F" key. A
message stating "FEEDBACK 0N" will appear at the bottom of the screen
and the lower case "f" in "FBACK" will change to a highlighted
capital rrFrr.
3.5.5 NoTERH
The "NOTERW" option allows the user to write a comment to the disc
for latter reference. The note may be 40 characters long and may
contain any alpha numeric data. It is suggested that the note mìght
contain the clientts name, or a file or cross reference number so
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that the voice patterns stored on the disc may be identified at a
latter date.
To write a comment to the disc press the "l,I' key. A message
will appear at the bottom of the screen stating UTYPE YOUR MESSAGE".
You may nor{ press any key to type your message which will appear on
the bottom line of the screen. You may end your message and escape
from the option by typing 41 characters or by pressing return. I'lhen
this is done the disc drive will operate and the message will be
saved to disc. You will be returned to the main menu. There are no
editing facilities for this option, if an error is made simply press
"return" and press "l'l" again after the disc drive stops. The disc
can only store one message so that old messages will be lost when the
new message is written.
To read the comment on the disc press the "R" key. The disc
drive will operate and the message will appear at the bottom of the
screen. You will be returned to the main program as soon as the disc
drìve stops.
If the disc is not inserted in the disc drive properly, or if
the disc has developed an error, or if the write protect sticker is
on the disc (see the Computer Manual) then an input/output (I/0)
error will occur. The computer will reiect the Voice Tutor Program
and sound patterns currently in the active memory will be lost. In
this case, rectify the error and restart from the beginning by
pressing "Control, Open Apple, Reset" (see the Apple Computer




As well as the visual feedback provided by the image, an aural
feedback is available with the "SOUND" option. This option is
activated by pressing the [N" key. l,lhen the "N" key Ís pressed a
message appears at the bottom of the screen stating "sound on" and
the n in "SOUND" in the Therapistrs Permanent Prompt becomes a
highlighted capital. Thereafter, whenever a correct match between
the incoming sound and the library pattern indicated by the sound
prompt occurs, two tones of increasÍng pitch are heard. If the
"FBACK" option (Section 3.5.4) is active a single lower tone is heard
when a mismatch of sounds is recognised by the computer. l.lhen
suffÍcient correct matches are received by the computer the image
becones complete, a message stating "I,IINNING SC0RE" is displayed and
the computer plays a short tune.
When the "N" key is pressed again the 'SOUND, option is
deactivated. A message stating "S0UND OFF'. is displayed at the
bottom of the screen, and the highlighted capital rrNrr in "S0UND" is
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VOICE TUTOR VP O
VOICE TUTOR VP 1
VOICE TUTOR VP 2
VOICE TUTOR VP 3
VOICE TUTOR VP 4
VOICE TUÎOR VP 5
VOICE TUTOR VP 6
AAH
VOICE TUTOR VP 7
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1 0 HIMEM: 24999
20 D$ = CHR$ (4)
30 GR
40 PRINT D$;"BLOAD TITLE"

















2 D$ = CHR$ (4)
1 0 GOSUB 30000




1 1 0 POKE 08,24: POKE NB,1: CALL GIVECMD: POKE N2,3: CALL RECEIVE:ST = FN
LH(RB): RETURN
21O POKE 08,16: POKE OB + 1, PEEK (RP): POKE OB I 2, PEEK (RP + 1): POKE
NB,3: CALL DNVPVC
POKE OB,4: POKE OB + 1, PEEK (RJ): POKE NB,2: CALL GIVECMD: RETURN
REM
GOSUB100:IFST=0ORST=lTHENPOP:GOTO20300
POKE 08,25: POKE OB + 1,0: POKE OB + 2,0: POKE CB + 2,3: POKE N2'6
CALL UPLODE: POKE VF + 7'85: POKE VF + 8,1 70: RETURN
REM
PRINT : HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE REJECT THRESHOLD(O TO 1 28)";A$: ON NOT
LEN (A$) GOTO 420:I = VAL (A$): IF I < 0 OR I > 128 THEN PRINT BE$
: GOTO 400
POKE OB,4: POKE OB + 1,I: POKE NB,2: CALL GIVECMD
RETURN
REM
POKE OB,5: POKE NB'1: CALL GIVECMD: POKE N2,1: CALL RECEIVE
PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "CURRENT REJECT THRESHOLD="; PEEK (RB): GOTO 9
260
REM tOAD VOICE TUTOR VP
T1 = 17O:T2 = g5:V$ = "R"iZZ = 7
A$ = "VOICE TUÎOR VP"
PRINT D$;"BLOAD ";A$;",4";VF:VF$ = ¡ç
GOTO 3200
REM
A$ = "VOICE TUTOR VP " + B$
PRINT D$;"BSAVE ";A$;",4";A;",L";L
RETURN
GOSUB 1 00: IF ST < > 257 GOTO 20600
HOME : VTAB 10: GOSUB 8600: IF DVÍ < 0 THEN RETURN
IF DVÍ AND NOT PN THEN RETURN
GOSUB 3OO
POKE VF + 6,DVË: IF DVÍ = 1 THEN PRINT D$;"PR{}";PN
GOSUB 9700:HN = 1
POKE OB,8: POKE OB + 1,1: POKE OB + 2,252 POKE OB + 3' PEEK (Mtl): POKE
OB + 4,255: POKE NB,5: CALL GIVECT'ID
PoKE N2,4: CALL TESTVC:I = PEEK (RB): IF I = 251 THEN RETURN
f{NÍ = PEEK (RB): IF HNÍ > 251 THEN PRINT "*** REJECTED 't'tx"' GOTO
880
POKE Ctl,tfNÍ: GOSUB 962O: CALL PI{RD
TINË = PEER (RB + 3); POKE CI{,I{NÍ: HTAB 19: CALL PIIRD
f = PEEK (RB + 1): HTAB 36: PRINT I



































9OZ GOSUB 100: IF ST < > 257 GOTO 20600
905 HOME : VTAB 1 0: GOSUB 8600: IF DVtr < 0 THEN RETURN
91 O IF DVtr AND NOT PN THEN RETURN
92O POKE VF + 6,DVË: GOSUB 300
930 IF DVÍ = 1 THEN PRINT D$;"PR{i";PN
940 GOSUB 972O: POKE 08,26: POKE OB + 1,5: POKE NB,2: CALL GIVECMD
950 DI = 3: POKE N2,4
960 CALL RECEIVE:I = PEEK (RB): IF I = 255 THEN PRINT : PRINT : HTAB 1
0: PRINT "END OF TEST": PRINT D$;"PRlt0": GOTO 9260
970 ltNÍ = PEEK (RB): POKE Ctl,llNË: GOSUB 962O: CALL PIIRD:WNÍ = PEEK (RB +
3): POKE CH,HN[: HTAB 19: CALL PHRD: HTAB 36: PRINT PEEK (RB + 1);: IF
PEEK (RB + 1 ) ( DI THEN HTAB 39: PRINT "X";
980 PRINT : GOTO 960
3200 GOSUB 1 00: IF ST < > 257 THEN GOSUB 20600: GOTO 3000
3220 POKE 08,21: POKE NB,1: CALL GMCMD
3230 POKE N2,0: CALL RECEM
3240 IF PEEK (RB) < > 67 THEN GOSUB 2O2OO: GOTO 3000
3340 RETURN
4OOO REM
4005 GOSUB 300: ON ST < > 257 GOTO 20600: POKE OB,1 8
401 0 GoTo 421 5
q7jsI=[+1
4220 J = PEEK (MH): IF I > J GOTO 20400
4230 POKE OB + 1,3: POKE OB + 2,1; POKE OB + 3'I: POKE OB + 4'255: POKE
NB,5
4240 POKE N2,O: CALL GIVECMD: CALL RECEIVE:A$ = CHR$ ( PEEK (RB)): IF A
$ = "E' GOTO 20500
4250 GOSUB 4820:XT = 3: GOSUB 7570: RETURN
4702 HOME : VTAB 5: PRINT : HTAB 5: IF TC = 19 THEN PRINT "ADDITIONAL "
I
4704 IF TC = 18 THEN PRINT "NEH'¡
4705 PRINT 'TRAINING": GOSUB 9230: IF B$ = CHR$ (13) THEN RETURN
4710 POKE OB,TC: POKE OB + 1,1: POKE OB + 2,255: POKE NB'3: CALL GIVECMD
: GOSUB 4800
4720 IF ÎC = 1 I THEN I = 1 06: GOSUB 41 0
4730 GOTO 9260
48OO REM
4810 POKE Nz,O: CALL RECEIVE:A$ = CHR$ ( PEEK (RB))
4820 CALL 64680: IF A$ = "C" THEN GOSUB 51700: GOTO 4800
4830 IF A$ = "E" THEN GOSUB 51700: GOSUB 51700: GOSUB 51700: GOSUB 5170
0: GOTO 4800
4840 GOSUB 7570: RETURN
49OO REM SAVE VP A VC
4905 GOSUB 100: ON ST < > 257 GOTO 2060O:2Z = 5
4910 VF$ = "": POKE O8,20: POKE OB + 1,0: POKE OB + 2,O: POKE NB,3
4920 CALL LODEVPVC:V$ = "R": POKE VF + 7,170: POKE VF + 8,85
4930 POKE OB,5: POKE NB'1: CALL GIVECMD: PORE N2,1: CALL RECEIVE: POKE R
J, PEEK (RB)
4940 A = RP:L = FN HL(RP) + 32
4950 E = 0: GOSUB 700
4960 GOSUB 3200
4970 GOTO 51 800
7570 FOR XC = 1 TO XT: CALL 64680: NEXT XC:XC = FRE (0): RETURN
8210 GOSUB 8800: POKE CH,llNÍ: IF EFÍ = 1 THEN RETURN
30000 REM
30005 RT = (7 * 16) ^ 256
30010 CLRMEI.I = RT
A5.5
30015 SzETCI{ = RT + 3
30020 UPLoDE = RT + 6
30025 INIT = RT + 9
30030 NEVOCAB = RT + 12
30035 VF = (7 * 16 + 9l ^ 256
30040 PRNTVC - RT + 15
30045 ADDVC = P1 + 18
30050 DLTECW = RT + 21
30055 RP = VF
30060 ISERTCT{ = 97 + 24
30065 DNVPVC = RT, + 27
30070 LODEVPVC = RT + 30
30075 DOIINLODE = RT + 33
30080 IB = 512
30095 çMCMD = RT + 36
30090 RECEM = RT + 39
30095 PY = Pf + 42
30100 I'lI = RT + 45
30105 CB = (7 * 16 + 8) * 256
30110 OKAY = CB + 1
30115 TESTVC = RT + 48
30120 N2 = CB + 3
30125 Mtl = VF:Cfl = MH + 1:EDXIT = VF t S:DEVICE = VF + 6
30130 CF = VF + 10
30'135 RJ = VF + 9
30140 PIIRD = RT + 51
301 45 COVERT = RT + 57
301 50 CHANçECH = RT + 54
30155 SN = CB:NB = CB + 2:OB = CB + 32:RB = CB r 160
30160 MEMSIZE = (80 * 67) + 1600
30165 D$ = CHR$ (4¡:gn$ = CHR$ (7)
30170 S = PEEK (43626):DR = PEEK ø3624,
30175 DEF FN LH(D = PEEK (I) + PEEK (I + 1) * 256: DEF FN MF(I) = M
EMSIZE - FN LH(CF) - 02 't PEEK (Mtt)) - I - 130: DEF FN HL(I) = PEEK
(I) ,t 256 + pEEK 11 + 1)
30180 PN = 0
30185 REÎURN
40000 PRINT D$;"BLOAD SLOT,A";SN
4001 0 CALL INIT:I = PEEK (OKAY)
4OO2O IFI=0THEN RETURN
40030 GOSUB 91 90: VTAB 1 0: HTAB 4: PRINT "IF YOUR AVIM IS NOT "
40040 HTAB 4: PRINT "PLUGGED-IN AT APPLE I/O SLOT ";( PEEK (SN) - 1281 /
16
4OO5O PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "PLEASE TYPE THE CURRENT SLOT'': HTAB 4: PRINT
.'NUMBER";
40060 INPUT A$:I = VAL (À$): IF I < 1 OR I > 7 GOTO 4OO5O
40070 I = 128 + I * 16: POKE CB,I: CALL INIT: IF PEEK (OKAY) GOTO 40030
4OO8O -PRINT D$;"BSAVE SLOT,A'';SNi",L8"
4OO9O RETURN
45000 HOME : VTAB 4
45005 HTAB 7: PRINT "SET,/READ PARAMETERS"
4501 O HTAB PRINT'r)t*r\^*^*¡t>k **r\^)krt7t^*"' PRINT rÙr





















"1 - SET REJECT THRESHOLD": PRINT
"2 - READ REJECT THRESHOLD": PRINT
"3 - SET llORD PARAMETERS": PRINT










45050 HTAB 4: PRINT "--
45055 PRINT : GOSUB 9090
45060 ON MN GOSUB 400,500,45300,45500
45065 IF MN = 5 THEN RETURN
45070 coTo 45000
45300 HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE T1-";I: POKE OB'9: POKE 0B +'1'I: POKE NB'7
4531 0 HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE 72="i[t POKE OB + 2,I
45320 HTAB 4: INPUT "TYPE ETHL=.'iI: POKE OB + 3,I
45330 HTAB 4: INPUT,,TypE MIN. SAMPLE NUMBER=,,;I: pOKE OB + 4,I: HTAB 4:
INPUT "TYPE NOISE SAMPLE NUMBER=";I: POKE gg + 5,I
45340 HTAB 4: INPUT ,.TYPE NOISE THRESHOLD=,.;I: POKE g¡ + 6,I: CALL GIVEC
MD: RETURN
45500 POKE OB,1 0: POKE NB,1: CALL GIVECMD: POKE N2,6: CALL RECEIVE: HOME
: VTAB 6
45510 HTAB 4: PRINT "T1= "; PEEK (RB): PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT 'tfl= "; PEEK
(RB + 1): PRINT
45520 HTAB 4: PRINT "ETHL= "; PEEK (RB + 2): PRINT : HTAB 4: PRINT "MIN.
SAMPLE= ,'; PEEK (RB + 3)
45530 PRINT : HTAB 4: pRINT ,,NOISE SAMPLE NUMBER= ,,; pEEK (RB + 4): pRINT
: HTAB 4: PRINT '.NOISE THRESHOLD= ..; PEEK (RB + 5): GOTO 9260
49900 TEXT : HOME
50000 REM
50007 D$ = CHR$ (4)
50010 DIM TG(28),rM(30)
50110 GOSUB 50200




50123 PRINT D$;"BLOAD SPEAKER"
50125 GOSUB 59100: GOSUB 59600: GOSUB 59900
50127 POKE 1759,$GQ2' + 176',t
50128 POKE 1777,(TGQ1) + 176)
501 30 GOSUB 50500
501 40 GOSUB 51 000
50180 B$ = STR$ (TG(22))
501 90 GOTO 531 20
50200 REM
5021 0 PRINT D$;"BLOAD TOGGLES"
5O22O FORI=0TO26




50310 POKE (28668 - I),TG(I)
50320 NEXT I
50330 PRINT D$;"BSAVE TOGGLES,A28641,L28"
50340 RETURN
50400 REM
5041 0 PRINT D$;"BLOAD PERM PROMPTA"
5O42O PRINT D$;"BLOAD PERM PROMPTB"
50430 PRINT D$;"BLOAD PERM PROMPTC"
50440 RETURN
50500 REM
50510 PRINT D$;"BLOAD PROMPTS"
50520 RETURN
51 000 REM
51 020 cosuB 60000































































IF TG(14) < 6 THEN TG(14) = 6






POKE OB,4: POKE OB + 1,I
POKE NB,2: CALL GIVECMD
RETURN
REM
rF TG(1 8) > 0 GOTO s1 590
REM
TG(17) = 0
TG(16) = INT (TG(16))
rF TG(17', > 6 GOTO 51600
TG(16) = TG(16) + 1
IF TG(1 6) > 5 THEN TG(1 6) = 0: GOTO 51 560
IF TG(TG(1 6)) = 0 THEN TG(17) = TG(1 7) + 1























GOSUB 51830: GOlo 51875
REM
POKE 49168,22
rF PEEK (49167'.t > 127 GOTO 51860
GOTO 51 840
JJ = PEEK (491 68)



































JJ ( 53.5 GOTO 55000
JJ < 69.5 GOTO 52000




































= 84 GOTO 55800
= 85 GOTO 57000
= 86 GOTO 56500
= 87 GOTO 561 00
= 88 GOTO 52300
= 90 GOTO 52410
= I GOTO 51 800
51 998 GOSUB 58200: GOTO 51 800
52000 REM
52010 IF JJ > 70 GOTO 52040
52O2O JJ = JJ - 64
52030 GoTO 52050
52O4O JJ = JJ - 96
52050 JJ = INT (JJ)
52060 rF JJ < 1 0R JJ > 5 GOTO 51 800
52O7O TG(17) = TG(JJ)
52080 IF TG(l 7) < 0.5 THEN TG(JJ) = 1: GOSUB 58300: GOSUB 60400: GOTO 51
s00
52090 IF TG(17) > 0.5 THEN TG(JJ) = 0
52095 GOSUB 58400: GOSUB 60400: GOTO 51 500
52100 REM SOUND TOGGLE
52110 GOSUB 58000
52120 POKE 2000,211: POKE 2OO1,2O7
52130 POKE 2002,213: POKE 2}04/196: POKE 2OO6,207: POKE 2003'206
52140 IF TG(23) < 0.5 THEN TG(23) = 1: POKE 2007,2O6: GOTO 51790
52150 TG(23) = 0: POKE 2OO7,198: POKE 2008'198
52160 GOTO 51790
s2300 REM
52310 JJ = TG(18)
52320 IF JJ ( 0.5 THEN TG(18) = 1: GOSUB 58500: GOSUB 60400: GoTo s1500
52330 TG(l 8) = 0: GOSUB 58600: GOSUB 60400: GOTO 51 500
52400 REM
52410 GOSUB 58000
52412 Jll = 21:JL = 28109
52414 GOSUB 58050
52420 JI(4) = 3
52430 GOSUB 58700
52440 IF JI(s) ( 1 o oR JI(5) > 1 25 THEN GOSUB 57900: GOTO 51 800
52450 TG(8) = INT (JI(5))
52460 GOSUB 51 450
52470 GOSUB 59100
52495 GOTO 51790
53OOO REM GET {I OF FILE
5301 0 GOSUB 58900
53020 JI(4) = 1
53030 GOSUB 58700
53040 IF JI(s) < 0 0R JI(s) > 9 THEN GOTO s8200
53045 TGQÐ = JI(5)
53050 B$ = STR$ (JI(5))
53060 POKE 2012,(JI(5) + 176)
53070 RETURN
531 OO REM LOAD VOICE PATTERNS
53105 POKE 1755,236
53110 GOSUB 53000
53112 POKE 1755,12: POKE 1759'(JI(5) + 176)
531 20 CALL INIT










53150 PRINT D$;"BLOAD VOICE TUTOR VP "iB$i",A"iVF
53160 TY = PEEK (VF + 7): IF TY < > T1 THEN PRINT "ERROR 53160"
53170 TY = PEEK (VF + 8): IF TY < > T2 THEN PRINT "ERROR 53170''
53180 POKE 08,16: POKE OB + 1,( PEEK (RP))
53190 POKE OB + 2,( PEEK (RP + 1)): POKE NB,3
53200 CALL (RT + 27)
53210 I = 106
53220 POKB OB,4: POKE OB + 1,I: POKE NB'2
53230 CALL GIVECMD
53340 GOSUB 3220
533s0 GOTO 51 590
53500 REM SAVE VOICE PATTS
53505 POKE 1 883,243
53510 GOSUB 53000: REM GET FILE {¡
53515 POKE 1883,19: POKE 1887,(JI(5) + 176)
53530 GOTO 4900
53700 REM LOAD GRAPHIC
53705 POKE 1775.23'l
53710 GOSUB 53000: REM GET FILE ll
53720 TG(21) = JI(5)
53730 GOSUB 51000
53735 POKE 1775,7: POKE 1777,(Jfl5) + 176)
53740 GOTO 51 800
55000 REM
55005 JJ = JJ - 48
55006 PORE (1 632 + 1G(24)),(176 + TGQ4))
55007 TG(24) = JJ
55008 POKE (1632 + TG(24)),(48 + TG(24))
55010 IF JJ = TG(16) GOTO 55200
55025 POKE 1642,248
55030 IF TG(19) = I THEN TG(13) = 0: GOTO 55300
55032 IF 1G(23) = 0 GOÎO 55040
55034 POKE 864,2: POKE 865,(TG(14) * 3 + 100): CALL 866
55040 TG(12) = 0
55048 QZ = I
55052 GOSUB 60200
55060 IF TG(13) = 0 AND TG(14) > 3 THEN TG(14) = TG(14) - 1
55070 IF TG(1 3) < > 0 THEN TG(1 3) = 0: GOTO 55090
55074 QZ = TG(1 4) + 1
55078 GOSUB 60300





55210 TG(12) = 0
55216 QZ = 2
55220 GOSUB 60200
55222 IF TG(23) = 0 GOTO 55230
55224 POKE 864,2: POKE 865,(TG(14) * 3 + 100): CALL 866
55226 FOR I = 1 1O 5: NEXT I
55228 POKE 864,4: POKE 865,(TG(14) " 3 + 1 50): CALL 866
55230 IF TG(13) = 1 THEN TG(14) = TG(14) + 1
55235 IF TG(1 4) > TG(20) THEN GOTO 55300
55240 TG(13) = 1
55246 QZ = TG(14)
55250 GOSUB 60200
55300 REM





























































rF TG(6) < 0.5 GOTO 51500
rF TG(13) ( 0.5 GOTO 55400
IF TG(g) < 10 OR TG(9) > 125 THEN TG(9) = 125
TG(8) = TG(8) + 10 ^ ( COS (TG(8) *'1.57079 / TG(9)))
TG(8) = INT (TG(8))
IF TG(8) > TG(9) THEN TG(8) = TG(9)
GOSUB 591 00: GOSUB 51 450
coTo 51 500
IF TG(9) < 10 OR TG(9) > 125 THEN TG(9) = 125
TG(8) = TG(8) - 10 * ( COS (TG(8) ^ 1.57079 / TG(g)))
IF TG(8) ( 10 THEN TG(8) = 10
TG(8) = INT (TG(8))
IF TG(8) < TG(7) THEN TG(8) = TG(7)





























IF JJ = 13 GOTO 56220
POKE (2000 + I),(JJ + 128)
POKE (2001 + 1r,223
NEXT I
cosuB 51 830







rF TG(19) > 0.5 GOTO 56400
TG(19) = 1
GOSUB 58OOO
JM = 19:JL = 28087
GOSUB 58050
A5.11
56370 GOTO 51 790
56400 REM
56410 TG(19) = 0
s6420 GOSUB 58000
56430 JM = 10:JL = 28067
56440 GOSUB 58050
56450 GOTO 51 790
56s00 REM
56510 FOR I = 0 TO 26
56520 POKE (28668 - r),TG(r)
56530 NEXT I
56540 PRINT D$;"BSAVE TOGGLES'42864'1,L28"
56550 GOSUB 58000
56560 JM = 19:JL = 28O2O
56570 GOSUB s8050




56630 JM = 18:JL = 28055
56640 GOSUB 58050
56650 GOTO 51 800
57000 REM
57010 GOSUB 58000
57O2O IF TG(6) < 0.5 THEN TG(6) = 1: GOTO 59200





57130 JI(4) = 3
57140\ GOSUB 58700
571 50 IF JI(s) < 1 0 0R JI(5) > TG(g) THEN GOSUB 59500: GOTO 51 800
57160 TG(7) = INT (JI(5))
s7165 GOSUB 59600
57170 IF TG(8) < TG(7) THEN TG(8) = TG(7): GOTO 52460




57230 JI(4) = 3
57240 GOSUB 58700
57250 IF JI(5) > 125 0R JI(s) < TG(7) THEN GOSUB 59800: GOTO 51 800








5801 0 FOR JK = 0 TO 39




58060 FOR JK = 0 TO JM















































































POKE 2019,206: PORE 2O2O,2O7













POKE 2028,JÍ1.¿, + 176
POKE 2030,132: POKE 2031,137
POKE 2033,137: POKE 2034,148















= I GOTO 58800
= 13 GOTO 58825
( 48 0R JJ > 57 GOTO 58750
JI(JI(O))=JJ-48
JJ=JJ+128
POKE 2036 + JI(O),JJ
IF JI(o) < JI(4) GOTO 58740
JI(5) = JI(1) * 100 + JI(z) * 10 + JI(3)
RETURN
IF JI(O) = 1 GOTO 58825




































































POKE 2000,142: PORE 2OO1,143: POKE
POKE 2005,1 29: POKE 2006,1 42: POKE




REM POKE {l OF FILE =
POKE 2000,1 63: POKE 2OO2,1 43: POKE
POKE 2005,134: POKE 2006,'137: POKE




JM = 19:JL = 28440
GOSUB s8050
IF TG(23) = 0 GOTO 59080
FORI=1TO PEEK(25000)
POKE 864, PEEK (25028 + I * 2)







JJ = INT (TG(8) / lOO)
POKE 1622,JJ + 176
JK = INT (TG(8) / 10) - JJ ^ 10
POKE 1623,JR + 176
JK = TG(8) - JJ * 100 - JK * 10




















JK = INT (TG(7) / 100)
POKE 1B74,JK + 176
JJ = INT (TG(7) / 1O) - JK ,t 10
POKE 1875,JJ + 176







































































JK = INT (TG(g) / 1OO)
POKE 1746JK + 176
JJ = INT (TG(g) / 1Ol - JK ^ 10
POKE 1747,JJ + 176
JJ = TG(9) - 100 * JK - 10 * JJ
POKE 1748,JJ + 176
RETURN
REM
B$ = sTR$ (TG(21))
PRINT D$;"BLOAD GRAPHIC ";B$
JJ = PEEK (28000)
TG(20) = JJ
IF 1G(14) > TG(20) THEN TG(14) = TG(20)
IM(O)=27998-JJ
FORQZ=1TOJJ








FOR JJ = IM(QZ - 1) TO ((IM(QZ)) + 1) STEP - 3




FOR JJ = IM(QZ - 1) TO ((IM(QZ)) + 1) STEP - 3
POKE (256 x ( PEEK (JJ)) + PEEK (JJ - 1)),( PEEK (27999))
NEXT JJ
RETURN
REM DISPLAT TOGGLED VALUES
FORI=1TO5
POKE (176O + I),(I + 224 - TGÏ, * 224)
NEXT I
POKE 1751,(245 - TG(6) * 224',)
POKE 1898,(24 + TG(18) * 224)
POKE 1779,6 + TG(19) * 224')












Phase 1 - Print out of test run.
Phase 2 - Results of 64 test runs.
Effects of error rate.
Sounds used during phase 3 - experiment
one.
Sounds used during phase 3 - experiment
two.
Phase 3 - typica'l results sheet.
Phase 3 - experiment one - summary. of
resu I ts .
Phase 3 - experiment two - summary of
resu I ts .
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A6-c EFFECT OF ERROR RATE
1. NO ERRORS
tJe are justified jn enforc'ing good morals for they beìong
to al I mank'ind; but we are not justìfied in enforcing good
manners, fOr good manners a'lways mean our own manners. G.K.
Chesterton.
2. 95% ACCURACY
we are justified j& enforcing good mo&als for they beìon&
to al I mank i nd; b&t we are not iusti&i ed i n enforc'i ng g&od
manners, for go&d manners aìways m&an our own &anners. G.K.
Ches&erton.
3. 90% ACCURACY
lJe &re justif ied i& enforc'in& good mo&als &or they be]on&
to all m&nk'ind; b&t we are not & justi&ied in e&forcing g&od
mann&rs, for g&od ma&ners always m&an ou& own &anners. G.K.
Ches&erton.
4. B5I ACCURACY
t'le &re &ustified j& e&forc'in& go&d mo&als &or they beìon&
to all &&ankind; b&t we &re not & iust&&ied 'in e&forcing g&od
man&&ers, for go&d ma&ners &ìways m&an ou& own &a&ners. G.K.
Che&&erton.
5. BOÍ ACCURACY
we &re &&stifjed i& e&forc'in& go&& mo&als &or they beìo&&
to al I &&nkjnd; b&t we &re no& & iust&&ied in e&forc'ing g&od
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